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In this Issue
That most basic of electronicinstruments,the oscilloscope,has gone
digital in a big way. The 7988 Hewlett-PackardTest and Measurement
Catalog doesn't list a single traditionalanalog oscilloscope,but there are
ten different kinds of digitizingoscilloscopes.In a digitizingscope, input
signals are sampled, the samples are measured by an analog-to-digital
converter(ADC),and the resultingnumbersare storedin a waveformmemory. This storeddata can be used to createa displayof the inputsignalthat
looks like a traditionaloscilloscopedisplay,or it can be manipulateddigitally
for various purposes.There are differentdigitizingscopes becausethere
are design trade-offs.In general, if you sample faster you get more bandwidthbut you can't
measureas precisely.You get the most bandwidthif you deal only with repetitiveinput signals.
Some digitizingscopes are designed for maximum bandwidthfor repetitiveinputs, some for
maximumdigitizingspeed, and some for maximumfidelityand dynamicrange.
ln this last categoryare the HP 5180T/U,HP 5183T/U,and HP 5185T PrecisionDigitizing
Oscilloscopes,describedon pages 4 to 64. These scopes are waveformrecorderspaired with
an analysisand display module.They rate the adjective"precision"because high{idelity,fully
of the waveformrecordersthey're
characteristic
specifieddynamicperformanceis a distinguishing
based on. Criticalto that performanceis the ADC, and two ADC designsare presentedin this
digitizingrate and 8-bit precision(page 39), and
issue. One has a 250-megasample-per-second
12-bit
unit (page 15). Other waveformrecorderdesign
4-megasample-per-second,
the other is a
detailscan be found in the articleson pages 4,32, and 49, and the articleon page 53 explains
the functionsof the analysisand display module.Two unusualcapabilitiesof these scopes are
adaptive sample rate (page 23) and waveform reconstruction(page 26). The former saves
waveform memory by automaticallyreducingthe digitizingrate if the frequencycontent of the
input signalis below a certainthreshold.The latterappliessophisticatedinterpolationtechniques
when creatinga displayfrom the stored waveformdata. While most digitizingscopes need ten
samplesto makea cycleof sinewave lookright,thesecan do it withonlytwo and a halfsamples.
What gets mountedon a printedcircuit board and how it's put there has changed a lot over
the years. Complexityand densityhave increasedgreatly.Manufacturingand testingare fully or
partiallyautomated.A board designerin this environmentis seriouslyhandicappedwithout an
offeringin this area consists
effectivecomputer-aideddesign (CAD) system. Hewlett-Packard's
The HP EngineeringDesign
workstations.
HP
engineering
for
9000
applications
two
software
of
System (HP EDS) capturesthe designer'sschematicdiagramand simulatesthe operationof the
logicto verifythe designfunctionally.The HP PrintedCircuitDesignSystem(HP PCDS)provides
tools for board layoutand generatesinstructionsfor automaticmanufacturingand testingequipment.The two applicationscan exchangedata in eitherdirectionand they sharethe same library
of standardcomponents.
The story of HP PCDS is told by its designerson pages 65 to 86, beginningwith an overview
of the productand a descriptionof the Design Module,which interactswith the board designer
to definethe board,place componentson it, and generatemanufacturingoutputs.Algorithmsfor
autoplacementof componentsand autoroutingof the tracesbetweencomponentsare discussed
in the paper on page 68. Autorouting,consideredthe most criticalelement in a printed circuit
board CAD system,is done by the HP PCDS AutorouterModule.The third of HP PCDS' three
user-modifiableLibraryModule,is describedon page 82. Quality
modules,the 85Q0-component,
assuranceissuesfaced by the design team are coveredin the articleon page 84. Two special
needs of HP PCDS and similar CAD systemswere addressedby developingrelatedsoftware.
First, becausethe productivitygains that a CAD system deliverscan be greatlydiminishedby
the extra managementetfort requiredto keep track of data and coordinatelarge projectteams,
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the DesignSystemManagerwas developed(seepage71). HP PCDSrunsin the DesignSystem
Managerenvironment
alongwithsimilarCAD applications.
The DesignSystemManagerprovides
applicationintegration(page 80), networksupport,file security,and controlof multipleversions
of files. Second, because a CAD system has to send output to a wider-than-usualvariety of
devices,a specialspoolerwas developed.The spooleris the subjectof the paper on page 77.
Elevenyears ago, HP producedits first silicon-on-sapphire
(SOS) integratedcircuit,a 16-bit
microprocessor
chip. SOS offereda combinationof low power consumption,
high speed,high
circuitdensity,and static operationthat was unmatchedby any other lC technology.The hope
was that the system-leveladvantagesof SOS would offset its relativelyhigh cost. Today, SOS
is consideredtoo costlyfor most commercialuses,althoughit is stillused in some applications;
for example,it's usedin satellitesbecauseof its radiationhardness.On the otherhand,the basic
ideaof buildingsiliconintegrated
circuitson insulating
substrates
is aliveandwell.Newsilicon-oninsulator(SOl)technologies
are beingdevelopedusingcalciumfluorideor silicondioxideinstead
of sapphire(whichis a form of aluminumoxide).Silicondioxideis especiallyattractivebecause
it's a common integratedcircuitelementand doesn'trequirespecialprocessingequipment.In
the paper on page 87 we get an introductionto SOI technologyand its advantagesand learn
about the SOI researchbeing done at HP Laboratories.
-R. P. Dolan

Cover
The ADC hybrid microcircuitof the HP 5185A Waveform Recorderis pictured in front of a
displayfrom a thermalmodelingprogramthat was usedto predictthe heattransfercharacteristics
of the ADC hybridand othermicrocircuits.

What's Ahead
Scheduledfor the April issueare designpaperson millimeter-wave
componentsand the HP
87704 ArbitraryWaveformSynthesizer.Therewill also be three papersfromthe 1987HP Software
EngineeringProductivityConferencedescribinga virtualuser softwaretestingtool, a systemfor
controllingand measuringthe load on the kernelof the HP-UXoperatingsystem,and process
measures to improve R&D schedulingaccuracy. Another paper discusses how to adapt the
variouslogonmechanismsof AT&T'sUNIX@
operatingsystemto the manufacturing
environment.
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PrecisionDigitalOscilloscopesand
WaveformRecorders
This precisioninstrumentfamily consisls of five digitizing
osci//oscopesbasedonthreewaveformrecordersand an
analysis,display,and llO section.
by JamesL. Sorden
OR MANY APPLICATIONS,the functions of an oscilloscope, voltmeter, counter, power meter, and
spectrum analyzercan be provided by a single measurement instrument: the precision digitizing oscilloscope.
In addition to measurements on repetitive signals (the generally assumed condition with conventional measurement
instrumentation), the precision digitizing oscilloscope can
make measurements on transient or single-shot signals, signals often impractical to analyze with conventional measurement tools.
To be able to function as all of the instruments mentioned, the precision digitizing oscilloscope must meet two
conditions. First, the fundamental measurement device
(transducer or analog-to-digital converter) must have a high
degree of accuracy, fidelity, and dynamic range. Second,
the analysis and input/output functions must be quick,
comprehensive, and correct.
The HP 5180T/U, HP5183T/U and HP 51.85T Precision

Digitizing Oscilloscopes combine analysis functions with
excellent measurement fidelity to characterize single-shot
or repetitive signals, either simple waveshapes or complex
modulated analog signals. These instruments have two
major subsections: (a) the waveform recorder with either
two or four channels of data acquisition, and (b) the
analysis, display, and I/O section. The HP 5180T/LI (Fig.
1l uses the 20-MHz HP 5180A Waveform Recorder,l which
has a 1O-bit ADC (analog-to-digital converter) and a 16Kword memory. The HP 5183T/U (Fig. 2) uses the HP 5183A
Waveform Recorder, which has dual independent 4-MHz,
12-bit ADCS and 64K words of memory (256K optional).
The T versions are two-channel instruments and the U
versions are four-channel instruments that use two of the
two-channel waveform recorders. The HP 5185T (Fig. 3)
uses the HP 51854 Waveform Recorder, which has dual
independent 2S}-MH^ B-bit ADCs.
The measurement strengths of these instruments,

Fig. 1. fhe HP 5180T Precision
Digitizing OsciI loscopeconsistsof
an HP 5180AWaveformRecorder
and an analysis,display, and llO
section. The HP 51804 provides
20-MHz, 1)-bit analog-to-digital
conversion.
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coupled with their built-in processing and analysis capabilities, make them well-suited for measurement systems in
ATE, production, and R&D environments.In the laboratory,
the digitizing oscillocope is a stand-alone, interactive instrument. For many ATE and production systems, on the
other hand, the waveform recorder can be used without an
analysis, display, and I/O section to minimize rack space
and eliminate front-panel clutter and confusion.
This article gives an overview of the design of the Hp
51834 Waveform Recorder. The analysis, display, and I/O
section that transforms the waveform recorder into digitizing oscilloscopes is described in the article on page 53.
The waveform reconstruction techniques that maximize
the effective bandwidths of the HP oscilloscopes are discussed in the paper on page 26. The design of the Hp bIBSA
Waveform Recorder is the subject of the papers on pages
32. 39. and 49.
HP 5183A Waveform Recorder
The HP 51834 is a lower-cost waveform recorder. Its
data acquisition, analog-to-digital conversion, and analysis
techniques make many contributions to the state of the art,
including adaptive sample rate, dropout trigger, and other
concepts. These are detailed in the box on page 12 and the
papers on pages 15 and 23.
The block diagram of the HP S1B3A Waveform Recorder
is typical for waveform recorders. Elements common to
most recorders are:
r Input signal conditioning, including multiple sensitivity
ranges and high impedance
I High-speed transducer (analog-to-digital converter)
I High-speed memory system capable of following
the
ADC output and later replaying data into a digital I/O

system
r Internal and external triggering to define measurement
time endpoints
r Time base and oscillator system to control the
ADC
! Digital system controller
r Digital HP-IB.
Shown in Fig. 4 is the signal flow functional block diagram for the HP 51834 recorder.
Input Amplifier System. The input amplifiers consist of a
pair of 1-MO fully conditioned and programmable differential input amplifiers with switchable anti-aliasing filters.
This high-impedance signal buffering makes it possible to
monitor the user's system without disturbing its normal
operation. Since this signal buffering system is built into
the instrument, it is fully specified (this is not the case if
external buffering is required). The switchable low-pass
anti-aliasing filters prevent undesired aliasing of high-frequency signals and noise into the bandwidth of the recorded signal.
Analog-to-Digital
Converter System. Each of the Hp
5183,{'s two channels has its own independent 12-bit ADC
with dc-to-4-MHz sample-and-hold signal conditioning.
The maximum sample rate is 4 MHz. The two-pass converter uses an B-bit flash ADC with a resultant 4-bit overlap
(see article, page 15). From a system designer,s point of
view, a digitizer is most useful if it can be clocked at arbitrary rates and/or with nonuniform encode sequences. The
HP 51834 ADC can be clocked at any rate from less than
1Hz to 4 MHz.
Precision Digital Trigger
The second most difficult technical challenge in any
waveform recorder design (after providing a high-fidelity

Fig. 2. The HP 5183T Precision
Digitizing OsciI loscopeconslstsol
an HP SlB3AWaveformBecorder
and an analysis,display,and llO
secllon. The HP 51834 is a lowcost recorderthat provides4-MHz,
12-bit analog -to-digital conve rsion.
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ADC) is to provide an accurate and reliable trigger system.
All of the products in this family use digital triggering.
Since the ADC is fully specified and tested, so is the trigger
circuitry. The exact signal digitized by the ADC is seen by
the precision digital trigger. There can be no drift or other
inaccuracies relative to the digitized data' The trigger level
control and the trigger hysteresis control are fully adjustable.This ensures optimum triggering for each application.
Dropout Trigger. A triggering technique that allows triggering in the absence of a signal has been implemented in the
HP 5183 and HP 5185 systems. This feature allows triggering on and recording signal sag or total signal loss on signals
that have a normally constant peak amplitude (Fig. 5).
When the preset trigger amplitude conditions are not met
for an interval set by the dropout delay timer, the trigger
command occurs. The dropout trigger circuit consists of
conventional trigger detection circuitry plus a special
timer. The timer is reset with the trigger detection circuitry.
If the timer circuit does not reset in the time specified by
the user, then the trigger has not occurred during that time,
and a dropout trigger signal is sent to the memory, activating the normal memory stop circuitry. Some examples of
dropout trigger applications include:
r Ignition systems. Determine the cause of cylinder misfirings and record the time and waveshape of the signal
pattern around the misfire.
I Communication systems. Determine the cause and
characteristics of carrier loss or distortion.
r Power distribution system monitoring. Two classic
anomalies on a power distribution system are brownouts
or line sag, an application for dropout trigger (Fig. 5),
and high-voltage spikes, an application for bi-trigger
mode (Fig. 6).

r Oscillators. When an oscillator squegs, a measurement
can be made to determine the time and shape of the
anomaly.
r Magnetic media testing. Digital tape or flexible disc systerns can be precisely analyzed to see the exact magnetic
position of data lost.
High-Frequency Trigger. A class of transients that conventional trigger circuits do not handle well is high-frequency
noise transients that do not exceed the nominal peak-topeak voltage level of the signal. An example of this class
of noise transients is high-frequency transients on a power
line system, often generated by switching spikes from inductive loads. With the adaptive sample rate system, HP
5183 Option 301, the included high-frequency digital filter
can be used to detect these transients. Relatively lowenergy, high-frequency transients can be detected in the
presence of a much larger low-frequency signal. The detected signal is used to fire the trigger system and initiate
recording of the transient (Fig. 7).

Time BaseSystem
Thetimebasesystemhastheprimaryfunctionof providing flexibility in the ADC sampling rate, permitting longer
time records at slower sampling rates (assuming one operates within the Nyquist sampling criterion). The HP 5183
system can switch between its main rate and a second, or
delayed, rate. This feature is most often used to conserve
memory or increase measurement time when the operator
has prior knowledge of the signal bandwidth. Either time
base can set to any period from 250 ns to 4 seconds in
250-ns increments. In addition, two new functions, burst
time base and adaptive sample rate, are available in the
time base.

Fig. 3. fhe HP 5185T Precision
Digitizing OsciI loscopeconslstsol
an HP SlBSAWaveformRecorder
and an analysis,display, and llO
section. The HP 5185A provides
250-MHz, 8-bit analog-to'digital
conversion.
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F.g, 4. HP 5183A Waveform Becorder simplified signal flow block diagram.

Burst Time Base. The burst time base mode allows the
operator to record a selectablenumber of data samples
automatically after a trigger event.The number of samples
can be any integer from one to the total memory length.
After a rearm delay of two sample points, the Hp S1B3A
is ready to record the next burst immediately. This is an
extremely efficient technique for recording hundreds or
thousands of data bursts in a single record. No data is
recorded between bursts (Fig. B).
The circuit consistsof a counter in the time basesystem.
It is set for a specified number of sample points, then is
rearmed and waits for the trigger event. A typical application is to analyze peak pulse amplitudes of a series of
waveforms.Examplesinclude radar return pulse analysis,
Otto cycle engine instantaneouspower peak analysis,and
digital magneticmedia error testing.
Adaptive Sample Rate. Adaptive samplerate (Option 301)
automatically slows down the time basewhen higher sampling ratesare not required, preservingall timing information and signal shape.Details of the signal processingare
covered in the article on page 23. Adaptive sample rate
effectively increasesmemory up to 60 times or up to 30
million samples.
ReferenceOscillator. The 4-MHz crystal oscillator is an
extremely critical time base subsystem. It must always
maintain sufficient purity to ensurethe fidelity of the ADC.
For example,with a 1-MHz input signaland 12 bits of ADC
resolution, yzbit oI noise distortion will be induced by 39
picosecondsof jitter (Fig. 9). For this reason,the oscillator
consistsof an extremelyquiet voltage-controlledoscillator
in a sophisticatedphase-lockedloop with a 4-M'Hzcrystal
reference.The VCO can be locked to a 1-MHz. 4-MHz. or
10-MHz external high-stability oscillator or to the Option

010 internal oven oscillatorto provide the stability needed
for mathematically comparing waveform data taken at significantly different times or different temperatures.2
Memory System
The typical waveform recordermemory systemconsists
of static read/write memory ISRAM] IC chips controlled
by a counter and an addressregister. Although this is a
satisfactoryscheme,SRAM is more expensive,takesmore
power, and is less dense(fewer bits per IC) than dynamic
read/write memory (DRAM). In a computer architecture,

Fig. 5. Dropout trigger is a new feature that can capture
brownouts or unexpected load increases.
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load
Fig.6. Bilriggercanbe usedto capturean unexpected
decreaseor high-voltagespikes.
where the necessarycycle stealingcontrol circuits for memory refresh (mandatory for preserving memory) are relatively straightforward,DRAM is much less expensive.
In waveform recorders,accessto the memory must be
assuredwhenever a sample point is taken. The HP 5183A
data rate can vary from nanosecondsto secondsper sample
point. The memory must start and stop as demanded by
the user (a function of memory size and trigger time). In
addition, the adaptive sample rate system may ask the
memory system to decimate 63 out of every 64 sample
points taken. Although a complex digital control problem,
we chose a DRAM system for its advantageof greatermemory size at far lower cost.
The HP 5183A memory system provides input synchronization,first in, first out (FIFO)buffering, shift register buffering (for delay of ADC data),and output synchronization with a minimum amount of hardware(Fig. 10, page
14).Among the designcontributionsin the memorysystemis
a unified hardwareimplementationfor a combinationFIFO
buffer and a programmable shift register having synchronous input and output capabilities.The design is not subject to enors causedby metastablestatesof the input and
output flip-flops.
Clock Generator, The memory generatesan internal clock
of approximately 4.6 MHz. This frequencyis used so that
the instantaneous data rate of the memory is slightly higher
than the 4-MHz maximum sample rate. This 0.6-MHz margin allows for refresh overhead (cycle stealing). The front
end of the memory runs on the phase2 clock and the rest
runs on phase 1.
Data Synchronizer. Data from the ADCs (two 12-bit ADC
data channels)is clocked alternately into 24-bit registers.
The data is clocked in by the data clock coming from the
ADC, and clocked out by the phase2 clock. When a word
is being read into one register,the previous word is being
clocked out of the other register. This guaranteesthat the
data will not be changing as it is read out, regardlessof
the relative timing of the data clock and the incoherent
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phase 2 clock. An input flip-flop controls which of the
registersacceptsADC input data and an output flip-flop
controls which registeroutputs the data.The two flip-flops
are connectedthrough a synchronizingflip-flop which provides the transition between the two different clocks in the
system.An exclusive-ORgate generatesthe output signal
to indicate whether data is available from the data synchronizer during the current 4.6-MHz clock period. The
adaptive sample rate speedand data valid signalsare processedthrough similar synchronizers.
Master FIFO. The master FIFO stores the adaptive sample
rate speedbit and control data while the DRAM memory
is refreshing and then releases it as the DRAM is able to
accept it. The buffer consists of static RAM. It is written
to on the phase2 clock and read out on the phase 1 clock.
Four address bits are required. Multiplexers switch the
data and addressbetween read and write. The addresses
are generatedby two four-bit counters.The write counter
increments whenever new data comes in and the read
counter increments whenever data is read out by the
DRAM. Hence, the read counter is constantly chasingthe
write counter. During refresh periods, the write counter
continues to advanceand store, while the read counter is
held. When no new data is coming in, the write counter
standsstill while the readcountercatchesup. A comparator
looks at the two addressesand generatesan empty signal
if they are equal. This instructs the DRAM not to try to
take any more data. The FIFO has a capacity of tS words.
A maximum of g words are used during DRAM refresh
delay.
The data control signal coming out of the FIFO is routed
to a qualifier to determine whether the ADC data should
be stored. This allows the adaptive sample rate systemto
discard redundant data. This happens downstream from
the FIFO so as not to upset the counters.Hence, data will
be written to the DRAMs unless the adaptive sample rate
system says no, the FIFO is empty, or the DRAMs are in a
refresh cycle. The adaptive sample rate speed bit is sent

Fig.7. High-frequency trigger can capture highirequency
transientsthat do not exceed the nominal peak-to-peak voltage of the signal.

Fig. 8. Eurst time base mode is
used to record a selectable number of samplesafter a trigger and
then stop, rearm, and begin recording again after another trigger. Memoryis conservedbecause
no samples are recorded during
unintercsting periods between
bursts. Recorded signal (top) for
input signal (bottom)

directly to the DRAM array as a data bit.
ADC data passesthrough the slave FIFO. This FIFO is
similar to the master except that it has ten-bit address
counters and a 24x 1024-bit static RAM array. It is identified as a slave circuit becausethe count enable signals
from the master control its address counters. The read
counter is presetto either 2 or 548beforemaking a measurement. This offset is maintained indefinitely, resulting in a
2-word or 548-word delay pipeline in the data path. This
circuit can be thought of as a programmableshift register
of length 2 or 548. The delay of 2 compensatesfor trigger
system detection delays. The 548-word delay is invoked
during adaptive sample rate operation to compensatefor
the delaying effects of the adaptive sample rate low-pass
and smoothing filters.
DRAM Array. After the incoming data is synchronized,
buffered,and pipelined, it is routed to the memory, which
consists of 0+K or 256K 25-bit words of DRAM. The 25
bits are neededfor the two 12-bit ADC data channelsplus
the adaptivesamplerate speedbit. Memory refreshis done
on one row every 10 microseconds.
DRAM Address Circuitry. The addressesfor the DRAMs
are generated by an 18-bit data address counter and an
B-bit refresh counter. A multiplexer selectsbetween the
refresh addressand the data address.In a repeatingcycle,
the refresh addressis strobed in. The row addressis then
latched and a series of column addressesis sent. This is
the page mode of DRAM operation.
Read Registers. The data played back from the DRAMs is
read out one byte at a time to the data bus. The DRAM
control circuit generatesa sequencingsignal to clock new
data from the DRAM into the read registers after the previous byte has been accepted.
DRAM Control Circuit. The DRAM control circuit is a 48state repeating sequencecircuit driven by the 4.6-MHz
clock. Two periods are devotedto refresh,and two periods
are devoted to latching the row address. The other 44
periods are available for writing or reading data. An eightbit counter is hardwired to divide bv 48. A decodercircuit

switches the addressmultiplexer at the appropriate time
and enablesthe DRAM RASand CASappropriately.
Other Design Features
The HP-IB systemis a conventional statemachine design.
The high-current t5V power supplies are secondary
switching regulator designs.
The mechanicalpackagedesigncontains a conventional
card cage but the cage is constructed as a monocoque
welded aluminum frame.This designyields extremelystiff
and strong but lightweight packaging. The thermal and
acoustic management considerations dictated the use of
three low-noise cooling fans for maximum reliability and
low noise. Front-panel keys and annunciators are slaved
to the display, I/O, and analysismodule in the HP 5183T/U
or to a remote computer when the HP 5183A recorder is
used.
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Waveform Recorder Software Design
The HP 5183AWaveformRecorderis tailoredto the measurement requirementsof a computer-controlledgeneral-purpose
wavelormrecorderand integratedwith measurementapplication
specific software. The HP 51834 consists of the precision
waveform recorder hardware described in the accompanying
articleand measurementcontrolsoftwareoptimizedfor high measurementthroughput.
Whilethe HP 5183AWaveformRecorderand the HP 51837
PrecisionDigitizingOscilloscope(an HP 5183Awith a display
module) are directed toward different applications,migration
paths from one applicationto the other do exist.An exampleof
movingfrom an HP 5183Tto an HP 5183Ais the development
of a measurementprocedureby a design engineerthrough interactiveuse and testingon the lab bench.Whenthe procedure
is implementedon an automated productionline, the final algorithmcan be implementedwith a recorder.The HP 51834
offersfaster performanceand lower cost than the HP 5183T in
measurements
takenon
the dedicatedtest system.Alternatively,
remote recorderscan be sent to a centralHP 5.183Tto be proThe HP 5183A
cessed using its powerfulanalysiscapabilities.
would functionas a lower-costprecisiontransducer,and the HP
5183Twould be the centraldata reductionorocessor.
Software Architecture
The HP 51834 WaveformRecorder software is a library of
procedures that allow the user to program the setup of the
waveformrecorderand control measurementcycles in the recorder.Thissoftwareis typicallyused as proceduresloadedwith
the user's software.Users can develop their own custom measurement systems and use the services provided by the HP
5183A software.Additionaldemonstrationoroceduresallowthe
HP 5183Aand its computerto functionas a digitizingoscilloscooe.
The primarycontributionof the softwareis to providean interface between easy{o-programhigh-levelsoftwareand the difficult-to-program
controlregisterset that makesup the hardware.
The softwarehides all the detailed informationrequiredto program the instruments;the user is presentedwith a standard
procedure-oriented
interface.This procedurelibraryis provided
in the BASIC language for HP 9000 Series200/300Technical
Comouters.
Architecture. The HP 5.183Asoftwareis implementedas a set
of standard proceduresthat are directlyexecutedwhen called.
SupportoJ interruptsand multiprocessconcurrencyon the host
comouter are independentof the use of these libraries.These
featurescan be implementedby the user in custom software.
Interfaces. Parameterspassed to library proceduresdescribe
the operationsto be performedby the library.The parameters
are numeric or ordinal types that correspond to the physical
parametersof the systemwhere possible.More complexrecord
type data structuressupportedin some languagesare not used
as parametertypes. Advantagesof this interfaceare that the
same design can be ported to other languagesor systemswith
minimumrevision.lt alsoallowsusersto programlhe instrument
with the same numeric parametersthey use to analyze data,
ratherthan the ASCIIstringcommandembeddingrequiredby
most programmableinstruments.
To maxrmizeusability,the interfacesare designedto be similar
to other HP instrumentcontrollersoftwaresystems.In particularl
the interfacesare similarto those used in the earlier-oeneration
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HP 51800 WaveformRecorderSoftwareand will be compatible
withfuturewaveformrecordersand products.Sincethe software
insulatesthe user from any machinespecificinteractions
with
the recorder,it will be source code compatiblewith other
waveformrecorderoroducts.
Feature Set Extension. The software supports all hardware capabilitiesof the HP 5183A.Analysisor enhanceddisplaycapabilitiescan be added easily using third-partysoftware.
Software Data Structures. The HP 51B3A softwarecan be modeled as two fundamentaldata structures.One data structure
containsthe current recorderstate in the form of controlcodes
writtento the recorderwhen it is programmed.This low-levelor
bit-leveldescriptionof the instrumentsetup is a softwareimage
of the recordercontrolregisters.This type of data structurecontrlbutesto the high measurementthroughput.
The second fundamentaldata structurepreventscomplex interactionsbetweenparametersf romintroducinganycallingorder
dependenceon the subprograms.This slructureremembersthe
parametersthat are interactive,so the final instrumentstatecan
be made independentof the librarysubprogramcallingorder.
Recorder State, The recorder state completelydescribes the
stateof the waveformrecorder.lt containsadditlonalinformation
requiredby the software,includinginstrumentnumber,HP-IB
select code, and bus address for multiple-instrument
systems.
This data structureis treatedas a read-writevariable.lt is cooied
or rewrittenif recorder setup informationis internallysaved or
recalledto a file or to disc,
A library procedureis providedso the user can easilydetermine the currentstateof any HP 5183A in a system.This procedure formatsthe stateinformationand displaysit on the controller
display.
For each recorderin a multiple-recorder
system,the software
instantiatesa copy of the two data structures.All referencesto
the particularinstrumentbeing programmedfor setup or measurementare made by setup number. In this way, the number
of recorders in the system is dynamic, and each recorder is
separatelycontrollable.
Software Operations
In controllingthe waveformrecorder,the softwareperforms
certain operationson its data structures.These operationsinclude: setup, translate,measurement,
initialize,
calibrate,and
verify.
Sefup Input Parameters. These operations take user-entered
valuesfor recordersetup, enter them into the appropriatedata
structures,and update the hardwareto reflect the new setup
state.These operationsare implementedas procedurescalled
by the user software;value parametersdescribethe new setup
state.This layerof softwarecan be modeledas a shellthathides
the complexhardwareregisterprogrammingtaskfromthe user.
The setup layer is implementedas BASICsubprograms;parametersto the subprogramsdefine the hardwarecapabilities
controlledby the software.Somecheckingof the input parameters is performed.Invalid parametersare logged as errors by
the called subprogram.Errorconditionscause the subprogram
to exit without modifyingthe setup state. Consistencychecks,
whichgeneratewarningswhen a parameteris limitedor adjusted
to the nearestallowedhardwarevalue,are deferredto a separate
subprogram.Thisapproach,as opposedto havingeach subprogram issue warnings,avoids having the same warning issued

morethanonceandavoidsissuinga warningthatis notwarranted
by the final instrumentstate.Once the user has made all the
changes to a setup, subprogramBs3chectLsetup
can be called
to do a consistencycheck.
An exampleof a setup procedureimplementedin BASICis:
(INTEGER
SUBBS3seLinput
Setup,Channel,
BEALRange,
Offset,
OPTIONALINTEGERCoupling,Contig,Filted
Setup
Channel
Bange
Offset
Coupling
Config
Filter

1 to32
'l lo2

indextodatatablestorthisinstrument

0 . 1t o 5 0 v o l t s s e l e c t 1
i n- 2 - 5 s e q u e n c e
!2x nnge enteredin volts
0,1
dc-coupled/ac-coupled
1,2,3
single-ended/differential/disconnected
fillerouvin
0,1

Measurement.Theseproceduresinitiateand controla measurementcycle in the waveformrecorder,usjngthe instrument
setup
previouslyentered.At the completionof these procedures,the
sampledata f rom the waveformrecorderhas been read intothe
computermemoryand is readyfor processingby the usersoftware. An exampleof a measurementcycle using the BASIC
softwareis as follows:
(Setup)
SUB BS3start-meas
REPEAT
Temp: BS3meas_done
(Setup)
UNTILTemo
(Setup,Channel,
BS3transfer_rec
Buffer,Heade(-))
Setup
Channel
Buffer
Heade(t)

softwaredesignand the implementation
in a high-level
language
were key strategiesin this process.Also,the use of HP language
extensions
to BASICwas minimized.
MS-DOSSystems.Many instrumentcontroland automatedtest
systemsare being developedin the MS" -DOSoperatingsystem
lor use on personalcomputers,such as the HP VectraPC or the
IBM PC Usingthe HP 823004HP BASICcoprocessorcard, Hp
BASIC5.0 runs directlyin the PC, The HP 5183Asoftwarecan
thenbe rununderBASIC5.0.Allthefunctionality
of the HP5183A
softwarecan be exercised.Thisincludesinstrument
addressing
and controlover the HP-lB,waveformdisplayto the CRT,and
the creationof waveformdata files on disc. Userscan combine
the waveformrecordercontrolsoftwareand the suoeriorHP-lB
l/O processingand fast developmenttime of HP BASICwith the
industry standard MS-DOSdata processingand spreadsheet
packagesto developtheir own optimummeasurementsystems
and to leverageexlstinginvestmentsin HP-lBand MS-DOSsysIEMS.

HP-IDVUNIX Systems.HP BASIC5.0 allowsdirect file transfers
from BASICto HP-UXor UNIX@
operatingsystemenvironments.
Usingthesesystems,data filesfromthe waveformrecordertaken
with the HP 5'183Asoftwarelibrarycan be passed directly into
HP-UX.The full rangeof UNIXdata manipulation
and communications capabilitrescan then be used to process the data. For
example, under the BASIC operating system, data from the
waveformrecordercan be saved in a disc file. Fromthe HP-UX
operatingsystem,the file can then be processedby any of the
standard UNIX utilities,such as sort,awk,or grep.
l\rS-DOSis a trademarkof lvlicrosoftCorp.
UNIXis a registeredtrademarkof AT&Tin the U.S.A.and othercountries.

indextoinstrument
being
controlled
channeltobetransferred
predefined
l/Opath
nameto
databutfers
pointerto
anarraytoholdthewaveform
header
information
required
toscalethedata

John Ketchum
ProjectLeader
SantaClaraDivision

Softwareis suppliedin sourcecodeformatfor BASIC.TheBASIC
system consists of about 3000 noncommentedsource statements.
Performance Results
In many applications
the abilityto acquiremany waveforms
rapidlytranslates
directlyintoreducedproduction
testoverhead.
The measurement
throughputnumbersshownin the following
tableare typicalcharacteristics
and can vary dependingon parameters
suchas samplerate,timespentwaitingfora trigger,etc.
Measurements per Second
Controller

1024-Poin
Btl o c k s
withDataTransf e r t oC o n t r o l l e r

HP
HPgOOO
Vectra' Model lvlodel lvlodel Model Model
236U 310
320
330
350

I

16

13

20

ZZ

AutoAdvance:
lo24-PointBlocks 29
40
31
55
60
Storedin Internal
lvlemory
tRequires
theHP82300A
BASICLanguage
Processor
Card.

27

70

Other Systems
A goal of the HP 51834projectwas to providea path for
portingthesoftware
intoothersystems.
Theuseof a structured
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SignalConditioningand Analog-to-Digital
Conversionfor a 4-MHz,12-BitWaveform
Recorder
by Albert Geeand RonaldW. Young
HE ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL converter (ADC) in the
HP 5183A Waveform Recordersamplesat a rate of
four million samples per second and provides 12
bits of amplitude resolution. The 4-MHz sample rate exceeds the minimum Z-MHz rate (Nyquist rate) needed for
adequate characterization of input signals with 1,-MHz
bandwidth. With 12 bits of amplitude data, the ideal signalto-quantization-noise ratio is Ze dB and the resolution is
+0.05% for full-scale input signals.
Key features of the analog circuitry include the design
of a modern discrete operational amplifier, a discrete sample-and-hold circuit, series-parallel ADC topology with
pipelined ADC timing, a low-noise oscillator, and pseudorandom noise to improve the ADC's linearity. The performance of the input amplifier and ADC systems has been
thoroughly evaluated and characterized with both static
and dynamic input signals. The static characterization involves measuring the transfer function (with a tracking
loop measurement) to determine the linearity. The dynamic
performance is analyzed using the DFT (discrete Fourier
transform), curve fit, and histogram tests.l
Digital signal processing techniques can be used on the
raw digital data to increase the signal-to-noise performance;

these techniques include averaging multiple measurements
and oversampling (with respect to input signal bandwidth)
followed by digital filtering. These issues are discussed in
detail later in this paper.

InputAmplifier
Two identical attenuators, one for each input. handle
the input configuration and coarse ranging while presenting 1-MO input impedance to the signal sources (see Fig.
1). In each channel, input clamp circuitry is followed by
two high-impedance buffers that convert the differential
signal to a low-impedance system. This signal is then converted to a single-ended signal. Two switchable gain stages
in cascade implement the 1-2-5 variable-gain sequence,
producing a -r1V-full-scale signal which goes to a switchable 1-MHz anti-aliasing filter and then to the output buffer,
which incorporates a +2OOo/ooffset control. The control
interface circuitry allows input configuration and offset
calibration from the HP-IB through the internal register bus.
The input configuration has four possible states: accoupled, dc-coupled, ground, and reference. In the ground
and reference states, the input BNC is decoupled from the
attenuator and left floating. The ground state connects the

Fig. 1. HP 5183A WaveformRecordet input attenuator.
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local ground to the input of the attenuator. The reference
stateconnectsa precision referencevoltageto the input of
the attenuator. The voltage reference is selectable from
+100 mV to i10V in a 1-2-5sequence,plus 0V.
The attenuatorprovides coarseranging as a selectionof
one of three decadeattenuators:+1, +10, and +100. The
selectedrangeis terminatedwith a 1-MO resistor.ths +10
and + 100 attenuatorshavepole-zerocompensationfor parasitic capacitance.They also have an adjustmentto match
the input capacitancewith the +1 attenuator.The nominal
input impedance is 45 pF in parallel with 1 MO.
The clamp circuitry protectsthe FET in the high-impedance buffer from overvoltage.A large seriesresistor in front
of the clamps limits the current in the clamp diodes for
Iow-frequency overvoltages. For high-frequency overvoltagesthe resistor is bypassedwith a capacitor to speedup
the responseof the clamp diodes.Two pairs of seriesdiodes
form the positive and negativeclamps. The seriesdiodes
maintain the low-leakage characteristic of the circuit after
repeated high-frequency clamping. The clamps limit the
FET gatevoltage to approximately t6.5V.
The high-impedancebuffer is a discrete FET-input op
amp in unity-gain configuration. The discrete op amp is
used throughout the input amplifier design. A detailed
description is given later.
Up to this point in the system, there are two identical
sets of circuitry, one for each differential input. The two
signalpaths arematchedand have identical circuit layouts.
Another discreteop amp, with similar topology, performs
conversion.An active curthe differential-to-single-ended
rent sourceis usedto bias the gain stageinsteadof a resistor.
This increasesthe common mode rejectionof the amplifier.
Each switchable gain stageis a discrete op amp in noninverting gain configuration. The first stageswitches between
x5 and x1. The second stageswitches between x2 and
x 1. This allows the implementation of a 1-2-5-10gain
sequence.The partitioning of the gain is optimized for
overall noise performance.
The anti-aliasing filter is a 1-MHz low-pass filter designed for overall frequencyresponseof - 3 dB at 1 MHz
and below - 60 dB at 3 MHz. It is a 1O-polematched-impedance elliptical filter, Gaussianto - 6 dB. The filter can be
bypassed by selecting the alternative signal path, which
matches the insertion loss of the filter.
The output stage is another discrete op amp nominally
in a noninverting gain-of-two configuration. The gain and
offset adjustments occur at this stage. The offset control
voltage is introduced at the summing node. The nominal
output is t1V with t2V offset.
Discrete Operational Amplif ier
Much of the performanceof the input amplifier is dependent upon the performanceof the discrete FET-input op
amp (Fig. 2). The discreteop amp is designedto rely more
on circuit linearity than feedback to achieve its distortion
performanceand bandwidth. The open-loopgain is approximately 50 dB, comparedto over 100 dB for a typical commercial op amp. The FET input stage provides for low
input bias current and the output stage can drive 50O to
2V peak-to-peak at 1 MHz with low distortion.
The frequency compensation is symmetric, with one
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amplifierused in the
Fig.2. DiscreteFET-inputoperatronal
inputamplifier.
capacitorfrom the baseto the collector of eachpnp transistor in the emitter-coupled pair in the gain stage. The
capacitorconnectedto the low-impedanceside of the active
load introduces a nearly coincident pole-zeropair at low
frequencies.The capacitor connectedto the high-impedance side of the active load introduces the dominant pole
for the open-loop frequency response.
The discreteop amps are optimized for 1-MHz distortion
performance.The input bias current, which is determined
by the FET, is less than 100 pA at 25'C. The input offset
voltageis typically less than 10 mV and has a temperature
coefficient of 50 pVl'C. In a unity-gain configuration,the
bandwidth is 40 MHz. The correspondingharmonic distortion is less than - 75 dBc for a 10-dBm sinusoid input at
0.95 MHz. The slew rate is 400V/&1.]he output noise in
unity-gain configuration is B nV/ \/Hz at 500 kHz. The op
amp dissipates800 mW in its quiescentstatewith no load.
Analog-to-Digital Converter
Fig. 3 shows the simplified block diagram of the seriesparallel ADC. The componentsof this subrangingADC include two sample-and-holdcircuits, an analogmultiplexer,
an B-bit A-to-D converter, a 12-bit D-to-A converter, and
an error amplifier. The intermediate results of two B-bit
A-to-D conversionsarecombinedto form the final high-resolution 12-bit result.
Sample-and-holdcircuit #1 acquiresand holds a sample
of the input signal. This sample is routed via path A to the
A-to-D converter, where a first-passconversion produces
a digital approximation to the analogsignal.The precision
D-to-A converter convertsthe digital approximation to an

Analog
Input

Digital Section

Pseudorandom
Noise

analog signal, which is subtractedfrom the sample-andhold output signal, This analog error signal is amplified
and routed via path B to the A-to-D converter, where a
second-passconversionproducesthe digital error.The second-passdigital euor is scaledto compensatefor the error
amplifier gain and is added to the first-passapproximation
to generatethe high-resolution,12-bit representationof the
analog input signal (Fig. ).
An error analysis of this system shows that only the
D-to-A converterand the sample-and-holdcircuit need to
have 12-bit accuracy.The rest of the system components
need only havean accuracyconsistentwith the 8-bit A-to-D
converter. A benefit of this converter, unlike successive
approximation ADCs, is that errorsin one passcan be corrected by subsequentpassesif there are overlapping bits
between the passes.This ADC has a speed advantagebecausethe D-to-A converterneedsto settleonly once versus
twelve times for a successiveapproximation ADC.
Pipelined Architecture. Even with its speedadvantage,the
series-paralleltopology is not sufficient to achievethe desired 4-MHz sampling rate with the chosen components.
The most time-consumingportion of the conversioncycle
is waiting for the D-to-A converter and error signal to settle.
The 4-MHz sampling rate is attainedby pipelining the system. The main idea of pipelining is that a repetitivesequential processcan be convertedto a higher-frequencyprocess
by inserting an appropriate delay element so that operations can be performedconcurrently. In this case,pipelining is implemented by using a second sample-and-hold
circuit as the delay element,as shown in Fig. 3. The second
sample-and-hold circuit makes both the current analog
sampleand the next analogsampleavailableconcurrently.
While the error signal for the current sample is settling, a
first-passconversion of the next sample is done.
Fig. 5 gives a detailed example of unpipelined versus
pipelined timing of the ADC. In the unpipelined case,the
sequenceof eventsis: acquirethe signal, perform the firstpass conversion,wait for the enor to settle,and then perform the second-passconversion. In the pipelined case,
there aretwo parallel paths.For the first path, the sequence
of events is: acquire the current signal and then perform
the first-pass conversion of the current sample. For the
second path, the sequenceis: acquire the previous signal
and then perform the second-passconversion of the previous sample.For the example given, the sampling rate increasesfrom 2.5 MHz for the unpipelined caseto 4 MHz
for the pipelined case.
An additional benefit of pipelining is that the stepwise
outputs of the secondsample-and-holdcircuit and the D-to-

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the 4MHz, 12-bit analoglo-digital converterin the HP 5183A.

A convertercan be timed to changesimultaneously.Thus
the error amplifier is not overdriven and exhibits only a
very short switching transient.
Pseudorandom Noise. Since the D-to-A converter determines the overall system accuracy, a 12-bit converter is
used. The eight most-significantbits are used for the firstpass digital approximation. The four least-significantbits
are used to add pseudorandomnoise to dither the analog
enor signal as shown in Fig. 3.
The purposeof pseudorandomnoise is to randomizethe
quantization error associatedwith eachADC code. For instance,referring to Fig. 6, assumethat the error function
of the ADC transfer function is represented by the first
graph and that the pseudorandomnoiseprobability density
is representedby the secondgraph. If the pseudorandom
noise is independentof the input signal,then the resulting
averagederror function is given by the convolution of the
two graphs.The net effect,as shown in the third graph, is
to improve the averagelinearity of the ADC. Since the
digitally added noise is known exactly,the samenoise can
be subtracted out of the digital result. Therefore,
pseudorandomnoise has all the benefits of analog dither
plus the important advantageof not contributing any noise
power to the digitized signal. Thus large amounts of
pseudorandomnoise can be used, and in this case,up to
16 LSBs (: 4 quantizer bits) of noise are used. Note that
with the gain ratio (ratio of first-passgain to second-pass
gain) mismatched,an attenuatedcomponentof the pseudorandom noise is present at the digital output. Thus the
pseudorandomnoise can also be used to calibratethe gain
ratio by grounding the analoginput signal and nulling the
second-passoutput for minimum noise power.
Pseudorandomnoise is especially useful for repetitive
First-Pass

FirstPassIfIIIIII
Second Pass
+

TIITTIII

Fig. 4, The second-pass digital error is sca/ed and added
to the first-passapproximation to form the 12-bit result.
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signals that can be averaged, signals that are phase coherent
with the sample clock, or low-level signals where the quantization noise is less likely to be uniformly distributed. An
example of the last case is shown in Fig. 7, which compares
the spectrum of a digitized low-level sine wave with and
without pseudorandom noise. The randomizing effect of
the digital dither can be seen by the absence of the aliased
harmonics in the pseudorandom noise case.

ADC Performance
In the curve fit test, a sine wave is digitized by the ADC,
and from the resulting digital data, the best-fit sine wave
that minimizes the mean squared enor is calculated. Normally, the frequency used is one that will ensure testing a

Linearily Error

PipelinedTiming

1sl

s3

Fig. 5. Pipelining ls used to
achieve the 4-MHz sampling rate
in the 12-bit ADC. The arrows
show which sample-and-hold cir'
cuit is involvedin each conversion
in the pipelined case.

majority of the ADC codes and is similar to the intended
application bandwidth. In the dynamic testing of this particular ADC. full-scale sine waves with a nominal frequency of t MHz were used. Fig. 8 shows the resulting
enor in both the time and frequency domains of a curve
fit test using a test frequencyof 0.985 MHz; the number of
effectivebits is t0.0s. The apparentperformanceof a highresolution ADC can easily be limited by the noise of the
input signal source,An HP 8662A low-noise synthesizer
(with the output low-pass filtered) was needed to measure
the number of effective bits accurately.
The DFT test is effective in separatingthe noise power
into distortion (harmonics), environmental sensitivities
(discretelines), and white noise (flat noise floorJ components. Analyzing the data in the frequency domain is particularly useful since nonlinearities present in the ADC
produce harmonics of the input frequency that are readily
detected. The harmonics are not restricted to multiples of
the input frequency, since aliasing folds the higher-order
harmonics (f, > f"lz) back down to between 0 and f"/2 as
given by the following equation:
falias: lf" - f"xround(f*/f")l

Averaged
Linearity
Error

Fig. 6. Pseudorandom nolse ls used to dither the analog
error signal and improve the average linearity of the ADC.
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In Fig, 9 the spectrumof a digitized 0.985-MHzsine wave
is computed. The highest spurious signal, second-harmonic distortion, is below - 70 dBc.
Integral linearity measuresthe deviation of the transfer
function data from the best fit (minimum mean squared
error) line through the data.Integral nonlinearity highlights
global nonlinearities, which can produce high distortion.
Static differential nonlinearities greater than t1 LSB indicate potentially missing codesand nonmonotonicity. Fig.
10 shows both the integral and static differential nonlinearity of the ADC to be within -+Y2LSB.
For dynamic signals,differential nonlinearity and missing codes can be best measuredby using the histogram test
with a sine wave input. The input test frequency should
be chosento ensurethat all the ADC code levels are tested.
The ADC raw histogram and linearized histogram results
in Fig. 11 show the ac differential nonlinearity to be well
within +1 LSB,
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In an aperturejitter test, the input signal is phase-locked
to the ADC sample clock, and the ADC is set to sample
only on the zero crossings(regionsof highest slew rate) of
a high-frequency,high-amplitude sine wave.Experimental
results for this converterindicate an rms aperture jitter of
28 ps or a degradationof 0.3 effectivebit for a 1-MHz test
input.

MaximizingPerformance
In many instances, the signal-to-noise ratio performance
of the HP 51834 can be improved by postprocessing the
raw digital data with averaging and filtering algorithms.
These signal processing techniques depend on random
noise that is uncorrelated with the input signal. With the
injection of pseudorandom noise into the ADC, as men-
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Fig.8. (Top) Enor in curve fit test
for a test sinewave at 0.985 MHz.
(Bottom) Frequency spectrum of
the error.
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tioned earlier, the quantization noise is randomized with
respectto the input signal so that the noise can be considered white.
Averaging. If the input signal is repetitive and if the measurementscan be phase-coherentlytriggeredwith the input
signal, then averaging multiple measurementswill decreasethe noise power of a single measurementby a factor
equal to the number of measurementsaveraged (n). Thus
the signal-to-noiseratio of n averagedwaveforms is:

2lHz

Fig. 9. Specfrum of a digitized
0.985-MHzsine wave.

SNR(n) : 10 log(signalpower/(noisepower/n))
: ro log(n) + SNR(l).
For example, with sixteen averages,the SNR can be expected to increaseby about 12 dB over the SNR of a single
measurement.With averaging,the noise that is reduced
can be the noise in the input signal and/or the noise generated internally in the digitization process.An example of
the benefits of averagingis shown in Fig. 12. The upper
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Fig. 10. lntegral and static differential nonlinearityof the HP 51834
ADC,
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plot shows the sum of the input signal and noise basedon
one measurement(no averaging).The lower plot showsthe
result of averaging64 measurements.The original input
signal characteristicis now easily discerned.It is important
to note that averagingtechniquesto enhanceSNR are ultimately limited by the linearity of the digitizer.
Oversampling and Postprocessing. The dynamic perfor-

Fig. 11. Raw and linearized histograms show the ac differential
nonlinearityof the ADCto bewithin
+7 LSB.

mance of the HP 5183A is specified as 10 effectivebits at
7MHz. This specificationis limited by the analogharmonic
distortion performanceat high frequencies.For lower input
frequencies,the performance increasesas the harmonic
distortion decreases.Performanceat lower frequenciesis
limited primarily by quantizationnoise. Thus, if the input
frequency is lower than 1 MHz, the number of effective
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Fig. 12. An exampleof the benefits of averaging.
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Fig. 13. Response of the digital
filter used to inaease effective bits
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bits will be greater than 10 and lower harmonic distortion
will be realized. However, an even better signal-to-noise
ratio can be achieved by removing the high-frequency quantization noise as well. This can be accomplished by oversampling the signal and externally postprocessing the
quantized data with a digital low-pass filter to reduce
the noise bandwidth. If the input signal is oversampled
[f" ] nfi,, n > 2) and if the quantization noise is white,
then the noise power in the frequency range f,lz > f > Iin
can be digitally removed. The noise power left is f6/(f"/2)
of the original noise power, which corresponds to an increase in the number of effective bits as follows:
original noise power N.

q2 -

A2

,-E

where q is the quantizer resolution and A is the full-scale
amplitude. Rearrangingterms,
bo: originaleffectivebitt:
+

for,

#".

The filtered noise power is

N r : N .o f :$'l '
\ BW",'
where BWo and BW1 are the original and filtered bandwidths. Therefore, the number of effective bits after filtering is
, :
Dr

A2 :
1,
tog'
T
1rN,

o"* *tor,ffi
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For every factor-of-tworeduction in bandwidth (oversampling by a factor of z1 the number of effective bits can
increaseby lz bit (if quantization noise is the limitation
and not ADC distortion).For example,with an input signal
ol Lzs kHz maximum and a 12-bit ADC sampling at a rate
of q MHz (BW. : 2 MHz), this signal processingtechnique
increasesthe ideal 1z-bit ADC to a theoreticalperformance
of 14 effectivebits. Notethat the noisefloor in the frequency
domain does not decrease,but rather the bandwidth is
reduced. The costs of this technique are a reduction in
maximum record length and input bandwidth, and additional computation time.
The signal is oversampledby setting the sample rate to
nfi, and setting the record length to n times the desired
length. The digital filtering can be done in either the time
domain or the frequencydomain. We chosea linear-phase
FIR (finite impulse response)filter with 50 coefficients
(Fig. 13). The filter is designed to divide the input
bandwidth by half the sample rate. To selectbandwidths
other than lz, t}re filter is used iteratively in conjunction
with data decimation (by a factor of two) to reduce the
sample rate. Since the data is filtered beforeeach decimation, there is negligible aliasing. With a 100-kHz signal
(using a low-pass-filteredHP 8662A),the number of effective bits increasesto 1.2.7;this compareswith 11.0effective
bits without any digital filtering.
Reference
1. Dynomic Performance Testing of A-to'D Convertets, HewlettPackard Product Note 5180A-2, 1982.

AdaptiveSampleRate:A First-Generation
AutomaticTimeBase
by Richard W. Page and Nancy W. Nelson

HEN CAPTURINGTRANSIENT signals,it is desirableto usea high samplerateto preserveinput
signal details. This limits the maximum recording time of the measurement.In the HP 5183A Waveform
Recorder with Option 301 Adaptive Sample Rate (ASR),
the input signal is sampled at the selectedfast rate only
when there is significant detail present, and at a much
slower rate when there is no significant detail. Thus ASR
maximizes the recording time without compromising signal integrity.ASR continuously estimatesthe input signal's
bandwidth and switches to a lower sample rate whenever
possible.
The ASR circuit computesthe ratio of the input signal's
instantaneousspectral energybelow the set threshold frequency to the total input signal energy.If this ratio is unity,
all signal energy lies below the threshold frequency and
the input signal can be down-sampledwithout any loss of
information. The ASR circuit fixes the threshold frequency
to be one hundredth of the Nyquist frequency and allows
down-sampling by sixty-four.
Fig. 1 shows a typical ASR output and the input signal
reconstructedfrom it, demonstratingthat the ASR algorithm preservesthe input signal.
ASR lmplementation
Fig. 2 illustrates the data flow and computationswithin
one channel of the ASR circuit. Two channelsof ADC data
are input at the user-selectedtime baserate. This data is
Cur.ent
Funct

Fhalysis

i oh:

Operahd

Inve
1:

Setup:
rse

Channel

filtered by the spectral estimation filters which eliminate
energy above the threshold frequency. Output from the
estimation filters is used along with the input signal to
compute instantaneous energy ratio. This ratio is computed
by subtracting logarithms of the two signals. The resulting
difference in logarithms is smoothed and compared to a
set energy threshold. If the resulting smoothed ratio estimate is below the threshold limit, a slow sample rate is
indicated for the current sample. Buffer control circuitry
accumulates sample rate decisions over groups of 64 input
samples and generates the composite fast/slow sample rate
signal. This signal is used to control the signal that tells
the waveform recorder's data memory whetherto store data
or discard data. It is also stored with the data waveform
memory. Because this fast/slow signal is stored, it is possible, for a sufficiently low threshold limit, to reconstruct
the input signal completely, including all timing information.
Although the ASR circuit independently examines and
computes the required sample rate for each channel, both
channels are stored at the same rate. Selecting the appropriate trigger source (either channel 1, channel 2, or composite trigger) causes the sample rate decision to be derived
respectively from channel 1, channel 2, or the inclusive-OR
of the decisions from channel 1 and channel Z. The ASR
circuit always monitors the input signal and computes a
sample rate decision. For down-sampling to begin, at least
256 consecutive ratio tests must indicate that down-sam-
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Fig. 1. HP 5183T disptay of the
output of the adaptive sample rate
circuit (bottom) and the reconstructed input waveform (top ). The
bottom waveform shows the actual memory contenls. Before the
trigger point, the input waveform
is down-sampled; only one out of
every 64 posslb/e sample values
/s stored, making the display appear compressed. The top waveform showsthat the original signal
can be reconstructed from the
stored data.
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DalaMemory
data
Fig, 2. Adaptivesamplerate systemsingle-channel
flow.
pling is possible.In addition, the ASR FIFO buffer must
contain four consecutiveblocks of 64 data samples that
can be down-sampled. This guaranteesthat at least four
samples will be stored in memory at the slow rate once
down-sampling has been initiated. Down-sampling will
continue as long as each consecutiveblock of 64 samples
indicatesthat down-samplingis possible(Fig. 3). The ASR
FIFO buffer delays the input signal to allow the ASR circuitry to changethe sampling decision from slow to fast
for the preceding256 input samples.This ensuresthat data
preceding the slow-to-fastsample rate decision is output
at the fast sample rate, providing maximum detail around
the sample rate transition.
The instrument trigger signal is sent to the ASR circuitry
and usedto ensurefast samplingaround the triggersample.
This guaranteesthat the trigger sample will be stored in
memory. The trigger signal is inclusive-ORedwith the instantaneoussample rate decision derived from the energy
ratio comparison.The ASR FIFO buffer respondsto a trigger
by forcing a slow-to-fastsample rate decision.
When ASR is disabled, the buffer control circuitry is
held reset and the sample rate decision is still output to
the trigger circuit. Settingthe trigger condition to high-frequency trigger allows the trigger circuit to be activatedby
transitions on the sample rate decision line. This feature
allows the instrument to trigger on transitions from slow
to fast sample rate as computed by the ASR. This is useful
becausewideband noise is presentin many transient capture applications before and after the occurrence of the
transient event.
The user-selectablenoise threshold prevents the ASR
circuit from computing a fast samplerate decisionfor insignificant noise by forcing all signals below the noise

threshold to be ignored.The control is user-adjustableover
25% oI the input signal range. Thus, the noise threshold
control affects signals that are small and near zero volts,
measured at the ADC. Clearly, if the input signal has a
Iarge dc bias, the noise threshold control will not be effective. A dc component can be eliminated by using ac input
coupling feature or offset control. A large dc bias will also
adverselyaffectthe ASR circuit's ability to makethe correct
sample rate decision becausethis decision is basedon an
energy ratio.
The ASR circuitry computes partial short-time Fourier
transformsusing a custom CMOS circuit. This circuit is a
3-pm-process,2000-gategate array with 98% of the gates
used. The gate array's pipelined arithmetic circuits are
clocked at a 16-MHz rate. Four additions and two multiplications are computed in 250 ns. One custom CMOS
circuit is used per input channel.The output of the custom
CMOS circuit is a measureof the input signalenergybelow
the threshold frequency.It is used to compute the energy
ratio.
Instantaneousenergy comparison results are computed
by subtracting the logarithms of the squared magnitude of
the input signal and the squared magnitude of the CMOS
gate array output (short-timeFourier transform).These instantaneousresults are statistically noisy. To remove the
variance from the energy comparison, the instantaneous
energy comparisonresults are passedthrough a time division multiplexed digital smoothingfilter. This digital filter
is a single-polelow-pass filter.
Signal Processing Theory
The ASR circuit computesspectral energy estimatesby
means of a partial calculation of the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT),which is defined as:
X(k,n) :

,)_

w(t-n;x(t)Wy(k,tJ

(1)

where w(t) is the N-sample window beginning at time n,
x(t) is the input sequence,and
WN(k't) : exP(-j2nkt/N)
Here the sampling frequency is normalized to 1 Hz and
At:1/f":1.
The STFT estimatesspectralcomponentsby computing
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Fig. 3. Adaptive samplerate FIFO
buffer operation.
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Fig. 5. The short-termFouriertransfotmis equivalentto a
bank of identical/ow-passfiltersoperatingon N weighted
tnDutseQuences.

Fig. 4. Timefunction,sliding window,and windowedtime
functionfot shortlermFouriertransfotmcomputations.
the discreteFourier transformof the input signalmultiplied
by a sliding window (Fig.+). The window w(t) determines
a filter shapethat indicates how the spectralestimatesare
smeared by the finite observation time and how much
spectralleakagewill occur asa result of the window shape.
The STFT for bin k can be viewed as the output of a
linear system whose input is the frequency-shifted(modulated) signal x(t)Wp(k,t).The responseis determined entirely by the window function. The STFT is equivalent to
a bank of identical low-passfilters operating on the N seq u e n c e sx ( t ) W p ( k , t )k, : 0 , 1 , . . . , N - 1 ( s e eF i g . 5 ) . T h e
output power from eachlow-passfilter is equalto the input
power contained in the band centeredabout ro = 2rkAll
as viewed through the spectralweighting function induced
by the sliding window.
The filter bank analogyprovidesa convenientframework
for examiningspectralestimators.The analysisfilter's main
Iobe width determinesthe ability to resolve components.
Sidelobe behavior determines leakage(scalloping Ioss or
picket fence effect).The ability to track variations in the
input spectrum depends on the estimation window and
the filter bank output sample rate. Longer time windows
result in improved spectralresolution but reduced ability
to track nonstationarybehavior.
The total signal energyfor the ratio test beginningat time
n is given by Parseval'srelation:

E(n):

N-1

t

lx(k,n)|'z=t

lx(t)w(t-n)1'z(z)

t= -6

k=0

The energythreshold T1 is:

'I- _ EGI

T_7

e
f"(n)

lx(k,n)1'z

The threshold frequency fr(n) can be computed from
equation 3 by solving for f"(n) with T1 fixed. Alternatively,
T1 can be computed for a fixed value of f1(n). Fixing f1(n)
and computing T, requires less hardware. The current
adaptivesamplerate implementationassumesa fixed value
of f1(n) and computesT1. A comparisonis made between
the computed value of T" and a fixed value. If T, is greater
than or equalto this fixed value,the samplerate is reduced.
The fixed value is chosensuch that 90% of the input energy
will be included in the band from dc to f1(n).
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Techniquesfor
WaveformReconstruction
PrecisionDigitizingOscilloscopes
by Richard W. Page and Allen S. Foster

AVEFORM RECONSTRUCTION algorithms
to produceunamallow digitizing oscilloscopes
biguous displays, even when sampling near the
Nyquist limit. In theory, a signalcan be reconstructedfrom
its samples if the sampling rate is greaterthan twice the
highest frequency present in the signal. In other words,
slightly more than tlvo samplesper cycle are theoretically
enoughto reconstructa sine u'ave.In practice,one usually
needs to sample at two or more times this Nyquist rate to
get a reasonablyfaithful reproduction of a waveform from
its samples.That is, the signal bandwidth usually cannot
exceedabout 50% of the digitizer bandwidth.
With specialwaveform reconstructiontechniques,however, over Ao% of the digitizer bandwidth can be viewed.
The result is a lower-cost digitizing circuit and better use
of high-speed acquisition memory. Fig. 1 shows an HP
5180T display of a sinusoidcapturedusing 10 points per
cycle without reconstruction.Fig. 2 shows a sinusoid captured using 2.5 points per cycle with reconstruction' The
display of the higher-frequencysinusoid (2.5 points per
cycle) is equal in fidelity to Fig. 1. In this case,waveform
reconstructionincreasesthe usablebandwidth by a factor
of 4.
Comparing the reconstructedwaveform to the raw data
shown in Fig. 3, it is apparentthat waveformreconstruction
enhancespostcaptureprocessing.In particular,reconstruction allows examination of the fine structure in the data'
Display measurementaccuracyis increasedfor zero cross-

ing, peak value, and time interval determinationmeasurements. Waveform reconstructionprovides optimum viewable bandwidth for a given digitizing rate.
Without reconstruction,the display is typically an envelope of the minimum and maximum samplevalues.Fig'
4 illustrates what can happen. The signal is sampled at
four points per cycle. When it changesphase,its amplitude
appearsto drop by 3 dB. This phenomenonarisesbecause
linear interpolation (connectthe points) has been used to
reconstructthe signal from its samplevalues.As the signal
is oversampledby a larger margin, Iinear interpolation reconstruction becomes increasingly more reasonableand
accurate.At five times the Nyquist rate, 10 points per cycle
for sinusoids, linear interpolation is accuratewithin 5%.
At this level of accuracy,reconstructionerrors are acceptable. This has Ied to the "minimum ten sample points per
cycle" rule in digitizing oscilloscopesfor reasonabledisplays. However, the sampling theorem tells us that all of
the signal information is preserved when we sample at
slightly more than two points per cycle.
Representation of Signals
A signal can be modeled as a function of time, that is, a
rule that assignsa value to the signal for all values of time,
or by a collection of sample values taken at uniform intervals. The Nyquist-Shannonsampling theorem establishes
a link betweentheserepresentations.Nyquist showed that
a sinusoid can be representedby its samples, provided
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Flg. 1. HP 5180Tdisplay of a
sinusoldcaptured using10 Points
per cyclewithoutrcconstruction,
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more than two samples per period are taken. Shannon
showed that any band-limited signal can be represented
by its samples,provided the sample frequency is greater
than twice the frequencyof the highestFourier component
presentin the signal.Let x(t) be a band-limited signal with
Fourier transform X(r,r).Since x(t) is bandJimited, X(r) :
0 for or ) o)-"*. The sampling theorem statesthat x(t) is
related to the sample sequencex(nT) for all sample intervals T < T/rd-u*by the formula:

x ( t ):

)

x(nT)'i""f{1t-nr)'l

n=-r

\r

I
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TRFCE 1

FFF}oN

where
slnc x :

sln fix

According to ,t ,"*olrru theorem,a signalcanbe sparsely
"
sampled,yet exact
reconstructionis possibleby applying
equation 1. Without reconstruction, such a sample sequenceis very difficult to interpret. For example,consider
again the signal shown in Fig. 4:
x(tJ : cos (ort + @)
sampled four times per cycle (two times the Nyquist rate).
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be independently calculated. Each subfilter is a linear,
time-invariant system, even though the general input-output relationship for a l-to-R interpolator is a periodically
time-varying filter with period R.1
Each subfilter performs a computation of the form:

Yx(n)

t

x ( k ) h ^( n - k ) ,

\ = 0 , 1 , . . . ,R - 1

(2)

According to the interpolation condition requiring yo(n)
x(n), we have:

n:0
h"(n) :

{.

Fig.4. Whenthe topwaveformis sampledat four pointsper
cycle and displayedusing linearinterpolation(middle),its
amplitudeappearsto drop by 3 dB whenit changesphase
(bottom).
W h e n @ : 0 , t h e s a m p l es e q u e n c ies { 1 , 0 , - 1 , 0 , . . . } .
Connectingthe sample points with line segmentsyields a
triangular waveform. When { = rl4, the sample sequence
is {t/-ztz, t/-ztz, -t/ ztz, -\/r12,...} which interpolates
to a trapezoidal waveform whose amplitude differs from
x(t) by 3 dB. Thus the visual interpretation of an unreconstructed waveform sampled at twice the Nyquist rate is
largely dependent on the phase relationship between the
sampling processand the signal.
Interpolatlon as a Filterlng Process
The spectrum of a sampled waveform is the sum of
shifted replicas of the waveform's spectrum. Replication
of the spectrum occurs every 2rE radians per second,introducing symmetry about the points o : nn/L The spectral imageswill not overlapif a signalis sampledaccording
to the sampling theorem. The resulting spectrum in the
interval 0 to n/T will be identical to the original spectrum.
Exact reconstructionis possiblein this caseby passingthe
sample sequencethrough an ideal low-pass filter, as implied by the Shannon-Nyquistreconstructionformula.
As the sample frequencyis increasedabovethe Nyquist
limit, spectrumimagesarespreadfartherapart.At 10 points
per cycle, there is no significant energybetween t/sT and
9 n/ST, which easesthe requirementson the reconstruction
filter.
Interpolation can be used to alter the sampled signal
spectrum given a signal sampled near the Nyquist limit.
The resulting spectrum will be the same as if the original
samplerate had beenhigher,The digital interpolatingfilter
must compute,say,R - 1 evenlyspacedvaluesbetweensample points and must not alter the original samplevalues.
It is convenientto model the processof interpolation as
a polyphasefilter. The impulse responsefor each subfilter
and the interpolation error at each interpolated point can
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otherwise

The problem has been reduced to designingR- 1 separate,linear, time-invariantsystems.Interpolatingfilters can
be broken down into two large classes:
r Filters having h^(n) of finite duration
r Filters having hr(n) of infinite duration.
Theseare called finite impulse response(FIR)and infinite
impulse response(IIR) filters, respectively.The FIR structure offersthe advantageof preciselylinear phaseindependent of the magnituderesponse.The majority of interpolating filter design techniquesgenerateFIR designs.
A finite impulse responseinterpolator is describedby a
convolution equation identical to equation 2 except that
the limits of summation are finite. In the HP 5180T, HP
5183T,and 5185TPrecisionDigitizing Oscilloscopes,direct implementation of the convolution sum yields the
tapped delay line structureshown in Fig. 5. At eachsample
time, y(n) is the weighted sum of L input samples,where
L is the number of weights or taps. The filter tap weights
can be obtained by severalmethods including polynomial
(Lagrange)or minimum norm methods,
Since the outputs of the R subfilters are orthogonal,the
FIR polyphaseinterpolatorcan be modeledasa singlefilter.
The input sequencemust be augmentedwith R- 7 zero
values (zeropadding)to maintain orthogonalityof the subfilter outputs, The model clearly indicates the filter delay
and the number of output samples generatedbefore the
filter impulse responsedies out. Often, the data sequence
to be interpolatedis availableand filter coefficientscan be
viewed as a weighting sequencerather than an impulse
response,While the polyphase model is computationally
more efficient, the single-filter model with zero padding
illustratesthe amountof dataconsumedby the interpolator.
x(n)

ho)

in theHP 51807,HP 5183T,
reconstruction
Flg.5. Waveform
is implementedby a tapped
and HP 5785f oscl//oscopes
delayline.

The longer the weighting sequence,the more data is consumed. This problem is alleviated by extrapolation of the
data record. However, interpolation errors increaseas extrapolated data is added to the computation.
Given a digitizer with dynamic performance specified
up to the Nyquist limit, reconstructionalgorithms can be
used to increasethe usable bandwidth. In the following
examples,the HP 5180Aand the HP 51B3Adigitizerswere
used.
Fig. 6a showsa sinusoid at BB%of the Nyquist frequency,
or 2.3 samplesper cycle. Without interpolation, the resulting display gives the appearanceof an amplitude modulated sinusoid. Interpolation by four shows the correct
envelope. Fig. 6b shows the same waveform expanded.
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Notice that it is difficult to recognizethat the input signal
is sinusoidal without interpolation. Interpolation restores
the signal and produces a displayed waveform typical of
an analog oscilloscopedisplay.
Fig. 7 shows the video sync portion of a single scanline
sampled at four times the color burst frequency. Reconstruction allows the amplitude and duration of the sync
signal to be measuredaccurately.Colors and their intensities are easy to measurewith reconstruction.Similarlv.
phase change in the color burst signal can be seen with
the phasetransition expanded (Figs. B and S).
It is often desirableto sample at lessthan the maximum
digitizing rate. For example, storing a complete sector of
flexible disc data in a digital oscilloscopememory may
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necessitatesampling very close to the Nyquist limit' Fig'
10 shows a typical disc dropout captured from a flexible
disc read heJsignal. The reconstructedwaveform clearly
indicates the exact voltage levels and zero crossingintervals.
Conclusion
The maximum sample rate, dynamic performance'and
reconstruction strategyof a digitizing oscilloscopedetermine its bandwidth. The dynamic performancespecification determines the sampling accuracy near the Nyquist
rate.Waveformreconstructionallows signalssamplednear
the Nyquist limit to be displayed with accuracyapproach-
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ing the sampler-imposedlimits' The reconstruction algorithm accuracy can be specified as a design parameter.
Speedof operation,reconstructionfilter impulse response
length, and reconstruction accuracyare interrelated.It is
easy to design a reconstruction filter that interpolatesby
four (t0 points per cycle at B0% of the Nyquist rate) and
is accurateto 0.5% over a band extending from 0 to 80%
of the Nyquist rate. Reconstruction is also useful when
memory constraints dictate sampling slower than the
minimum digitizer rate. A good reconstructionalgorithm
allows the userto takemaximum advantageof the digitizing
oscilloscope's memory by allowing sampling near the
Nyquist limit.
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DigitalDesignof a High-Speed
WaveformRecorder
aclockcycleis only
dcto250MHz,where
Operationfrom
long,makestiminga maiorconcernin
four nanoseconds
Recorder.
the designof the HP 5185AWaveform
by RaymanW. Pon, StevenC. Bird, and PatrickD. Deane
NY LIMITED-TIME-DURATION measurement-a
counter with a very short gate time, the spectrum
of an RF burst, the energy of a transient spike-is
poorly made if it includes parts of the signal not relevant
to the information being measured.Waveform recorders
solve this problem by providing the ability to make measurementsover limited, controllable periods of time. This
article examineshow the designof the HP 5185AWaveform
Recorderdigital hardware provides the ability to capture
and focus upon the portion of the signal conveying the
desired information.
Design Overview
The block diagramof a basicwaveform recorderincludes
an analog-to-digitalconverter (ADC), a master clock that
commands the ADC to sample the input, a memory for
storageof digitized data, and trigger and control circuits
to start and stop storageof data into memory' Enhancements to the basic systeminclude signal conditioning cir-

cuitry, a time baseto control the rate of data storageinto
memory, and some means of communication with a computer.
The HP 5185A Waveform Recorderoperatesat sample
ratesup to 250 MHz with 8-bit resolution.Its two independent channels,each with 12S-MHzanalogbandwidth and
64K-word memory depth, combine flexible signal conditioning and versatile time baseand triggering modes with
superior dynamic performanceto allow measurementsthat
were formerly difficult or impossible' It is designedto operate with an analysis and display unit as part of an HP
51.85TDigitizing Oscilloscopesystem,or with an external
computer using control software.
Input Conditioning. Both input channelscan be switched
to either 1-MO or 50O input impedance.Full-scale range
on the signal inputs extendsfrom 50 mV peak to 20V peak;
these ranges are available in a standard 1-2-5 sequence
when the instrument is configured as an HP 5185T, or in
a continuous sequencewhen used as an HP 51854. Each
Data Path

Analog Slgnal
(from Channel 1
Signal Condltloning
Clrcultry)

EXTERNAL
ENCODE

Analog Signal
(from Channel2
S i g n a lC o n d i t i o n i n g
Circuitry)

Flg. 1. HP 5185A high-speed digital system architecturc.
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channel offers ac or dc coupling operation and calibrated
offset control. Each channel also has a selectable low-pass
filter that reduces the noise floor and provides for anti-aliasing when digitizing at the highest sample rate.
Sampling Control. Several features allow the user more
flexible control of the sampling process. The internal oscillator can be phase-locked to an external reference frequency
of t, 2,5, or 10 MHz applied to the EXT REF input. The
sampling process can be set to 250 megasamples per second
or to 125lN megasamples per second, where N : 1",2,3,...,
61,441,,using the internal time base. Using an external gating signal, the sampling process can be turned on and off
in the gated time base mode, or the user can seize control
of the sampling process completely by supplying a signal
to the EXT ENCODEinput.
Signal Capture. One of the most useful features of a
waveform recorder is the ability to capture a signal both
before and after a trigger event. Waveform recorders allow
the user to select the time relationship between when a
trigger event occurs and the end of the digitized data record.
Several triggering modes are available. Positive, negative,
positive-negative, bi-trigger, and dropout trigger are analogous to the triggering on the HP 5183,t Waveform Recorder
(see article, page 6). The trigger level and hysteresis are
selectable. A high-impedance external trigger channel with
selectable trigger level is also available. The TRIGOUTsignal
available on the rear panel can be used to inform other
instruments in a test system that a trigger event has occurred.
DigitalSystem
The purpose of the digital circuitry in the HP 5185A fsee
Fig. 1) is to store, for each channel, at a rate determined
by the user, up to 64K samples from the 2S0-megasampleper-second data stream created by the quantizer IC on the
ADC hybrid until instructed to stop storage at a precisely
known time correlated with a trigger event.
Given a steady stream of digitized data from the ADC,
the basic measurement is defined by the process shown in
Fig. 2. After a minimum number of data points are stored
to memory to satisfy the desired pretrigger requirements,
the trigger circuitry is enabled. Data continues to be stored
while the trigger circuitry examines the analog input to see
whether the trigger conditions have been met. Once the
trigger event is detected, the post-trigger delay counters
ensure that data continues to be stored to memory until
the data record is full. At that point the measurement is
complete and the record can be retrieved from the memory.
Some applications do not require the signal to be sampled
at 250 MHz. A slower sample rate allows signal capture
over a longer time period. An obvious approach would
have been to operate the ADC hybrid clock at a lower rate.
However, adding more circuitrybetweenthe SAW (surfaceacoustic-wave) oscillator and the ADC hybrid clock input
would significantly increase the clock jitter. Instead, the
ADC output digital data stream can be undersampled to
lower the effective sample rate without adding noise to the
measurement. This undersampling of the data occurs at
Iatches in the memory section by means of reduced-frequency memory clocks,
Portions of the digital system required special care in

design and implementation. Storing data at arbitrary rates
up to 250 MHz in a useful manner requires careful consideration of each step along the path from the ADC to the
memory. Since the speed with which the decisions must
be made on a 250-megasample-per-second data stream
eliminates the possibility of any microprocessor control,
dedicated high-speed digital hardware, together with a special analog-digital high-speed trigger system, maintains
precise real-time control during a nreasurement. Finally,
starting and stopping the 250-megasample-per-second
measurement in the two channels warrants special attention to ensure synchronous data storage.

Timinglssues
Consider the general data transfer loop shown in Fig. 3.
The transmitter serves as the reference point for the timing
analysis. Two separate paths, the data path and the clock
path, are traversed before signals converge on a receiver.
The timing analysis begins by determining the relationship
between the transmitter data output and the clock path
input. The intermediate element timing analysis includes
everything between the transmitter and the receiver, including IC propagation delays and trace delays. The receiver imposes a set of timing requirements on arriving
signals, such as setup and hold times at the receiver inputs.
This general model provides a framework for expressing
a fundamental requirement of all synchronous digital
designs:
The sum of timing uncertointies in o doto trans/er
loop must be less thon the doto volid time at the
tronsmitter, deroted by the receiver setup ond hold
requirements, to guorontee enor-free doto tronsfer
under oll conditions.
The timing uncertainties in the data transfer loop include
variances in transmitter clock-to-data propagation delay
and variances in the propagation delay difference between
the clock and data paths of all intermediate circuitry. The
uncertainties encompass chip-to-chip variations from different IC lots and differential drift over temperature. Errorfree data transfers can be achieved if the fundamental requirement is met, as long as the analysis of timing uncertainties does not stop with just the timing information given
on the IC vendor's data sheets. Physical constraints usually
dictate the need for some additional timing margin. For
instance, when the data path is N bits wide, if the physical
layout forces compromises such that the trace routing for
all N lines is not identical, then the differences in trace

Complete

Fig.2, Baslc HP 5185Ameasurementsequence
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Fig.3. Generaldata transferloop.
delays must be accounted for as an additional uncertainty.
Similarly, unequal capacitive loading on lines will alter
signal propagation delay in ways that are sometimes difficult to model, adding to timing uncertainty.
For low-speed designs, the timing uncertainties associated with presently available IC technologies are much
Iess than the data valid time, so the requirement is easily
satisfied. In high-speed designs, however, the significance
of this requirement is much more pronounced. The difficulty of data transfer through a 250-MHz system with minimal processing can be illustrated with the following ECL
parameters:'
Min
Transmitter clock-to-data delay
Data logic delay
Clock logic delay
Receiver setup time
Receiver hold time
Receiver setup-hold window

0.8
O.4
O.4
O.7
0.8

Reouired data valid time at transmitter

Max
1.8
1..4
1,.4

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.5
4 . 5n s

The requirement that data be valid for 4.5 ns for even
the simplest circuits in a system with data changing every
4 ns demonstrates the futility of attempting to design a
system for 25O-MHz operation using standard off-the-shelf
ICs. Consequently, a custom high-speed deceleration IC
was developed to receive the 250-MHz data stream generated by the quantizer IC on the ADC hybrid. Built in a
proprietary HP S-GHz bipolar process,' this IC reduces
propagation delay uncertainty and integrates intermediate
logic. Designed into this IC is circuitry to decelerate both
the clock and data by a factor of two, turning a 2l0-Ml{z
stream of data at the IC input into two 125-MHz streams
of data at the output. The data valid times at the IC outputs
approach B ns, easing the timing margins for the rest of the
digital system.

DC-to-250-MHz
Operation
The design of the HP 5185A digital system is complicated
by the fact that it operates not only at a zs0-megasampleper-second data storage rate but may also operate at lower
rates, set either by the internal time base (which allows
data storage at rates that are integer submultiples ol tzs
MHz) or by the user-supplied external encode signal. In
fact, the external encode input makes possible full-spectrum sampling from dc to 250 MHz, allowing the user to
tailor the sampling process to specific needs. Full-spectrum
sampling implies not only sampling at any specific frequency between dc and 25o MHz, but also sampling in the
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more general case with a signal whose spectrum lies within
that range. This allows nonuniform sampling signals, such
as linear or logarithmic sweeps or chirps. Satisfying the
4-ns fundamental timing requirement ensures reliable data
transfers only at 25O MHz. Full-spectrum operation up to
this rate imposes a second timing requirement: the digital
system must be insensitive to the system clock period.
Timing must be controlled so that clocks and data valid
windows always have a fixed time relationship at the receiver input.
The timing diagram in Fig. 4 represents a circuit that is
sensitive to the clock period. The transmitter clock at time
0 propagates through the clock path and arrives at the receiver input as the clock edge D. Similarly, assume that
data correlated with the time 0 transmitter clock arrives at
the receiver as data C. Since the clock edges always fall
within the data valid windows, 250-MHz data transfers
will be successful, in the sensethat the clocks never attempt
to capture uncertain data. However, as the clock frequency
is reduced below 250 MHz (Fig. 5), the D-clock-to-C-data
timing relationship stays fixed, while the clock edge E
moves right and data A moves left, reflecting the increasing
clock period. Data transfer errors begin to occur as clock
E causes the receiver to capture the uncertain data at B'.
If the frequency is reduced further, data B, originally
captured by clock E, will be captured by clock D. Although
this results in the capture of valid data, the time relationship between the clock and the data has now changed.
Since the data is eventually stored into a memory and the
clock path also drives the address control for the memory
system, the result will be that valid data samples will indeed be stored, but at memory locations that are off by one
compared to the 250-MHz case.
Clock period dependent timing problems can be avoided
by properly delaying the clock with respect to the data. In
the example, either the data trace delay can be reduced or
the clock trace delay can be increased, placing the clock
edge D within the B data valid window. The functionality
of the revised circuit is now insensitive to clock frequency
changes.
The clock still has not quite been optimally positioned.
Assume that the circuit has just been powered up. If the
time 0 transmitter clock is the first clock in the svstem,

Time (ns)
Transmitter
Clock
Receiver
Data

Receiver
Clock

Shaded areas indicate uncertain data.

Fig. 4. Clock and data signals of a transfer loop. The trans'
mitter clock at time 0 causes clock edge D and data C at the
recetver.

Printed Circuit Board Transmission Lines
Unlikethe HP5185A,mostdigitalsystemstodayrequirenothing
more than simpleconnectivity
from lC to lC. However,in a 250l\,4H2
system,every printed circuitboard trace is as importantto
the systemtimingas the lCs performing
the logicfunctions.Operationwith widebandlogic withintheseshortclock cycles requiresthat the designertreatthe interconnects
as transmission
lines,payingparticular
attention
to propagation
delay,reflections,
and crosstalk.
Signalscan becomedistortedby the presenceof eitherreflections or crosstalkalong the printedcircuittraces.Reflections
occurwhena fastedgetravelsalonga lineand hitsa discontinuity
in the characteristic
impedanceof the lineor in the termination
of the line.Crosstalkoccurswhen two or more linesare close
enough togetherthat a portionot the signal on one line will
capacitivelycouple onto the other lines.Both reflectionsand
crosstalkreducesystemnoisemargin,whichcan be as low as
130 mV for standardECL Sincethe logicswingof ECL is about
850 mV, a reflection
of 15% that happensat the wrongtime can
wipeoutthisnoisemargin.Theresultcan be latchingan incorrect
logic levelor doubleclockinga flipJlop.
To minimizereflections
and crosstalkand to havepredictable
tracedelays,everyhigh-speedinterconnect
in the HP 5185Ajs
designedas a microstriptransmission
line. Multilayerboards
with traceson the outer layersand solidground planeson the
adjacentinnerlayersare used.Thecharacteristic
impedanceZo
of a losslessmicrostriptransmission
lrners VLo/Co,and propagationdelay per unit length,To,is VLoCowhereLo and Co are
respectively,
the inductanceand capacitanceper unit of trace
length.The tolerancesof both Zo and To depend on physical
parameterssuch as trace width,trace height,distanceof the
tracefrom the groundplane,and dielectricconstante,.12
Most high-speedsystemsare designedwith Z" equalto 50,
68, or 75 ohms.Eventhougha 50O systemuses more power,
it was selectedover the othersbecause:
r lt is bettersuitedto availableboardgeometries
(i.e.,the board
dimensional
tolerancesand dielectricuniformityhave lessof
an effecton Zo and To of the transmission
line).
I Highercapacitivecouplingto groundmeansthat for a given
trace{o{racespacing,the capacitivecouplinglrom adjacent
linesinduceslesscrosstalk.
r Riseand falltimeshavelessdegradation
fora givencapacitive
loadon theline,Co,becausethetlmeconstantZoCois smaller.
When a transmissionline is terminatedin its characteristic
impedance,no reflections
occur and the signalis undistorted.

then data C is the first valid data. Any data points before
point C represent the power-up characteristics of the circuitry and not true measurement information. If clock D,
the first clock seen by the receiver, is allowed to act on
data B, invalid data will be propagated throughout the system at power-up. Other initialization circuitry or software
intelligence is then required to tell the system to ignore
such points.
Proper positioning of the clock with respect to the data
requires that the clock be delayed so that clock D captures
data C. This type of pipelined system, which relies on the
Nth clock edge acting upon the Nth data point, with both
clock and data rippling through the system from stage to
stage, ensures insensitivity to clockfrequency changes and

Special terminationresistorarrays in SIP packages were developedfor the HP 5185A.Thesenot only havea fractionof the
parasiticinductanceusuallyassociatedwith terminationresistors, but also include a built-inbypass capacitor between the
-2V termination
supplyand ground.Usingthesecomponents,
the reilectioncoeificientis limitedto 6% given the worst-case
for whichZo variestrom44 to 56 ohms.
tolerances,
line termination
ldeally,a printedcircuitboard transmission
resistoris locatedat the very end of the trace,with all gate inputs
directly attachedto the trace withoutsignificantbranch length.
Failureto do this resultsin stubs that can look either inductive
or capacitivedepending upon both the length of stub and the
frequencyinvolved.Since the HP 5185A is specifiedto work
from dc to 250 MHz.soecialcare was takento detectand reduce
the number of stubs and other undesired discontinuitiesby
sweepingall high-speedtraces over the entirefrequencyrange
of interest.
Systemtiming can be compromisedby havingunprediclable
propagation
lines.Allcriticallinedelays
delaysin theinterconnect
were measuredto uncoverany timrngskewsresultingfrom physical layout compromises.This also uncoveredeffects,such as
parasitic loading, that would alter the trace delays from their
theoreticalvalues. The controllednature of these transmisslon
lines allowed them to be used as delay elementsin the clock
distributionand transferloop circuitry.
ln one situation,the physicallayoutdictatedthe need for four
small one-ouarter-inchstubs on the 250-MHz50O clock line to
the four surface-mountedcustomdecelerationlCs. The capacitive loadingfromthe stubsand the loadingfromthe inputscaused
a nonuniformcharacteristicimpedancealong the line.By caref ullymodelingthe capacitanceof each stub and loadand optimizing the spacing betweenloads,the capacitiveparasiticcan be
treated as a distributedcapacitanceC6 that modifiesthe capacitanceper unit lengthCo.The equationfor Zo then becomes
VIJC; +C6). A narrowertrace than usualwas chosento raise
Lo and lower Co. When combined with the distributedC6, the
effectwas to bring the line back to a 50O characteristicimpedance,maintaining
signalintegrity.
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also prevents the inadvertent storage of invalid data.
Pipeline Partitioning
The use of the custom deceleration ICs allows the remainder of the digital system to run on a 125-MHz clock. This
still leaves only an 8-ns cycle time for data storage into
memory, trigger detection, time base control, and overall
measurement control. Even with high-speed ECL logic, the
cumulative timing uncertainty associated with the amount
of logic needed to achieve the required functionality and
control quickly exceeds the B-ns data valid time. The solution is to partition the pipeline into smaller segments to
reduce the amount of intermediate logic present in each
loop. This is done by judicious placement of registers
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T i m e( n s )
Transmitter
Clock
Receiver
Data
Receiver
Clock

Shaded are.s indicate unccrtain data.

Fig.5. As the frequencyof the clock in Fig.4 rs reduced,
data transfererrorsoccur.
throughout the pipeline in such a way that each of the
smaller segments still satisfies the fundamental timing
requrrement.
On occasion, the intermediate logic may contain identical elements in both the data logic and clock logic blocks
in Fig. 3. If these two logic elements originate from the
same IC package (yielding propagation delay tracking) and
if the IC's propagation delay from a low to a high state,
Tpr6, matches the propagation delay from a high to a low
state, Tnnr,then it is possible to eliminate consideration of
both logic elements in the cumulative timing analysis of
the loop. Element timing then tracks, and more functionality can be designed into this segment of the pipeline. In
practice, gate propagation delays will not exactly track on
an IC and Tprr-will not exactly track Tunr. However, the
error, if any, represents only a fraction of the cumulative
timing saved by this technique.
A useful property of ECL logic is the ability to tie outputs
directly together in a wired-OR connection.3 Provided that
the outputs are close together on the board to minimize
reflections, this feature makes it possible to add more functionality without extra logic gates. This technique, used
extensively in the trigger detection circuitry, eliminates
the timing uncertainty associatedwith physical gates,and
thereby requires fewer partition stages.
Data Deceleration
Data deceleration is used to store the 250-MHz data
stream from the ADC into a 64K-word memory. The deceleration scheme splits the 2SO-MHzdata stream into 16 data
streams, each at a reduced rate, 250/16 MHz, allowing the
use of medium-speed static RAM.
Deceleration occurs in three stages. The first and most
difficult stage, using the custom deceleration IC, takes the
2\O-MHz data stream from the ADC and splits it into two
L25-MHz data streams. The custom deceleration IC data
path is thr'ee bits wide. Four such ICs are required to handle
the 12-bit-wide ADC output, which consists of eight data
bits, two trigger bits, and underflow and overflow bits.
A one-bit representation of the first deceleration stage is
shown in Fig. 6. A divider circuit uses the 250-MHz clock
from the quantizer IC on the ADC hybrid to generate a
125-MHz clock. The rising edge of this clock latches one
bit of the digitized word from the ADC into a flip-flop, FFa.
Four nanoseconds later, the falling edge of the 125-MHz
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clock latches the data from FFa into another flip-flop, FFb.
At the same time, this falling edge latches a bit from the
next digitized word into a third flip-flop, FFc. Since this
process occurs in parallel with the other 11 bits of the ADC
output, the result is two phases of data aligned in time,
phase 1 and phase 2, each at 125 MHz and each 12 bits
wide. A buffered version of the 12S-MHz clock is also output, allowing the close timing relationship between the
clock and data to be used by the succeeding data transfer
loop.
The second deceleration stage, operating only on the
B-bit digitized data for subsequent memory storage, partitions each of the decelerated phases by another factor of
two. Off-the-shelf high-speed ECL ICs are used for this
process, with special care in the design and implementation to accommodate the 8-ns cycle time.
This deceleration process can be continued for two more
divide-by-two stages to provide the net division by 16
needed. However, each deceleration stage requires twice
as many registers as the preceding stage,so the divide-byeight and divide-by-16 stageswould need 24 (: B + 16)
additional 8-bit registers. Instead, another custom HP IC
provides a direct factor-of-four deceleration and a built-in
ECL-to-TTL translation to reduce the IC count dramatically.
The combined deceleration multiplies the data cycle time
to 64 ns (4 ns x 16), enough time to satisfy medium-speed
static RAM requirements.
Analog-Digital Trigger
A versatile yet reliable trigger circuit is a key factor in
any waveform recorder design. The HP 5180A/T and HP
5183A/T described elsewhere in this issue feature a digital
triggering technique. Each sample of the digitized input
signal is compared with programmed hysteresis and trigger
levels using digital N-bit comparators. By comparison, typical analog trigger schemes are prone to errors caused by
gain or offset drift differences between the trigger path and
the measurement path. The asynchronous nature of an
analog trigger also makes time conelation between the trigger event and the captured data samples uncertain.
Implementing a purely digital trigger for the HP 5185,\
with off-the-shelf technology is unrealistic. Propagation deIays of the B-bit digital comparators and trigger decoders
required to do the job far exceed the 4-ns cycle time. A
digital trigger using the two phasesof 125-megasample-persecond data from the deceleration ICs would require four
B-bit comoarators. These would increase the fanout of each
Onc of 12 Eits
ot 250-MHz
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E Drt! Bits
HT,LT Signels
Undcrflow,
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nth Bit
1ot12
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line on the high-speeddata bus and u,ould either compromise the bus routing and loading or require an additional buffer IC in an already tight situation.
The 250-MHz trigger implementation in the HP 5185A
(Fig. 7) is both an analog and a digital trigger. The quantizer
IC contains two additional comparators connected to the
analog input line. The comparator reference levels are set
according to the programmed trigger level and hysteresis.
The accuracy of these dc levels, the intimate connection
of the trigger comparators to the analog input line, and the
excellent tracking of the trigger comparators with the comparators used in the analog-to-digital conversion process
ensure that little error will exist. Latching of these threshold
comparator outputs, called Hr (high trigger) and lf (low
trigger), occurs at the same time the analog input signal is
sampled by the quantizer.
The HT and LT signals are split, along with the data, into
two 125-megasample-per-secondphases using the custom
deceleration ICs. The deceleratedtrigger signals then serve
as inputs to dedicated digital state machines which implement the various trigger modes. Each state machine contains a static control signal which selects the state machine
corresponding to the trigger mode chosen. A high-speed
control signal enables the selected state machine only after
the pretrigger delay has been satisfied.
Each state machine contains two main sections, the hysteresis decoder/flip-flop and the trigger decoder/flip-flop.
The hysteresis decoder scans the phase 1 and phase 2 signals for a hysteresis event. In the positive trigger mode, for
example, a hysteresis event happens the first time the input
waveform is sampled below the lower threshold setting.
Once a hysteresis event is detected, the hysteresisflip-flop
is latched and the trigger decoder is enabled. The trigger
decoder then scans the phase 1 and phase 2 signals fcr a

On OuanlizerlC

trigger. The trigger decoder can also bypass the hysteresis
flip-flop. If the phase 1 and phase 2 signals rneet the trigger
and hysteresis conditions simultaneously, then the trigger
decoder causes a trigger to occur immediately.
Once a trigger is detected, the trigger flip-flop output is
fed back to the trigger decoder to freeze the flip-flop in its
current state. Information present at the instant of the trigger event is needed to decode which of the two phases of
d a l a c a u s e dt h e t r i g g e r .
Two-Channel Synchronous Data Storage
Within a single measurement channel of the HP 5185A,
the clock, data, and trigger information are pipelined together throughout the entire high-speed digital system to
preserve critical signal timing relationships, thereby reducing cumulative timing uncertainty. When two such
pipelined measurement channels are combined to form a
synchronous two-channel system, the unavoidable buildup
of timing uncertainty between channels leads to the need
for some special clocking techniques to ensure synchronous starting and stopping of a two-channel measurement.
Synchronous startup of the 25O-MHz clock for both channels ensures synchronous startup of the measurement, but
involves more than simply turning on an oscillator or gating
a free-running clock. The inherent problem with these
methods is the possibility of generating partial or incomplete clock pulses upon startup. If these "runt" pulses are
interpreted differently by the two channels, the channels
will lose synchronization.
The de-teetercircuit (Fig. S) uses custom high-speed flipflops to deliver identical full-width pulses to both channels. Any metastable condition appearing at the first flipflop output as a result of the trailing edge of the asynchronous RECORDcontrol line has an extremely short duration.
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HT Phase 1

Poritivc Triggcr

4
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Trigger
Occurred

Slorage Rate Clock
Pretrlsser Sati"fi.d
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Clock

Clock

Positive Trigger
Mode Disable
Ncgalivc Tiiggcr

Negative Trigger Mode Disable

>
)
Bi:Irrgger

-t

Negalive
Trigger
Occurred

--)

Bi-Trigger
Occurred

--)

Dropout
Trigger
Occurred

Bi-Trigger Mode Oisable

Dropoul Tiigger
Dropout Trigger Mode Oisable

Fig. 7. Analog-digital trigger circuit
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Fig. 8. Synchronousstartup of the clocks in the tvvoHP 5185A
channelsis guaranteedby a de-teetercircuit at the output
of the 250-MHz SAW oscillator.
Specifications for the flip-flop guarantee that the propagation delay of the first flip-flop, the probable metastable
duration, and the setup time of the second flip-flop sum
to less than 1.8 ns, well within the 4-ns clock period. This
ensures that the trailing edge of the second flip-flop output
will be synchronous with the leading edge of the next clock.
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The short propagation delay of the second flip-flop also
ensures that the first clock pulse will have full width. Identical clock timing is provided to both channels by means
of the OR gates,identically connected, which originate from
the same IC package.
In light of the number of logic elements appearing within
the clock paths of each channel, attempting to stop the
dual-channel measurement synchronously within the B-ns
digital system clock period is a futile effort. Instead, a clock
decelerated to one-sixteenth the sample rate forms the basis
for the valid measurement stop intervals. Synchronization
of the decelerated clock with the 125-MHz digital system
clock within each channel maintains coherence within the
channel.
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WaveformRecorderDesignfor Dynamic
Performance
Quantizeron-chip delaysand delay mismatches,low-order
distortionin the input amplifier,and low levelsof phasenoise
in the sampling clock can have significant effectson
pertormance.
by BrianJ. Frohring,BruceE. Peetz,MarkA. Unkrich,andStevenC. Bird
N THE PAST, fast, wideband waveform recorders have
I
not kept pace with their lower-speed cousins in meaI
I surement fidelity. Therefore, the primary design objective of the HP 51854 Waveform Recorder was superior
dynamic performance, requiring careful design of all subsystems affecting measurement performance. This article
describes the key considerations involved in the design of
the ma;'or analog components. We also discuss the most
useful parameter for verifying dynamic performance, effective bits.
The essential elements of the analog-to-digital measurement system for one channel are shown in Fig. 1. The HP
5185A provides two identical digitizing channels driven
by the common 250-MHz SAW (surface-acoustic-wave) reference oscillator. Each channel includes several custom
integrated circuits designed to provide the required measurement performance and feature set.
The B-bit quantizer IC is the foundation of the measurement system. Minimizing on-chip delays and delay mismatches was a major consideration in designing this device
for optimal dynamic performance. Matching requirements
were satisfied through the choice of converter architecture,
cell design optimization, and chip layout. One of the performance characteristics resulting from this design effort
is the absence of missing codes for full-scale input signals
through 100 MHz. The relationship of on-chip matching
to performance and the mechanisms that create harmonic
distortion will be covered later in this article. Harmonic
distortion resulting from the nonlinear nature of the quantizer input capacitance is also analyzed.
The attenuator, preamp hybrid, and op amp IC condition
the analog input signal, providing continuously variable
gain across all input ranges for optimum signal-to-noise
performance. A selectable low-pass filter is useful to prevent aliasing of the input signal and high-frequency noise
while digitizing at the maximum rate. The general design
requirements for these analog signal conditioning components are discussed and an analysis of low-order distortion
in the differential input stage of the preamp IC is presented.
Phase noise in the sampling clock can degrade dynamic
performance. We therefore describe the relation between
various types and sources of phase noise and the effects
of this noise on amplitude errors when sampling high-slewrate signals. We then discuss considerations related to the
choice of oscillator topology, circuit design, and compo-

nent selection to achieve the required performance in the
SAW reference oscillator, that is, less than 2 ps rms phase
jitter.
Finally, we review how dynamic performance is measured and outline the closed-form sine wave curve fitting
algorithm used in production testing of the HP 5185A.

Analog-to-Digital
Conversion
The analog-to-digital conversion function is the most
critical in the signal path of any waveform recorder. Realizing the dynamic performance objectives for the HP S1BSA
Waveform Recorder required careful minimization of the
sources of error.
Many analog-to-digital converter architectures require
the use of a separate sample-and-hold circuit to sample the
input waveform for subsequent conversion to a digital
value. In the HP 5185A, both the analog sampling and the
analog-to-digital conversion functions are provided by a
single monolithic integrated circuit, the quantizer. This
circuit performs a new conversion every 4 ns.
ADC Hybrid. A custom bipolar operational amplifier IC
functions as a fixed-gain amplifer to drive the 25-pF capacitive load presented by the quantizer input. It converts the
differential output of the preamp hybrid to a single-ended
signal at the quantizer input, realizing a gain of 6.7 with a
bandwidth greater than 22O MHz. The custom operational
amplifier and quantizer are mounted in a thin-film hybrid
package which is described in the article on page 49.
Chip Architecture. The block diagram of the quantizer is
shown in Fig. 2. This is the architecture of a classic flash
analog-to-digital converter, having one comparator for each
quantization threshold to be encoded. The buffer/latches,
256 for the B-bit conversion, sample the analog input signal
and output a "thermometer" code representation of the

ADC Hybrid
Analog
Input

Digilal
Output
Data

Fig, 1, Analog-to-dig italm e asurement sy stem(one channel)
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Fig.2.

B-bit quantizer lC block diagram.

value of the input signal at the sampling instant. The decoding Iogic converts this rather inefficient (256-bit) digital
code to an B-bit binary code. Although circuit efficiencies
could be achieved by shifting some of the encoding function ahead of the sampling comparator stage,l this more
conventional approach equalizes the delay paths for all
encoded states. Analog decoding before the first stage
latches usually requires nonidentical cells with the resultant risk of adding code dependent delays to the input
signal before sampling. To achieve a nearly square chip
layout, the IC is divided into two 7-bit converter subsections.
The four extra comparators (the bottom ones in Fig.2\
represent a slight departure from the conventional flash
architecture. These are identical to the sampling comparators and provide input signal threshold detection
matched in time to the sampling process accomplished by
the converter's main comparator bank. Two of these provide analog-digital trigger detection with hysteresis, and
the other two are used for analog underflow and overflow
detection.

matched loading on the input comparators
! Comparator design to minimize the sampling latch regeneration time constant, thus minimizing the probability of internal ambiguous logic levels which may result
in output bit errors.
Variable Comparator Delay. When a flash analog-to-digital
converter is integrated, the propagation delay of two identical gates on the same circuit may differ. If the propagation
delay variance among comparators is large, errors can occur
when the analog input is sampled. The signal corruption
becomes significant when the delay difference between
two comparators becomes so great that, for high-slew-rate
signals, two consecutive comparators switch in the wrong
order, resulting in an invalid state of the thermometer code
at the output of the sampling comparators. For a full-scale
1.25-MHz sinusoidal input converted to B bits, this mismatch amounts to about 10 ps.
To reduce the variability of the comparator delays, the
buffer and latch transistors in the signal path are biased at
currents below that of the f1 peak. At low collector currents,
f1 is dependent on transit time, thermal voltage, and collector current (Fig. 3), while at higher collector currents, the
Kirk effect2 limits f1. Biasing the transistors at the ft peak
would make ft, and hence the delay, dependent on both
transit time and Kirk effect. Although the reduced bias
approach makes the average propagation delay greater, it
reduces the comparator delay variance by eliminating the
device matching requirements for the Kirk effect.
Encoding. To reduce further the effect of comparator delay
mismatch, a compact encoding scheme was chosen that
produces the most benign results for likely invalid states.
Based on simulations of several techniques for binary and
nonbinary encoding, the optimal approach produces an
B-bit binary code at the quantizer output.
As mentioned previously, the a-bit converter is divided
into two 7-bit subsections. The first-level encoding for each
subsection converts the 128-bit thermometer code generated by the bank of comparators into a 32-bit intermediate
code.
The first-level encoding scheme significantly reduces
metal interconnect by allowing the comparator cells to be
Region
of
Dominance
by
Kirk
Effect

Region of Dominance
by Transit Time rF

DesignConsiderations
The key design considerations for maximizing the
dynamic performance of the quantizer were:
I Layout of the input comparators and associated interconnect for optimum delay and load matching
I Selection of an error-tolerant encoding scheme providing
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Fig. 3. franslstor fr as a function of collector current.

where Vu is the ambiguous voltage range of the comparator
output logic level, A is the analog gain of the comparator,
q is the voltage span between two adjacent input comparator thresholds, T is the time available to latch, which
is constrained by the time between the input comparator
and output latch clocks, and t is the comparator positive
feedback (regenerationJ time constant.
Since a binary scheme was chosen to minimize the variable comparator delay problem, the comparator (Fig. 5) is
designed to minimize P in equation 1 above. In a typical
latch, Rs and R6 are effectively zero-valued and only R3
and R4 can be varied. In such a configuration, larger values
of R3 and R4 increase the positive feedback loop gain but
have the undesirable effect of increasing latch recovery
time, the time required for the comparator to go from a
latched state to tracking the input with no memory of its
previous state. Splitting the latch load resistors is key to
achieving an optimal trade-off among latch gain, regeneration time constant r, and latch recovery time. The sum of
resistors R3 and R5 (identical to R4 and R6, respectively)
is made large to increase the positive feedback loop gain,
thus decreasing r. An independent choice of R3 optimizes
latch recovery time. For a fixed sampling period, reducing
the latch recovery time increases the time available to latch,

T.

Fig.4. Comparatorsare interleavedby four in the quantizer
lC input network.
adjacent to the first-level logic cells, thus saving die area.
In addition, the scheme maintains equal loading on the
comparators to avoid mismatched propagation delay. The
encoding for a 7-bit subsection is given by the following
Boolean logic relation:

Systematic Comparator Delay Mismatch. On a chip large
enough to house 256 comparators, the mismatch in the
propagation of the input and latch signals can generate
significant amounts of error. These signals are routed on
separate lumped RC lines. Because of the RC characteristic
and the short length of the line, no attempt was made to
terminate the line in its characteristic imoedance. Model-

Analog
Inout

Blnl : tClntCtn+ s2l) + (C[n+ o+]Ctr'+ soll
where B[n] is the nth bit of the partially encoded word,
C[x] is the output of the xth comparator, and n ranges from
1 through 32. This scheme allows comparators to be interleaved by four on the chip layout as shown in Fig. a, yielding a benefit of longer metal runs on the resistor ladder to
improve matching of the one-ohm-per-tap values. For the
final conversion, the encoding algorithm that proved most
tolerant to invalid states was implemented.
Regeneration Time Constant. For any binary encoding
technique, two or more output bits may change for a single
input threshold transition. If the input signal level is close
to the first-stage sampling latch balance point at such a
threshold transition, the comparator output may not have
regenerated to a valid logic level when the output latch
stage is latched. If the encoding logic for any two of the
affected output bits interprets this level differently, an erroneous output code can result. Given a uniformly distributed input, the likelihood P of an error can be derived:3
p:

V'
t"
Aq "

(1)
Fig.5. QuantizerlC comparator cell schematic.
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ing the Iumped open-circuit line as a distributed system,
the velocity of propagation for a line that is short compared
to the wavelength of the applied frequency is:n
- q

(2)

locity:-j

where s is complex frequency, y is line position (y : o at
the end of the line), and 1 is the line characteristic. The
line characteristic is dominated by distributed metal resistance, distributed metal capacitance, and lumped transistor
capacitance. Inductance is negligible in the frequency range
of interest on IC metal traces for the purposes of propagation
delay. Distributing the transistor capacitance, the line
characteristic is given by:

l:

(s)

VRcs

Substituting equation 3 into equation 2 gives the velocity:
velocity:

1.

-

RCv

t4)

frequency testings can be used to measure this effect. * The
plot in Fig. 6 shows such a test under the most severe
at the maximum rate with an input
conditions-sampling
frequency near half the sampling rate. The data has been
decimated by plotting every other point to realize an effective sampling rate of 125 MHz. As expected, the nonlinear
delay shows up as parabolic distortion, which can just be
perceived riding on the rising edge of the sine wave. This
amounts to mismatch on the order of t0 ps over the entire
line. Analytically, this kind of nonlinearity can be treated
as frequency modulation by Bessel functions,6 giving
energy in the 21st, 23rd, and 2Sth harmonics for a full-scale
input.
Distortion Sources. As can be seen in Fig. 7, both second
and third harmonic distortion increase at high input frequencies. Second-order distortion HD, is a result of the
nonlinear base-collector capacitance C;. of Qt in the input
Iatch (Fig. 5) and the finite source resistance driving C;..
This source resistance results from the op amp output impedance and series resistance in the op amp/quantizer interconnect network. Analysis using Volterra series gives
the result:

By integrating the inverse of equation 4 from some point y,
on the line to the end of the line, the propagation delay is
found:

a"tuy:

R?Yi
4

Optimal matching of RC between the input line and the
Iatch line is achieved by running both lines on the same
layer of metal and matching the transistors connected to
the line. Nonideal matching would be seen as eight
parabolic lumps over the input range of the converter. The
number eight arises from the interleaving of comparators
by four (Fig. +) in each of the two 7-bit subsections. Beat
+Full scale

HDz :

Vo<oC1rR

2VT + (2.'C.Rf

where Vo is the magnitude of the fundamental, to is the
input frequency, C;, is the linear voltage coefficient, that
is, the coefficient of the V1 term in a power series expansion
of C;"(V), C;6 is the constant term in the power series expansion of C;.(V), and R is the source resistance. Since the
source is inductive as well as resistive, R could be replaced
with a more complex expression that takes the inductance
of the source into account.
Third-order distortion arises from multiple sources. In
addition to the nonlinear RC mechanism lust discussed,
the latching of high-slew-rate signals by finite-rise-time
latch signals can generate third-order distortion. This latter
effect can be understood by referring to the simple latch
'Beat frequencytestingis a techniqueof undersampllng
a highJrequencyinputsinewave
at a rate slightlyollsetfrom the inputfrequency.The inputfrequencyis mixed to a lower
frequencywhere it can be vrewedrn detail.
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Fig.6. Beat frequencyplot for a signalat 125 MHz -100
Hz sampled at 250 MHz.
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(MHz)
Frequency
Fig,7. Distortionand effective bits versus frequency for the
analog-to-digital converter of the HP 51BSA Waveform Recorder.

of Fig. g. If the latch command is in the track mode, all of
the current passes through the lefthand differential pair
and the output follows the input. As the latch command
state is slowly changed, some current starts to flow in the
righthand pair. The input-output transfer function starts
exhibiting hysteresis because of the positive feedback of
the righthand pair. As more current is switched, the amount
of hysteresis increases until the circuit is fully latched. If
the latch command is switched at full speed, the circuit
still passes through the period of increasing hysteresis,
although quickly.
A quasistatic analysis of the two upper pairs in Fig. B
results in the hysteresis boundary:
Vi :

2Vttanh

1[[ItlI1) -

$rilr)tanh (V1/2V,)]

Sample
Command

Fig.8. Simplelatch.

Unlatched1

SlorrMoving
Signal

Latched Region

1- Hysteresis
Boundary

(5)

where V1 is the hysteresis boundary as viewed from the
input, V, is the thermal voltage, I, is the total comparator
stage current, I, is the sum of the emitter currents in the
righthand pair, I, is the sum of the emitter currents in the
lefthand pair, and V1 is the logic level, I,R;. Assuming that
the currents I, and I, switch uniformly with time, equation
5 is plotted as a function of time in Fig. 9. Also plotted in
Fig. 9 are lines representing two signals, one quickly varying, the other slowly. As long as a signal stays within the
area labeled "latched region" after initially entering this
area, the signal will be latched correctly. But if a signal
enters the latched region and then leaves it before being
latched, it will be latched incorrectly.
To see how errors arise, first consider a slow-moving
signal. Since it enters the hysteresis boundary from below
and later is latched low, we can think of the sample instant
as occurring near the onset of the hysteresis, before point
A in Fig. 9. Now consider the fast-moving signal. It also
enters the hysteresis boundary from below but passesabove
the hysteresis boundary before being latched, resulting in
a high value. In this case, the sampling instant is effectively
after point B in Fig. 9, later than for the slow-moving signal.
Since this speed dependent delay occurs equally for both
rising and falling inputs, it results in odd-harmonic distortion.

Input

Input
voriase

Fig. 9. Hysteresisboundary versustime for the latch of Fig. B.
Assuming that signals are constant-slew ramps over the
input range near the comparator threshold, and that tail
currents switch uniformly with time, the projected error
boundary based on equation 5 is :

V...:

V 1 ( t 1 )- ( t r - t " ) *

where V, is given by equation 5, t, is the time that describes
the states of currents I, and I, when a constant-slew signal
is tangent to the hysteresis boundary, and to is the time
that describes the states of currents I, and I, at the onset
of hysteresis.
This hysteresis-based source of distortion can be reduced
by using lower values of R1 through R4 (Fig. 5), which
reduces the slew rate seen by the sampling latch circuitry.
The split load scheme of the latch portion is particularly
helpful in keeping R3 and R4 low.
Distortion in the Signal Conditioning Path
Having taken great care to realize unsurpassed dynamic
performance in the B-bit quantizer, we could not allow the
analog signal conditioning path to compromise this performance. Components in the analog chain are therefore designed with aggressive goals for low distortion, low noise,
and wide bandwidth. The input stage of the preamp provides a useful vehicle for discussion of several design issues
related to distortion.
A high signal-to-noise ratio is desirable to minimize the
rms noise during a measurement. Increasing the signal
levels to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio must be balanced with the errors introduced by the resulting increased
levels of distortion. Second-order harmonic distortion is
proportional to the input signal level and third-order distortion is proportional to the square of the input signal
level.
Preamp Hybrid. The preamp (Fig. 10J is based on a pair
of custom bipolar integrated circuits produced in HP's 5GHz-l-1high-frequency bipolar process. The input cascode
transconductance of the amplifier is selectable for three
values in a 1,-2-4 sequence by effectively switching the
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Ai : arAv I

arLvz + arAv3 +
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+

Assuming a sine wave input, Av : Asin(ot), no offset,
and low distortion levels such that second and third-order
harmonic distortion are dominated by the second and thirdorder nonlinearities, respectively, the distortion terms are:

: 0

H D' , : t' i a t a
zdt'
-HD.
--J

: ljl
' 4 a ' ln'
'-- :

---

tr!-

A'
4s(vr + Rl)r "

(10)

(11)

For the maximally stressed gain range and operating conditions of I : B mA, R : 17Q, Vt : 26 mV at 25"C,and
maximum input level A : 50 mV, the dominant distortion
term is HD3 : - 70 dB. In practice, HD, is generated by
internal mismatches and offsets in the input signal resulting in distortion terms up to the level of HDr, but these
have been ignored in the analysis.

Transconductance
Input
Cascode
Fig. 10. Simplified input preamplifier schematic diagram.
value of the emitter degeneration resistance R. With one
of the inputs incrementally grounded, the single-ended-todifferential conversion is performed. Examining distortion
from this stage, the simplified transfer function for the
emitter degenerated differential pair of transistors Q1 and
Q2 can be derived from:

Av:2Vttann-'

(rr4 ) + nai

where Av is the differential basevoltage Vue, - Vuer, V,
is the thermal voltage,Ai is the differentialcollectorcurrent
I.q1 - I.q2, R is the emitter degenerationresistance,and I
is the emitter and collectorbiascurrent ignoringB effects.
Using a Taylor seriesexpansionand collectingthe,terms,

/v,\v,^v,

Au:(i+R)Ai
\r

t

+

(7)
+...
12iAi'+ B0r5------Ai"

Inverting this equation gives the transfer function:
IV,I^
4i:,-Av

vr r ,.i

r

i-z(Vr + RIf

A"J
-"

1...

The output differential current is of the form
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SAW Oscillator
An important source of error in any high-speed analog-todigital converter is the phase noise, or cycle-to-cycle jitter,
of the oscillator that provides the master sampling clock.
Time jitter of the clock alters the time between successive
samples in a random fashion. This time jitter can be directly
related to amplitude errors at the output of the ADC. If the
jitter of the oscillator is too high, it contributes to sampling
errors (amplitude noise) for points sampled on the highslew-rate portions of input signals. As a practical design
goal, the jitter of the oscillator should be low enough to
produce no more than lzq of amplitude error under the
worst-case conditions, where q is the average voltage span
between adjacent comparator thresholds.
The worst-case phase noise requirements for the master
reference oscillator of the HP 5185A are strict. Assuming
that the Nyquist sampling theorem is not being violated,
the worst-case conditions are:
r Sampling at sine wave zero crossings
r Maximum sample rate of 250 megasamples per second
I Input frequency oI t25 MHz
I Full-scale signal at the input
r Maximum memory record length of 64K words.
Under these conditions the jitter requirement corresponding to amplitude noise of no more than lz LSB is 2
ps rms, which is computed from the following equation:

o*(r) <

1
2N*t rr fi" (2.b)

Flicker-of-Frequency Process

F

200ps

f" = 2.5 MHz

20 ps
2ps

lr^=+
(Worst Case)

r=4 ns x 64K
Fig. 1'1. Time-domainphase noise requirement for the HP
51854.
where f1. is the input frequency, N is the number of bits,
and 2.5 is taken to be a peak-to-rms conversion for a Gaussian distribution.T This jitter requirement must be held for
the duration of a worst-case measurement, which is four
nanoseconds per sample times 64K samples per measurement, or approximately one quarter of a millisecond. The
white phase noise floor, shown in Fig. 11, defines the jitter
performance requirement under worst-case conditions.
This plot shows rms jitter o"(t) versus time r, where r is
the total measurement duration. Note that the worst-case
requirement is relaxed for lower input frequencies and sample rates.
The time-domain plot of Fig. 11 can be transformed into
a frequency-domain plot of the phase noise requirements.8
Fig. 1.2is such a plot showing the SSB phase noise spectral
power density (in dBc/Hz) as a function of offset from the
carrier (in Hz). Fig. 12 shows that the 2-ps noise floor requirement derived in the time domain transforms into a
noise floor of t+A dB/Hz below the carrier in the frequency
domain.
The requirements can be directly compared with the
measured phase noise performance of the HP 5185A oscillator, also shown in Fig. 12. The overall system performance is dependent upon the integral of the phase noise
margin over the full bandwidth of the system. The cumulative margin is large compared to the cumulative Ioss of the
corner violation shown, so the corner violation has little
effect on the overall system performance. (The narrowband
spikes in the 100-kHz-to-40-MHz range are artifacts of the
measurement system.)
SAW Oscillator Phase-Locked Loop. Fig. 13 shows a block
diagram of the surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) phase-locked
loop (PLL). The heart of this circuit is the voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO). The SAW VCO provides the sampling
clock to the ADC in each channel.
The major components of the VCO circuit use custom
technology. The crystal is a SAW device developed for this
product at Hewlett-Packard's Santa Rosa Technology
Center.e The SAW device was selected because of its excellent phase noise characteristics. It is a fundamental-mode
device, which can be modeled as an LC series-resonant
circuit, allowing a simpler design than most RF oscillators.
The active device chosen for the SAW VCO is a differential amplifier made from custom emitter-coupled logic fabricated at the Santa Clara Technology Center. This differential amplifier was selected for its low phase noise floor and

because it can deliver fast edge speeds (tro-uo - 350 ps).
Maintaining fast edge speeds throughout the sampling
clock chain minimizes the phase noise contribution of each
stage in the chain. To preserve the quality of the VCO
output, the encode multiplexer, synchronizer, and output
drivers are also implemented in custom emitter-coupled
logic.
The phase-locked loop operates in the same fashion as
most conventional phase-locked loops. Phase-locking allows the VCO to take on the superior aging and temperature
stability of the reference (internal or external) while retaining its own short-term stability. Phase-locking to an external reference also allows the user to stabilize the phase
relationship between the sample clock and the input
waveform, provided that the input waveform is coherent
with the reference.
Design Considerations. The noise process that dominates
the SAW phase-locked loop jitter performance is the white
phase noise process. This process is a result of the noise
floor of the differential amplifier used in the SAW VCO.
Buffer stagesbetween the VCO and the ADC sampling clock
input also degrade the noise floor of the sample clock. This
degradation can be calculated using a root-sum-squares
formula. For example, adding a second stage with a noise
floor identical to the VCO noise floor will degrade the noise
floor of the sample clock by 3 dB. A third stage will degrade
the noise floor by an additional 1.77 dB, and so on. Therefore, minimizing the number of buffer stagesis important.
The differential amplifier, like all amplifiers, has 1/f
noise around dc and has some inherent nonlinearities. In
an oscillator, these nonlinearities mix the 1./f noise onto
the carrier. The SAW resonator, modeled as a second-order
bandpass filter, produces a 1/f2 process. Mixing 1/f with
1./f2produces the 1/f3 phase noise process shown in Fig.
12. Consideration must be given to both the amplifier
linearity and the Q of the crystal since together they determine the corner frequency between the white phase noi.se
floor process and the 1/f3 process. This corner frequency
becomes more important for longer measurement durations.
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There is another noise floor closer to the carrier-the
noise floor of the phase detector.This noise floor and the
1/f3 processmeet at an offset from the carrier of approximately 'l,ooHz.This offsetprovidesthe optimal bandwidth
for the low-pass filter that follows the phase detector.If
the bandwidth is too wide, the 1/f3 performance of the
SAW resonatorwill be degraded.If it is too narrow, the
phase detector performancewill be degraded.
The pulling range of a VCO is the amount by which the
VCO frequencycan be shifted from the nominal frequency
by varying the input control voltage. The pulling range
must be large enough to compensatefor the aging rate of
the SAW resonator, the temperature dependenceof the
SAW device'sparameters,and centerfrequencytolerances
in the SAW manufacturing process.However, when the
pulling rangeis increased,it is at the expenseof the overall
Q of the circuit. This increasesthe phasenoise in the 1/f3
region and pushesthe cornerfrequencyoutward. The pulling rangeof the SAW oscillator is maximized through the
use of back-to-back,low-capacitancevaractor diodes in
series with the SAW resonatorin the oscillator feedback
loop.

error algorithm, then calculating the residual rms error in
the measureddatarelative to the fit sinusoid.Effectivebits
is then defined as follows:

Effectivebits: N - .r, (I*r*

)

where N is the number of bits of resolution of the digitizer
being tested,E".,.u1is the residualrms error in the measured
data after subtracting the fit sine wave, and E14".1is the
expected value of the rms error an ideal N-bit quantizer
adds to a uniformly distributed input signal, ql\/tz,where
q is the voltagespan betweenadjacentcomparatorthresholds.
Since the effective bits parameteris sensitive to all forms
of distortion and noise, it is important that care be taken
to ensure that the test system used to evaluate the performance of an instrument under test makes no significant
contribution to the detected rms error.
The basic test setup required to measurethe effective
bits performanceof a given instrument is shown in Fig.
14. The bandpassfilter is presentto reduce harmonic distortion componentsfrom the generatoroutput to a negliMaking Effective Bits Measurements
gible level and to ensurethat no signal-generator-produced
Effective bits is a figure of merit used to quantify the
or coupled low-frequency noise is present at the input to
contributions of all forms of distortion and noise added by
instrument under test. The major sourcesof potential
(differential
the
quantization
process:
error
measurement
the
errors in the measurement of effective bits are signal
nonlinearities, missing codes, and aperture uncertainty),
generatorphasenoise and amplitude errors (inaccuracyof
integral nonlinearity (harmonic distortion), and system
the signal generatoroutput, lossesin the bandpassfilter,
noise (additive noise and spurious nonharmonic spectral
and cable losses).
bits
deeffective
measuring
The
method
of
components).
Signal generatorphasenoise representsa deviation from
and now generally(but
scribedin previous publicationss'1o
the ideal sine wave assumedto be present at the input.
not universally) used for specifying the performance of
The nearly uniform sampling of the instrument under test
digitizing instruments uses sine wave curve fitting. The
translatessignal generatorphase noise into amplitude ertest technique involves making a measurementof a singlerors, which aremost pronouncednearzerocrossings.These
frequency sinusoidal input, estimatingthe actual input by
fitting a sine wave to the data using a least-mean-squared- errors are readily detectedin effectivebits measurements.
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Sample Clock
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SampleClock
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Ffg. 13. 250-MHz SAW oscillatorphase-locked loop system
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Frequency
Relerence
LockingConnection
Fig. 14. Effective blts test setup.
An HP 86624 Synthesized Signal Generator is used in all
HP 5185A test systems at the factory because of its excellent
phase noise characteristics.
Since the effective bits parameter measures distortion as
well as noise, testing will be sensitive to variations in the
input amplitude when measurement distortion is not negligible. This generally occurs at higher input frequencies'
The absolute accuracy of the synthesized signal generator,
specified at a1 dB, plus attenuation of the fundamental
by the bandpass filter, require amplitude compensation of
the generator output to provide the proper amplitude at
the input of the instrument under test. In production testing, these losses are corrected by identifying the amplitude
settings that result in the proper signal amplitude at the
instrument under test. This is accomplished through an
automated calibration procedure using an HP 43BA Power
Meter with HP B4B2A Power Sensors. Amplitude errors of
a few dB are reduced to well under i0'5 dB through this
calibration process.
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Fixed-Frequency Sine Wave Curve Fit
Estimationof the rms error contributed by the quantization
processis the purposeof sinewave curvefitting.A sinusoidfit
to the input data using a least-mean-squares
algorithmis assumedto representthe actualinputsignalpresentedto the digitizer being tested.As discussedin the accompanyingarticle,
the effectivebits parameteris based on the rms noise power
presentin the errorsignal-the differencebetweenthe digitized
data and the fit sinusoid-overthe oeriodof the measurement
record.
Any fittingalgorithmfits a sinewave of the followingform:

t\,,1
S rr.
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The fit parametersare thus given by the solutionto the linear
eouation
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whereo is 2rf;n,f,nbeingthe knowninputfrequency.and the tn
are the sampletimes.
Given a data recordyn of M samplesof the input sinusoid
measured at times tn (in practice, uniformlyseparated by the
samplinginterval,T".-pre),the total residualerrore ol the measured data relativeto the fit sine wave is oiven bv:
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V;n(n): Vo + V. cos (2zrf,nnT"u-pr.
* d)
A generalizedflttingalgorithmrequiresfittingthe parameters
Vo,Vu,fin,and @in the aboveequation.Such fittingalgorithms
are iterativeand thereforetime-consumingand proneto undesirable convergencebehaviorbecauseof the nonlinearrelation
betweenoarameters.
Connectingthe ExTREFinputof the instrument
undertest to
the signalgeneratorreferenceoutput phase-locksthe sampling
processto the inputsignal.The frequencyof the inputsinusoid
is thusknownto sufficient
accuracyto enableuseof a simplified
sinusoidalcurvefittingalgorithm.
To derivethe simplifiedalgorithm, fit a sinusoidof the following form to the inputdata:
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Adding one more sum,

Settingthe partialderivativeswith respectto the parameters
being fit to zero gives:
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The totalresidualerroris given by:
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and the rms erroris then:
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Usingthis fixed{requencycurvefit has reducedtest computation
time by a significantfactorover the previouslyused variableJrequencycurvefit.10FixedJrequency
sine wave curvefittingis a
closed{orm, noniterativesolution ensuring convergence.The
fixedJrequencycurve fit thus provides a faster, more reliable
measureof effectivebits oerformance.

Packaginga High-Performance
ple-per-Seco
2s0-Megasam
nd Analog-toDigitalGonverter
by Patrick D. Deane,Simcoe Walmsley,Jr., and Farid Dibachi

USTOM INTEGRATED CIRCUITS in the analog
signal path make the superior measurementperformanceof the HP 51BbAWaveformRecorderpossible.
As integrated circuits deliver higher levels of performance,
particularly at high frequencies, greater care must be taken
to ensure that this performance is not squandered by component packaging. The fundamental objective of the packaging
scheme used in the HP 51854 was to achieve maximum
performance from the custom chip set, taking into account
not only electrical performance but also reliability, producibility, and serviceability.
Previous high-performance analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) measurement systems have used either thick-film or
thin-film hybrid technology. Several modifications of standard thin-film hybrid technology were developed to achieve
the performance goals of the HP 5185,t.

PackagingRequirements
and SystemObjectives
The objective of the HP 5185A is to provide an B-bit, 250megasample-per-secondanalog-to-digital conversion system
with superior distortion, noise, and pulse response characteristics.
Basic initial requirements imposed on the ADC packaging
scheme were:
r Analog signal paths of the circuit must have frequency
response significantly better than the system bandwidth
of 12b MHz.
r Digital and clock paths of the circuit must accommodate
2SO-MHz signals with transition times as low as 500 ps
and pulse widths of 1..3ns.
r Integrated circuit junction temperatures must be less than
125"C at the maximum instrument ambient temperature

quantizer IC's large input capacitance of 25 pF. To achieve
the required performance, the op amp requires external
pnp transistors and small-area precision resistors. Its output is physically close to the quantizer input to minimize
high-frequency distortion (see article, page 39).
Requirements for external pnp transistors and tight-tolerance resistors naturally led to a choice of either thick-film
or thin-film hybrid technology. Aside from their cost advantages, thick-film circuits combine good resistor#with
the possibility of conductive vias to a backside ground
plane and trace crossovers. Thick-film conductors also
have lower series resistance than thin-film conductors.
Thin-film technology offers resistors with better tolerance
and drift specifications. Thin-film resistors also require
less substrate area, which lowers parasitics and allows
tighter packing of the circuits. The ideal would be a combination process offering the resistors and small features
of thin-film technology along with the trace crossovers,
conductive vias to substrate backside, and high-conductivity traces of thick film.

SubstrateTechnology
The substrate
processdevelopedfor the ADC hybrid of
the HP 51854 is a modification of thin-film technology
that combines the advantages of thin-film resistors with
conductive vias to a backside metallization pattern. This
backside metal pattern can be used both as a large ground
plane and as a cross-under for top-layer crossing traces.
700(}

of ss'C.
r Circuits must be removable from the large-areaprinted
circuit boardthat suppliesI/O paths,control,and power.
A block diagram of the circuitry on the ADC hybrid is
shown in Fig. 1. As integratedcircuitswere designedto meet
system objectives,each imposed its own requirementson
the circuit packaging.The quantizerIC, the heart of the HP
51854, was designedfor maximum dynamic performance.
Implementedas a flash converter,it consumes14 watts. Its
high current requirements(for example,one supply draws
2,t) made it necessaryto feed power to all four cornersof
the IC. The part is very largefor a 5-GHz-f1chip, 0.220inch
square.The subnanosecondedgeson input clocks and data
outputs call for careful considerationof transmissionline
termination and crosstalkissues.
An operational amplifier IC with a Z-GHz gainbandwidth product was specifically designedto drive the

Data
Bits
Trigger
Bits

=Registel
Clock
=Sample
Clock
External
Chip
PNP

Fig. 1. ADC hybrid block diagram. Theelectricaland thermal
requirementsof the hybrid packaging scheme revolvearound
the ouantizer lC.
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The pattern plating process also allows unusually thick
gold for a thin-film process.
Substrate processing begins with an unmetallized
ceramic substrate. Top and bottom surfaces of the substrate
are treated with materials to prevent laser slag from accumulating. A laser is then used to cut holes in the substrate
where the vias will be located.
Creation of vias in thin-film technology has much stricter
requirements than in thick-film technology. Sputtering thin
metal films onto a substrate requires a smooth substrate
surface. For sputtered metal to stick to the laser-drilled
holes, the inside surfaces of the holes must be smooth and
free of cracks. To achieve the desired surface, a cleaning
and refining step is performed after laser drilling.
Thin films of TarN resistor material, a TiW adhesion
layer, and gold are in turn sputtered onto the substrate,
taking special care to ensure that the films are sputtered
inside the holes.
Negative photoresist is applied with a roller coater and
then exposed through a mask with the conductor pattern
on it. After the unexposed resist is washed away, the remaining resist is used as a plating mask. Metal areas not
covered with developed photoresist are plated up from an
initial gold thickness of a few hundred nanometers to 5 to
10 pm thickness. After plating, the resist is removed and
a quick gold etch removes the gold from areas that are not
conductors. This plating processproduces a thin-film trace
with very high conductivity and excellent line definition
(Fig. 2).
Thin-film resistors are then formed using the resistor
mask. After oven stabilization. these resistors are trimmed
to their final values using a pulsed current technique.

Thermal Performance
In addition to state-of-the-artsubstratetechnology, a different approach had to be taken in the thermal design of
the package.Standard chip-on-substratehybrid technology
cannot accommodate the 14W power dissipation of the
quantizer.
The reliability of an electrical component is an inverse
function of operating temperature. Since the quantizer IC
dissipates 14W of power and is O.22Oinch square, it dominates the requirements for the thermal performance of the
package.To maintain IC reliability, the design goal was to
keep temperatures on the ICs below 125"C at a 55'C ambient. For a 14W IC, this requires that the junction-to-air
thermal impedance be less than S'C/W. By comparison,
standard ECL flatpacks or ceramic chip carriers have thermal impedances of 50 to 100"CM, depending on air flow.
Standard thick-film or thin-film hybrid packaging techniques are also inadequate, since they typically invoive
epoxy die attach to a ceramic substrate in intimate contact
with a large-area heat sink. The quantizer die temperature,
when mounted to a 2-inch-square alumina substrate, can
be approximated using a simple one-dimensional model
(Table I), assuming that either nonconductive epoxy (Case
#L) or conductive epoxy (Case #2) is used for quantizer
die attach, and assuming that the rest of the circuitry on
the hvbrid dissioates 2W.
Table I
ADC Thermal Analysis
Standard Hybrid Packaging
ThermalZ
"(C/watt)
Nonconductive epoxy
Conductive epoxy
Alumina
Alumina/heat sink
Heat sink/air

4.8
1.0

0.9
4.2
2.O

Power TemperatureRise
(watts) Case#1
Case#2
1,4
1.4
I4
t4
16

function temperature rise above ambient:
Requirement:

;d
Fig.2. 420 x magnified photographof sptralinductortraces
on the preamp hybrid. Thetraces are 50 pm wide on a 100-pm
pitch and are 10 p,m thick. Pattern plating gives the advantages of thinJilm technology with a factor of 20 improvement
in trace conductivity.
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67"c
13"c
59'c
32"c
77L"c
<70'c

14"c
13'c
59'c
32"c
118"c

The table shows that the elimination of nonconductive
die attach material is a necessary but not sufficient condition to meet the requirement that the IC operates at a temperature no greater than 70"C above ambient. Given an
optimum heat sink design and the use of conductive epoxy,
the only remaining thermal impedances that can be improved upon are those of the alumina substrate and the
interface between the substrate and the heat sink.
The thermal performance of both the substrate and the
interface to the heat sink is a direct result of the mediocre
heat conductivity of alumina (Table II), Substitution of a
metal for the alumina in the thermal path has the obvious
advantage of an order-of-magnitude better thermal conductivity, which lowers the heat rise across the bulk material.
More important, the improved heat spreading angle that
results leads to a much larger effective area at the interface
with the heat sink. A similar scheme of direct attachment
of the silicon die to a low thermal impedance via a metal
spreader is used in several commercially available VLSI
pin-grid array packages.

Tablc ll
Thermal Conductivities of Selected Materialsl
Material

ThermalConductivity
(watts/cm-"C)

Alumina
Aluminum
Beryllia
Copper
Diamond
Glass
Silicon (doped)
Tungsten

o.276
2.17
1.969
3.937
6.299
0.008
0.984
1.969

The structure ultimately chosenfor the HP 51854 ADC
hybrid (Fig. 3) achieves optimum thermal performance
while preservingthe advantagesof thin-film substratetechnology.A thin-film alumina substrate,having a laserdrilled
hole slightly larger than the quantizer die, is processedto
form the hybrid resistorand conductor patterns.This substrate is attached to a metal plate using nonconductive
epoxy. The quantizer IC is attached through the hole in
the substratedirectly to the metal plate using a conductive
epoxy. The metal plate acts as a heat spreaderin intimate
thermal contact with a very good heat sink to complete the
thermal path.
Many alternatives were evaluated during the packaging
investigation. Simple one-dimensional thermal analysis
had its placein the designprocess;it eliminated techniques
having no chance of success.However, reality takes the
form of a three-dimensional hybrid with several heat
sourcesand is much more difficult to analyze.Real heat
transfer problems require a solution to differential equations for which closed-form solutions do not exist, By
simplifying the boundary conditions and by using Green's
function, it was possibleto develop a programto solve the
three-dimensionalheat transfer problem for a multilayer
structureusing a convergentinfinite series.z'3
Fig. 4 shows
-
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the type of result obtainable from this program (another
exampleis shown in the coverphotograph).Running under
HP-UX, the program allowed the hybrid designersto test
assumptionsabout heat sink design,chip placement,and
chip attach techniqueswhile monitoring component temperatures.Thermal data taken later from actual hybrids
confirmed that the model was correct to within 5'C.
Attachment of a large-areaIC to metal has another set of
problems.aThe thermal coefficient of expansionof silicon
is 3 ppm/'C. Typically, metals have coefficientsof expansion of about 20 ppm/'C. If a hard solder is used to attach
the IC to the metal, stressesbuilt up as the temperature
changeslead to cracking of the silicon die. If soft solder or
conductive epoxy is used to attach the die to the metal,
thermal cycling leads to work hardening of the die attach
material.Eventually,cracksform in the die attachmaterial,
resulting in increasedchip temperaturebecausethe thermal impedanceof the joint has increased.For circuits that
are sensitiveto temperature,this will lead to performance
drift over time. Eventually, the IC will either detach itself
completely from the metal or fail becauseof elevatedjunction temperatures.
To meet the requirementsof metal-like thermal conductivity and limited differential thermal expansion, a sintered
tungsten-copperheat spreaderwas chosen.These metals
are being used as heat spreadersin state-of-the-artelectronic packagesbecauseof their combination of thermal
conductivity and thermal coefficientof expansion.The coefficientof 9.5 ppm/'C is a goodmatchto alumina (Bppm/'C)
and a much better match to silicon than other metals.
lnterconnect
The ADC hybrid requires a large number of connections
to the printed circuit board supportingit. The interconnect
system must meet high-frequency and high-current electrical performancerequirements.The realities of production
and field repair of the instrument also require the ability
to remove and replacehybrids without the risk of destroying either the hybrid or the printed circuit board.
Analog signals being measuredby the HP 5185A have
nominal bandwidths greaterthan 725MHz Clock and data
signals to and from the ADC hybrid are 100K ECL-like
signals with subnanosecondrise times. In a system with
only a few I/O pins, specialRF connectorsmight be a good

Epoxy
Tungsten-Copper
Heat Spreader

Heat Sink

Flg.3. Ihe ADC hybrid assemblyschemeprovides excellent
thermal conductivity and electrical pertormance and allows
easy removal frcm the printed circuit board for service.

Ffg. 4. A special thermal modeling program gives rcalistic
themal predictions.
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approach. However, the ADC hybrid has two RF signal
inputs, one RF signal output, four high-speed ECL clock
inputs, 12 ECL data line outputs, two ECL clock outputs,
and over 30 dc power and reference lines.
Since the only chance for success in a broadband measurement system is to preserve a uniform transmission environment on lines with any significant length, a planar
connector was developed to preserve the characteristicsof
controlled-impedance lines. It uses a metal pattern of O.OOSin lines on 0.01O-incenters that connects the 50O transmission lines on the hybrid to the printed circuit board. This
metal pattern is plated on a dielectric and backed by an
elastomer. A metal backing plate presses the elastomer
tightly against the contacts (see Fig. 3).
Past designs of connectors relying on compressed elastomeric pressure contacts demonstrated two problems. Insufficient strength in the backing plate can lead to contact
failure caused by deformation of the backing member. The
HP 5185A hybrid connector system uses a very strong metal
backing plate with a span of less than an inch between the
screws holding it in place. Another class of connector problems is caused by contaminants deposited on the printed
circuit board copper during board fabrication. If a standard
thin gold flash plating (about 3 g,in) is used, contaminants
can work their way to the surface in time, causing a rise
in connector resistance.This problem has been avoided by
plating the contacts on the printed circuit board with over
4O p)n of gold.
The final connector design easily accommodates the
0.100-in pitch of the hybrid IiO lines. Early prototypes
using the same concepts handled lines on a 0.025-in pitch,
but required precise alignment during assembly. Other
published connector designsscan accommodate a 0.025-in
pitch, but require unusually precise alignment between the
circuit image and the holes on the printed circuit board.
Since 50O microstrip transmission lines on a 0.025-in
alumina substrate are 0.025 in wide, and since a 3-to-1
space-to-trace ratio gives good crosstalk performance, 0.100
in is a satisfactory line pitch. The connector design allows

the ADC hybrid to be replaced by removing eight screws.

Conclusion
The resulting packaging system provides for good transmission line matching, good thermal matching, high pin
count, and ease of removal,while maintaining less than a
5"C/nV thermal impedance. Pictured in Fig. 5, the ADC
hybrid has 46 conductive vias for low-impedance connections to ground and for power routing on the hybrid, and
71 I/O lines on 0.100-in centers. The HP 5185A preamp
hybrid (Fig. O)usesthe same interconnect system. Although
no conductive vias are required on this circuit, the same
pattern plating process used on the ADC substrate allows
the use of 50-prmtraces for the spiral inductors in the upper
right corner, without sacrificing low series resistance.
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Fig. 5. ADC hybrid. Machining the subsfrate provides 46
conductive vias for ground and power distributionand allows
the quantizer lC to be attached directly to a heat spreader.
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Fig.6. Preamplifierhybrid. Spiralinductorsetched onto the
substrate(upper right) make a six-poletransttionalfilter reahzable in a portion of the 1.S-in-square
hybild

PrecisionDigitizingOscilloscope
WaveformAnalysis,Display,and
lnput/Output
by DouglasC. Nichols
HE HP 5180T/U,HP 5183T/U,and HP 5185TPrecision Digitizing Oscilloscopeseachconsistof a waveform recorderand an analysis,display,and I/O module. The waveform recorder is the HP 5180A, the HP 5183,\,
or the HP 5185A. For all of the precision digitizing oscilloscopes, the analysis, display, and I/O module is the HP
51089A.
The display is a 9-inch-diagonal 2o4Bx2048-point addressable vector CRT display that generates high-resolution
text and waveform images (Fig. 1). The precision, wide
dynamic range, and high fidelity of this instrument family
demanded a display of this quality. This display lets the
user view fine detail that cannot be seen on a conventional
limited-resolution raster-scan CRT. A fast refresh memory
system supports the vector display, as shown in the
simplified diagram of the hardware architecture of the
analysis, display, and I/O module, Fig. 2.
System control is managed by a real-time multitasking
operating system that simultaneously handles multiple
processes such as keyboard entry, data analysis, and
waveform display. Real-time refers to the machine's ability
to respond to external events including waveform triggers,
measurement complete signals, time clock interrupts, HPIB commands, and keystrokes. These events cause interrupt-driven software routines to be executed internally.
External user interfaces are high-level and user-friendly.
Softkey menus and CRT status displays are used for local
entries. High-level ASCII keyword strings are used for remote entry.
A 6803 microprocessor manages all front-panel inputs

Harvard Architecture:
Data Bus Separate trom
lnstruclion Fetch

HP-IB
250 kBytes/s

GPIO
16-Bir Dara
1 Mwords/s

' Virtual Connection
(Not on BackplaneBus)
.. HP 5180T/UOnly

Fig.2. Hardwarearchitecture
of the HP 510BgAAnalysis,
Display,and llO Module.
including hardkey and data entry knob control firmware
and scanning control for the touchscreendisplay. Finger
presseson the CRT display are detectedwhen the finger
interrupts a matrix of infrared LED sourcesand phototransistor detectors.The bezelis molded from an IR-transparent
polycarbonate.The solid construction protectsthe photoelectronicsfrom the effectsof dust, fingerprints,and harsh
ambient Iight conditions. For betterlegibility in bright sunlight, the CRT face is covered by a fine conductive mesh
sunscreen.The sunscreenalso provides greaterresistance

Fig. 1. The HP 510BgA Analysis,
Display, and llO Module ls used
with the HP 51804,HP 5183A,or
HP 5185A Waveform Recorders
for precision digitizing oscilloscope applications. Thedisplay is
a 9-inch-diagonal,2048x2048point vector display capable of
showing finer detail than a rasterscan CRT.
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quencing operations as ordered by the user. Because the
firmware executes in a true multitasking environment, it
is practical to do several things simultaneously, such as
acquiring measurement data in the waveform recorder,
transferring data over the HP-IB, plotting results, and performing analysis operations.

SystemsCapabilities
All instrumentstatesareprogrammable
overthe HP-IB.
Programming commands are consistent throughout the
product family. A program that runs on an HP 5183U will
run without change on an HP 5180T, assuming it uses
featurescommoDto both waveformrecorders.Simple commands provide significant results. The BASIC program:
Wavetormsto Recall

Fig, 3. Ihe HP 510894 takes control of the measurement
process. Wavelormtraffic is controlledby the waveformmanaget.
to electrostatic discharge.
When the analysis, display, and I/O module is used with
the HP 5180A, HP 51834, or HP 5185,{ Waveform Recorder, the HP 51089A's microcomputer takes control of the
overall measurement process (Fig. 3). Following capture
of a waveform, the result is transferred to the HP 510894
via a private HP-IB (IEEE 488/IEC 625) bus. The HP 510BgA
hardware architecture features a shared bus design that
allows waveform data transfer from the waveform recorder
to occur simultaneously with program execution. A waveform management subprogram directs the machine se-

OUTPUT@Digitizer;"BMS?"
ENTER@Digitizer;Rms-value
will executethe rms analysisfunction on the current userdefined operand and return the result to the external controller. The result will be stored in the variable Rms-vatue.
Teach and learn modes are supported using complementary commands. The input range is set using the teach
string RANGE
2 V and is queried with RANGE?.
Entire instrument setupscanbe readwith a singleSET?query.Waveform
input and output can be accomplishedusing either ASCII
or binary transfer mode. The HP 510BgAmaintains complete stateinformation for all waveforms(i.e.,sample rate,
triggerposition, y-axis rangeand offset,etc.l.This information can be separately read over the bus for complete
waveform knowledge. Using the binary waveform transfer
mode,transferratesof -250 kbytes/secondareachievable.
Becausetransfer of waveforms from an external controller is supported, it is possible to use the disc, display,
plotter, and analysis even when no waveform recorder is
connected. For example, waveform data, synthesized or

Fig.4. The user interactswith the
optional flexible disc via direcrofles.
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captured on some other device, can be transferred, and a
power spectrum measurement can be performed, with the
calibrated result (in either dBm or dBV) read back to the
external controller. The programming interface is both forgiving on input and precise on output. Examples of forgiving input include: choice of abbreviated or complete program commands (e.g., use TRIGGERLEVEL1 V or TRIG LEVE
1), case insensitivity, interchangeability of integer/real
numbers, and acceptability of all reasonable terminations
(cR/LF/EOr).

Built-lnDisc Drive
The HP 510BgAfeaturesan optional3.5-inflexibledisc
drive that provides storageand recall of waveforms,scalar
analysis results, and instrument setups.User interaction
with the disc is via directories.such as the one shown in
Fig. 4.
The HP 510BSAautonamesthe stored results using an
ascending numerical suffix, prepended with a character
sequencechosenby the user. Using the HP 51089A'srealtime clock and perpetual calendar, all stored results are
time-stampedwith one-secondresolution.This provides a
powerful record-keepingutility, especiallywhen many results need to be stored.
Display Features
We have designedthe display subsystemas a peripheral,
which the user can configure to suit the application. For
example,a usermay electnot to view the raw measurement
data in an automatedtesting application becausethis data
is always directly transferred to an external computer. For
a different application, a user may be interestedonly in a
frequency-domainview of the input. By defining the raw
measurementdata as the source operand for a spectrum
analysisoperation and assigningjust the analysisresult to
the display, a user convertsthe instrument to a multichannel spectrum analyzer for single-shot or repetitive signals.
The versatility of the display can be enhanced since it
is decoupledfrom the measurementprocess.The waveform
Simpte
1-ot-4

More Data(4096Samples)-->

---'-'- | | I
oecimationl
|
|
|
11 15 l, l'r- l', l,'n l,u 1,,
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orro
""Aciivity II
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Algorithm

Fig.5. Thecompressionalgorithmin the HP 51089Aensures
that signal activity is never missed.

reconstructionalgorithms, describedin the paper on page
26, further enhancevisual detail.
Large waveforms are processedthrough a compression
algorithm before being displayed. The need for compression arises whenever the number of waveform sample
points exceedsthe actual displayableresolution. The simple 1-of-N sample decimation schemeoften used is a poor
choice, becausethe displayed waveform will appear to
have been sampled at 1/R of the actual rate, where R is the
ratio of waveform samples to displayed resolution. This
phenomenon,technically termed display aliasing,is undesirable becauseit presents waveform images that are not a
reasonablerepresentationof the capturedsignal.Our compression method sortsthrough waveform data bins of width
2R and selectsthe maximum and minimum sample values
from each.Theseextremevalues are presentedon the display. The effect is to presenta display very much like an
analog oscilloscopeor a strip-chart recorder display. That
is, even if the time baseis too slow to show detail, the user
can seethe maximum and minimum waveform excursions.
Unlike simple decimation, which can fail to show significant signal activity, this compressionmethod assuresthat
signal activity will appear on the screen.
Fig. 5 illustratesthe distinction betweenthe simple decimation and compression methods. For this example, a
4096-samplewaveform was chosen.With horizontal display resolution of 1024,only one fourth of the samplescan
appear on the display. The upper portion of Fig. 5 shows
the result createdby simple decimation-a user could be
misled by this result into thinking that the input remained
unchanged during this time period. The lower portion of
Fig. 5 shows the display result createdby the minimummaximum compressionalgorithm. Regardlessof the compression ratio, this algorithm never fails to indicate the
presence of signal activity. Seeing an area of interest on
the screen,a user can then zoom in for a detailed examination of the waveform activity (Fig. 6).
Direct Hardcopy
The HP 510BgAcan produce fully annotatedoutput on
any of HP's family of digital plotters. A representation of
the display can be plotted (seeFig. 7 for a typical example),
or an individual waveform can be selected for output in
its entirety. For plots of large waveforms, no more than
1024 samplesper page are output; our rationale was that
trying to squeezemore data on a pagewouldn't be reasonable.If an autopagingplotter is being used,the HP 510894
recognizesthe capability and automaticallyejectsthe pages
as consecutive segmentsof the large waveform plot are
completed.
Analysis Capabilities
The analysis,display, and I/O module provides a wide
range of functions categorized as pulse, voltmeter,
waveform math, frequency domain, calculus, frequency
counter, and iterative functions. Many specific functions
are availablewithin eachof thesecategories,someof which
are detailed later in this article. The user has accessto four
independent analysis setups.A setup consistsof:
r The function to execute
r Input waveform(s)to be analyzed
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r Any possible special modifiers such as a preprocessing
window for frequency domain functions.
Fig. 7 illustrates an analysis setup. The top trace is the
analysis result and the lower traces are the waveforms being
analyzed. The user has selected the waveform add function,
with operand 1 the captured output of a function generator
in swept sinusoid (linear FM) mode, and operand 2 the
modulation signal. Delimitation capability is used here to
isolate different segments of the operands being added.
The vertical lines on the lower traces show the portions
being analyzed, while the status information near the top
indicates the segment of each operand used in the analysis.
Analysis function operation is designed for ease of use.
An operation so natural that it often goes unnoticed is the
automatic execution of the analysis whenever conditions
change to require reexecution. The most obvious condition
causing automatic reexecution is updating of the source

HP
*:

5TA3T
DIGIIIZING
4.29975E-3
s:

operand. For example, if a new data acquisition occurs and
the acquired waveform is the operand for a SPECTRUMin
dBV function, the analysis result will automatically update
using the newly acquired source waveform. Other conditions that invoke automatic analysis execution are:
r Change of operand (e.g., changing operand 1 from channel 1 record 1. to a waveform named Pulsesl.
r Change of position or length of delimit window. As the
user moves the delimit window across the source
waveform, the analysis result is continually updated.
I Change of a modifier that affects the selected analysis
function (e.g., changing from HANNINGto FLATTOPwindow will invoke automatic execution if the function is
SPECTRUMin dBm, but won't cause execution if the function is AVERAGEFREQUENCY,
since the window selection
doesn't affect this result).
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V

(a)
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Fig. 6. (a,) 16K-sample display
shows a macro view of a function
generator turn-on transient. (b)
Display zoomed in on cursor,
showing fine detail.
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Analysis User Interface
Fundamental rules for any machine to be easy to use include:
I Never surprise the user with internally invoked changes
of instrument state.
r Requested results should always appear automatically
on the display.
Strict adherence to one of the above obiectives may lead
to failure to meet the other. For example, a typical display
presentation is two channels of waveform data. A user who
then selects an analysis function probably expects to see
the analysis result on the display, but this cannot happen
without breaking the first rule. We have chosen to resolve
this dilemma by providing two display modes, as shown

Fig. 7. Analysis setup display.
The top trace is the analysisresult
and the lower traces are the
waveforms being analyzed.

in Fig. B. The main display mode can be configured by the
user with complete generality; any custom configuration
can be achieved. When the user selects an analysis function
for execution. the firmware in the HP 510BSA first checks
to see if the analysis result (the waveform name ANALYSISI
is reserved for the output of analysis setup 1) is part of the
user-customized display setup. If it is, no display mode
change is needed, since the analysis result is going to appear on the display. If it isn't, the display is automatically
switched to analysis display mode to force the analysis
result to be seen. The analysis display mode always puts
the analysis result in the top trace and the associated
operand(s) in lower trace(s). Recovery of the user-customized setup is accomplished by pressing the MAINdisplay

User-Customized SetuP
(Main Display Mode)

Fig. 8. fwo display modes, main
and analysis,ensurethatthe user
sees lhe expected data.
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k"y.
The creation of main and analysis display modes allows
both objectives to be met. The interaction of these modes
is explained by the following table:

;i!J::n,
1/A

User Expectation

HP 51089AResponse
(A-1)
--r

Resultsappearon
display when analysis
functionis invoked.

Resultsalwaysappear,either
automaticallyor by display
mode changeto analysis.

Customizeddisplay
configurationwon't
be destroyedwhen
analysisfunction is
invoked.

Expectationautomatically
met if result is on display.If
changeto analysisdisplay
occurs,userrecoverscustom
display setupby pressingthe
MAINdisplaykey.

Userwantsa visual
representationofthe
analysissetup.

Pressingthe ANALYSIS
display
touchkeywill assignthe analysis result to the top traceand
the analysisoperand(s)to
lower traces.Any operand
delimitationwill appearvisually asdashedvertical lines on
the operandwaveform(s).

Userwantsto view
only the analysisresult.

Pressingthe ANALYSIS
display
key repeatedlycausesit to
togglebetweena display showing just the analysisresult and
a display showingthe analysis
result and the analysis
operand(s).

The general-purpose trace assignment capability provides the ability to customize the display for only the re-
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Fig. 9. A decayingweightedaveragecomputationis an
exampleof a user-customized
analysis.
sults of interest. For example, to use the instrument as a
single-shotspectrum analyzer and frequency counter, the
user can configuretrace 1 to display the spectrumin dBm
and trace 2 to display the averagefrequency. Whenever
the time-domain source updates,theseresults will be updated on the display.
Multiple Sequence Processing
The user can perform analysis on analysisresults, so it
is possible to connect the four analysis setups to create
functional resultsnot directly availablefrom a singlefunction. As an example of how multiple sequenceprocessing
can be used to customizea desiredmeasurement.consider
trying to generatea decaying weighted averagefrom a successionof waveform updates.One way to implement this
is using the expression:
xp : x1-r(A-1)/A + x/A,

Xr : Xr

where x indicates an averageresult waveform, x a source
waveform, and A a weighting factor. Large values of A
cause older updates to have greater influence over the current average.Values of A approaching 1.cause the current
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average result to be dominated by recent updates. Fig. I
illustrates the process. To begin the averaging process the
first update is EXTRACTed(copied) to the average result.
Upon each subsequent update the product (1/A)x1 will be
automatically computed. Pressing the ANALYSISSETUP2
to be computed.
key causes the product *r-t(A-1J/A
Pressing ANALYSISSETUP3, which has been defined to sum
the products just computed (by assigning as its operands
the outputs of analysis setups 1 and 2), will produce the
new avera8e.
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KeepingTrackof Units
The analysis software has general units handling capability that automatically processes units information from one
execution to the next. One advantage this provides is easy
verification that the dimensionality of the sequence of
analyses is correct. For example, suppose you want to subtract the third integral of channel 1 record 1 from the third
integral of channel 2 record L. If you've done it right, the
Y-axis units of the sources and the result will appear as
Vs3. If by mistake you subtract the second integral of channel 2 record 1, the resultant units will be UNKNOWN,an
indication that the Y-axis units of the operands weren't
dimensionally correct for subtraction.
The analysis software will always perform an indicated
operation, regardless of the dimensional correctness of the
operand units. The distinction between dimensional correctness and incorrectness is that the unit indicator UNKNOWNis used whenever the dimensions are incorrect for
the indicated operation. Dimensional correctness is partly
dependent upon the operation to be performed. Subtracting
a second integral from a third integral doesn't make dimensional sense, but multiplying them does, and results in
Y-axis units of V2ss.
The machine also processes units on the X axis, a more
complicated task than Y-axis units processing because the
units must make sense together and the X-axis increments
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Fig. 11. (a) Accuracy of the flattop window is demonstrated
by a seriesolspectraof0-dBmsinewavesat randomfrequencies. (b) The Hanning window ls /ess accurate but has
superior frequency resolving properties.
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(a)

a

(d)

Fig. 13- PulsedRF signal.(a) Trmerecord. (b) Frequencyspectrum.(c) Frequencyspectrum
of an individual burst. (d) Frequency profile measured using the built-in frequency counter.
(e.g., the sample rates for ADC waveforms) must be the
same for both operands. For example, multiplying
a
waveform captured at 250 MHz with a waveform captured
at 1,Hz is not sensible, so the resultant X-axis units become
UNKNOWN.

Frequency-Domain
Functions
Transformation of the source data (time domain) to the
frequency domain is accomplished using either the dBm,
dBV, or phase spectrum functions. For example, the lower
waveform in Fig. 10 is a time-domain look at the output
from a touchtone generator as a sequence of keys was
pressed. The sequence was the digits one through nine,
ending with zero. Timing information such as tone burst
duration or time between bursts is readily determined from
the time waveform. However, if we want to know which
keys were pressed, the time-domain view is of little help.
Even after zooming in on each burst the determination is
nearly impossible. By selecting the spectrum in dBV function and using the general delimitation capability of
analysis, the frequency content of each key press can be
isolated and examined. The top waveform of Fig. 10 shows
that the third tone burst is essentially two-tone. Frequency
and amplitude levels are directly read by placing cursors
on the peaks. A two-tone spectrum aI 1,476.86250Hz and
701.17-1.875
Hz identifies the third key pressed as a 3.
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Conversion to frequency domain is accomplished using
a fast Fourier transform. The implementation is a radix-4,
in-place, real-inicomplex-out algorithml that executes on
the 68000 microprocessor in 450 ms for 1024 source samples. Conversion of the complex output of the FFT to either
a magnitude (in dBV or dBm) or a phase spectrum requires
Cartesian-to-polar coordinate transformation. Rather than
compute this transformation directly from the equations:
Magnitude,:

@

Phaseangle,:tan 1 (=ffi-)
which requires many slow transcendental function computations, a method known as the CORDIC computing
technique (COordinate Rotation Dlgital Computer) is used.2
Developed originally as a special-purpose computer for
real-time airborne computation to solve navigation equations, the CORDIC technique is well-suited for providing
coordinate transformations of the FFT output data.
The selection of a windowing function for a frequencydomain measurement is dependent upon input signal
characteristics and the type of frequency domain information that is being sought. For example, if amplitude accuracy is the critical measurement, the FLATTOPwindow is
the best choice. The data in Fig. l.1a was generated using

source waveforms at random frequencies, all having rms
power levels of 0 dBm. The spectrum in dBm was computed
for each source. The results, which show a maximum variation of less than 0.1 dB across the spectrum, agree closely
with the theoretical prediction and show that the accuracy
of the result is optimum when the FLATTOPwindow is
used. Fig. l.1b shows a similar plot for the HANNINGwindow.
The HANNINGwindow doesn't provide the amplitude accuracy of the FLATTOPwindow, but has superior frequency
resolving properties.
The phase spectrum analysis function is especially useful for measuring time differences between multiple inputs.
A typical example of the device under test would be an
amplifier or a filter whose phase response needs to be determined. The signal source is stepped through a succession of test frequencies and the phase difference between
the inputs is measured at each frequency. The data is directly available as delta-phase versus frequency.
This same technique can be used to calibrate systematic
timing characteristics between measurement channels
when using any of the digitizing oscilloscopes. Fig. 12 illustrates the results of using this technique on an HP 51857
Digitizing Oscilloscope. The upper waveform of Fig. 12
was captured first, then the cables were reversed and the
new result was the lower waveform. These results are mirror images about zero degrees, indicating that the primary
timing difference in the measurement channels is contributed by the cables (to the eye, the cables are the same
length). The delta-phase results directly obtainable from
the HP 510BgA can be converted to timing differences from
the expression

Atime

A phase
inputtiequency x 360

:

Selecting 75 MHz as a sample frequency, the expression
yields
3.5"
-78fitr2t1606-

: 130 Picoseconds

Resolution for delta-phase measurements is typically better
than 0.1 degree.
Average Frequency
This analysis function is a software implementation of
a synchronous gating reciprocal frequency counter.3 The
result is average frequency, computed from the formula:
fu" :

(number of input periods)/(time interval).

Because the time interval value always spans an integral
number of periods, no error in the average frequency result
is caused by inclusion of partial periods.
Using techniques that enhance the accuracy of the time
interval portion of the average frequency measurement produces frequency counting capability comparable to instruments dedicated to measuring average frequency. However,
unlike counters, a waveform image is available, so it is
apparent what is being measured.
Dedicated frequency counters operate on live data so
there is only one chance to obtain the result. The HP 5180T,
HP 5183T, and HP 5185T operate on captured waveform
data. The delimitation feature of analysis provides the equivalent of a built-in adjustable external gate for the average
frequency measurement. By combining these capabilities,
a single-shot, zero-dead-time frequency profile of a captured waveform can be obtained. This is illustrated in Fig.
13, which shows a captured pulsed RF sequence, its overall
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Fig. 15, Usingthe eventcrossing
function at different thresholdlevels, a single marginal pulse can
be detected automatically.
magnitude spectrum, and the recovered frequency modulation, obtained with delimited average frequency analysis.
The recovered modulation waveform clearly shows what
the other two cannot-the modulation source was a triangular signal freely running with respect to the pulse repetition frequency.

WaveformReconstruction
for Time Estimation
A traditional frequency counter minimizes time error by
accumulating clock pulses in the time register at a high
rate. The HP 5345A Universal Counter uses a 500-MHz
sample clock, resulting in fundamental timing resolution
of 2 ns. The digitized data being evaluated in the HP 5180T,
HP 5183T, or HP 5185T will not have been sampled at
rates as high as the clock rates in a frequency counter, so
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it might appear that the timing error would be greater. For
example, evaluating data captured on an HP 5180T at 20
MHz (50 ns/sample), one might expect worst-case total timing error of +50 ns for an interval measurement. However,
the digitized data sequence contains information that can
be used for timing resolution improvement in a way not
possible with a frequency counter. Signal level information
on either side of the threshold level can be used to determine crossing times more precisely. Simple linear interpoIation between samples leads to significant reduction of
timing error. Additional waveform reconstruction algorithms are used in the HP 51089,\ to obtain a more precise
timing measurement.
As the input slew rate increases, the significance of ADC
amplitude error diminishes in the timing estimate. Fig. 14

3-L7A3us
3 15.a3kHz
512
l3A4

Fig, 16. Pulse analysisresult.
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Handling of Significant Digits
providemoredigitsthan
Typically,measurement
instruments
relyingon the user'sabilityand patienceto deterare significant,
mine what is significant.
A majorweaknessof this approachis
thai the numberof significant
digitsis determinedby the largest
possiblevaluefor the measurement,
resultingin overstatedresolutionfor valuesthat aren'tthe largest.For example,consider
computingthe peak-to-peakvoltageof a waveformcapturedon
the 5V rangeof the HP 51B3A.The ADC quantization
step is the
resolutionof this measurement,
which turns out to be 2.5 mV.
The largestpossiblevaluefor peakto-peakvoltageon thisrange
is about 10V.To supportthe largestvalueto correctresolution
requiressixdigits(e.9.,10.0025V).
Withafixed six digits,smaller
resultsarevastlyoverstated.
Forexample,27.5mVwillbe stated
as 27.5000mV,a valuethat seemsto suggestresolution
on the
order of 100 nanovolts!To avoid this kind of overstatement,
a
significantdigits handlingalgorithmwas developedand implementedthat dynamicallyadjuststhe numberof significant
digitsbased on the magnitudeand resolution
of the result.The
expressionis:

HP 5183T)thisgivesa frequencyresolution
of 3.90625kHz.The
frequencyvalueobtainedby usinga cursorto measurethe 200th
sampleof the magnitudespectrumis 777.34375kHz. Thereis
a tendencyto look at a value like this and concludethat the
resolutionis around 10 mHz, when in fact it is around4 kHz!
lmplementations
thatalwaysprovidea fixednumberof digitsget
intoserioustroublein a situation
likethis,becausetheworst-case
measurementhere is a magnitudeot 2 MHz with 3.90625kHz
resolution,
which requiresnine digits.When a small resultis
computed,suchas 7.8125OkHz,thef ixedimplementation
would
representthis as 7.81250000kHz, suggestingresolution
to 10
pHzl
The typicalalternative
implementation,
arbitrarilylimitingthe
outputto five digits(perhapsroundingas well)in an attemptto
keepthe resultslookinggood on the displayand avoidoverstatement,is reallythe worstapproachof all. Not only does overstatement of resultscontinueto be a problem (for resultsnear the
resolution),but now understatementof resultsoften occurs as
well. Using an examplefrom the paragraph above,777.34kHz
may look good, but it is needlesslybiased away from the true
D : Llos(x)l - Llos(F[r])l + 1
resultby 3.75 Hz.
The best solutionis to providethe resolutionvalue as well as
where D is the numberof mantissadigitsrequiredto represent the result.With this information,
resultslike 777.34375kHz are
the value properly,L is a functionreturningthe closestinteger not apt to be interpretedas havingsuch fine resolutionbecause
valuethat is equalto or lowerthan the number(e.9.,L[2.3] =
the messageRESoLUTIoN:3.90625
kHzwould appear next to the
2, L[ -6.8] : -7), x is the numberbeing represented,
F is a
result.The practicalreasonfor not doing this is that it doubles
functionreturninga numbercontainingonlythe leasfsignificant thenumberof numerical
valueson thedisplay,whichcomplicates
nonzero digit in the input number (e.g , F[2.35] : 0.05,
thedisplayappearanceand makesextractinginformation
tedious.
F[1.00000025]: 5 x 10-8),and r is the resolutionappropriate
The followinglist summarizesthe alternatives.
In any event,
for x.
in the HP 510BgAalwaysprovides
the presentimplementation
Using the example above, x : 10.0025would produce
the correctnumberof digitsfor each measurement.
L|og(10.0025)l: 1 and F[0.0025]: 0,0005,soL|og(o,0005)l
: - 4 a n d D : 1 - ( - 4 ) + 1 : 6 d i g i t s . T h e v a l u e:x 2 7 . 5
lmplementation
Comments
mV would produceL|og(o0275)l : -2, so D : -2 - (-4)
+ 1 : 3 digits. In each case, the resultis expressedto the
Fixeddigits,large
Extremeoverstatement
of resolupropernumberof significantdigits,
enoughto cover
forgiven
tion.Easyto implement
One specialproblemin significant
digithandlingoccurswhen
worslcase
measurement.
Hardor impossible
the resolution
termis notan integerpowerof ten.Inthe preceding
to f indonevaluefor allcases.
example,the resolutionis 2.5 mV,whichis not a powerof 10.A
single resultexpressedwith the proper number of significant Fixeddigits,
Rarelywillprovideresultto correct
digits,such as 4.3425volts,givesthe incorrectimpression
that
limitedto look
resolution.
Oftenunderstatesand
goodon display
4.3424 and 4.3426 are possibleresults,when in fact the nearest
biasesresults.
Withsmallresults,
possibleresultsare 4.3450and 4.3400volts.The user has imwilloverstateresolution.
is only 2.5
agined 100-pVresolution
when the actualresolution
mV.Allfivedigitsneedto be displayedin the originalresultsince
lmplementation
Resultalwaysstatedcorrectly.
the last digit is truly meaningful(not displayingit createsbias
usingformula
Resolutionmayappearoverstated
error).lt is unfortunate
that, in such cases,providinga single
whenresolutionstep hasmany
resultto its proper resolutiondoesn'tidentifythe magnitudeof
digits(abovemethodshavethis
problemalso).
the resolution.
A more dramaticexampleof this dilemmaoccurs when computingfrequencydomainresults.The frequencybin size of an
lmplementation
Thisis idealif you can affordthe
FFT is f"/N, where f" is the samplingfrequencyand N is the
usingformulawith
spaceand additionalcomputation
numberof samplesin the originaltime-domain
sourcedata.For
resolutionvalue
time.
presetconditionson an HP 51089Awith an HP 5183A(i.e.,an
indicatedto user

illustrates the interelationships between input slew rate at
the threshold crossing, the amount of timing enhancement
as a fraction of the sample interval, and the resolving capability of the digitizer. The plot considers the digitizer error
to be the only source of error in timing estimation; for many
measurements. this is the dominant error source.

Using an HP 5185T, single-shot timing resolution better
than 200 ps is achieved for inputs ranging from 1 MHz to
100 MHz, digitizing at 250 megasamples per second.

EventCrossings
This analysisfunctionis muchlike thetotalizefunction
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Fig. 17. Thepeilodic rmsfunction
can avoid errorscaused by inclusion of partial periods in the rms
result.
found on some frequency counters. Events in each direction
(+ , - ) are computed independently. Whereas a traditional
frequency counter uses analog hardware to determine when
events occur, the implementation in the analysis, display,
and I/O module uses software for event determination.
The event crossing function is useful for analyzing complex pulse trains. Measurements easily performed using
this function include locating a missing or extra pulse and
identifying pulses that are close to noise margins (Fig. 15).

PulseAnalysis
The pulse analysispackageis basedupon IEEEstandards.a An example of its use is shown in Fig. 16.
Periodic RMS
This analysis function computes the same result as the
basic rms function with the exception that it prequalifies
the X-axis range for the computation to span an integral
number of periods. As with the average frequency function,
the threshold level can be adjusted to control the Y-axis
level used for period determination. The advantage of
periodic rms over rms is realized in the evaluation of
periodic signals, where inclusion of partial periods in the
rms result can cause a large departure from the expected
result (Fig. tz).
Hold Min/Max
This group of analysis functions provides a convenient
method for monitoring long-term variations of waveforms.
The hold minimum function maintains a waveform of the
smallest value occurring since the function was initiated.
The hold maximum function is identical to hold minimum
except that it maintains a time-ordered waveform of largest
values. By using these functions together, a pair of waveforms is generated that brackets the extreme values th3t
the source has exhibited.
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Developinga PrintedCircuitBoardDesign
System
HP'sPrintedCircuitBoardDesignSystem(HPPCDS)was
developedto meetthe needsof electronicdesigners
dealingwith ever-increadngcomplexityand density.
by ElaineC. Regelson
ODAY'S MICROMINIATURIZATION of parts and
assemblieshasmadepossibleproductsof a complexity and sophisticationvirtually unimaginablethirty
years ago.Theseproducts rangefrom Christmascardsanimated by tiny chips playing carolsto fully functional computers that can be held in one hand' As the parts have
increasedin complexity and density, so have the boards
that hold them. Modern computerscan containboardswith
more than 20 layers of tiny conductive traces-fine lines
of copper etched down to widths of 0.003inch. Production
of such complex boardshasrequired developmentof vastly
more sophisticatedmanufacturingprocessesand software
tools to assistwith design and layout.
In 1982 Hewlett-Packardaddressedthe computer-aided
printed circuit board layout problem with HP EGS (HP's
EngineeringGraphicsSystem),a product that provides design capture(via an electricalschematic)and generalphysical designcapabilities.In 1986HP introduced its first fully
automatedprinted circuit board layout product (Fig. 1) as
a member of the HP DesignCenterfamily. This HP Printed
Circuit DesignSystem(HP PCDS)is a fully functional computer-aideddesignapplication that couplesprinted circuit
board layout to electrical engineeringdesign,manufacturing, and testing.In this issueare a number of articlesabout
HP PCDS, including detailed discussions of some of its
features and the development required to bring a large,
high-quality product to market. This article provides an
overview of the product and the environment in which
it runs, and includes a discussion of HP PCDS' Design
Module,

the board, electrically connecting devices to one another
as dictated by the schematic,and modifying the board design to improve manufacturability. All this must be accomplished in the context of manufacturing constraints
and maintenanceof design integrity. Once the board has
been laid out (Fig. 2a), the instructions to drive the manufacturing machinesthat build and test the board must be
generated.Finally, the board canbe built, loadedwith parts
(Fig. 2b), and tested.
During the development process,the design data must
be maintained and archived to provide version control in
the event multiple versions of the circuit board are developed, and to secure the design data to ensure that
changesare made only by appropriatepeople,and by only
one person at a time. Furthermore, a component library
containing accurate and consistent definitions of parts
availablefor use in the products must be maintained,
HP's Electronic Design System (HP EDS) provides the
electrical engineer with solutions for schematic capture
and digital logic simulation. This product has tight bidirectional data links with HP PCDSand both products sharea
synchronizedparts library. HP PCDSprovides a complete
collection of tools for the layout process-from accepting
the initial logic designall the way through generatingmanufacturing outputs and links to an HP 3065 Board Test
System. The Iink between HP EDS and HP PCDS allows
back annotation and bidirectional engineering change,
eliminates redundant data entry, and reduceschancesfor
logical and physical design inconsistencies.

Hlstory
Electronic Product Development Steps
There are a number of steps from the conception of an
idea for an electronic circuit to its realizationas a working
product. The engineersketchesout the basic blocks of the
circuit and then createsa functional model to testthe design
concept. Next the engineerrefines the design, describing
it in the form of a schematicdiagram,and perhapsruns a
seriesof simulations to verify that the design is logically
correct.More extensivesimulations could perform timing
and fault analysis.
When the design is complete, a physical layout of the
printed circuit board with the componentsand the connections between them is built. This physical design layout
process includes definition of the board outline, assignment of circuit logic to physical devices,placing parts on

HP PCDSis basedon sourcecodelicensedfrom Northern
Telecom Inc. and its subsidiary, Bell Northern Research,
in late 1985. This product had been evolving for over ten
yearsin a mainframecomputing environmentand was cho'
sen as an excellent foundation for developing a family of
Hewlett-Packardproducts. It provided good functionality
for most areas of printed circuit board design and was
highly tuned in a number of areas.
The source code was ported to the HP 9000 Series300
technical workstations to provide single-workstationand
networked operation on HP's HP-UX operating system,
which is derived from the UNIX@operating system and
adheresto AT&T's SystemV InterfaceDefinition, Issue I.
In addition to the port, extensiverevisions were made to
UNIXis a registeredtrademarkof AT&Tin the U.S.A and othercountries.
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The Autorouter Module automatically routes the board,
providing the electrical connections needed for the design.
The Autorouter Module and the automatic placement capability of the Design Module are described in the article on
page 68.
Board components are maintained in a parts library and
managed by the Library Module. The Parts Library provides
a data base of more than 8500 standard components from
which customers can draw to begin their printed circuit
board designs. The Library Module allows maintenancecreation, modification, and validation-of parts in the component data base. The parts library and the Library Module
are discussed in the box on page 82.

Fig. 1. Ihe HP PrintedCircuitDesignSystem(HPPCDS)rs
a fullJunctioncomputeraideddesignsystemfor the design
of printedcircuitboards.Linksto the HP ElectronicDesign
System(HP EDS)andmanufacturing
machineryare someof
the features.
improve the product, particularly in the areas of design
data management,and links to the HP EDS front end and
HP 3065 Board Test Systemback end. In addition to functionality extensions,extensiverework was done to provide
greatly increasedquality and generality to the product.
In April 1987, HP PCDS was updated to provide new
capabilities to address the rapidly changing market and
add even more generality for the user community. New
workstation platforms broaden the price/performance
range of options available to customers.A schematicnet
editor (SNE)was releasedwhich provides very easyentry
of netlists for a largegroup of userswho wish to entertheir
designs into HP PCDS from paper schematicsinstead of
electronically. Significant functionality improvements
were made throughout the product, including such areas
as designverification and automatic routing.
HP PCDS
HP PCDSis made up of three modules: the DesignModule, the Autorouter Module, and the Library Module. These
modulesresidein the DesignSystemManager(DSM)environment. DSM is a product that is tuned to managedata
and programsfor CAD and general-purposeapplications,
The article on page 71 provides an overview of DSM's
capabilities.The article on page80 is a detailed discussion
of the approach used to implement this functionality. In
addition to data management,the DSM environment provides for remote program execution, peripheral spooling,
spooledremote processmanagement,and network access,
The article on page 77 focuseson the special problems of
providing appropriate spooling capabilitiesfor a CAD environment.
The DesignModule discussedlater in this article is the
heart of the printed circuit board designsystem.The Design
Module provides board definition, packing, placing, interactive designediting, clean-up,and manufacturingoutput generationfunctions, The Design Module contains an
extensive set of specific information about how printed
circuit boardsare manufactured,which it usesthroughout
the developmentof the board.
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ProductRealization
Portinga softwareproductthesizeof HPPCDSandbringing it to market quickly and efficiently were challenging
processes.Automated tools were developed and special
teams formed to complete the job. Special software tools
automaticallyconvertedthe original product languagespecifics into the HP-UX workstation languages.System dependent foundations of the system, notably the graphics
library and file-handling utilities, were redesignedto use
the graphicsand file capabilitiesprovided by the workstation environment.In addition to languagedifferences,there
were occasionally specific problems caused by different
uses of machine architecture, such as discrepanciesin
machine memory allocation and use. Both manual and automatedprocesseswere developedto find and correctthese
discrepancies.
After the product was ported to the HP-UX environment,
it was evaluatedfor opportunitiesto make it betterby using
featuresprovided in the new environment.Networking and
graphics environments proved to be especially fruitful
areas for change. Networked workstations, for instance,
provided the opportunity to offer distributed data bases
and required additional engineeringto solve the special
problems this capability poses.An example of the new
environment's impact on graphics was the reworking of
parts of the interfaceto take full advantageof the multiple
window display capabilities provided by HP Windows/
9000 instead of requiring an extra terminal for message
display and program control.
To ensureand enhanceproduct quality, small teamswere
formed that specialized in each of the major functional
areas.They were responsiblefor learning in depth how the
areawas supposedto work and making sure it still did so
after the port. A special test team provided concentrated
reliability testingof HP PCDS,particularly focusingon verifying consistencybetween the software and the manuals
describing it. Printed circuit board design specialistsalso
joined the project team and used the product to design a
variety of real boards.Their experienceenhancedthe reliability and usability of the product and has significantly
contributed to the list of functional enhancementsplanned
for it.
The article on page 84 discussesin detail many of the
special quality assuranceteams,tools, and processesused
to build and verify HP PCDS.

Fig.z. (a)LayoutofboardusingHP PCDS(b)Actualboard
for (a).
Design Module
Most designerinteractionwith HP PCDSis done through
the Design Module. The Design Module provides a set of
powerful features to aid the designer in all steps of the
printed circuit board and hybrid layout process.Thesefeatures are accessedthrough a hierarchically structureduser
interface.
The user interface is generally object-orientedand easy
to use. Picking an object from the display or menu brings
up a menu of operationsrelevant to that objecttype. Additional menu options allow simple accessto such features
as zooming in on specific display areas,associatingcolors
with object types, or accessingthe file system to save or
recover designs.
The first stepin creationof a physical designis definition
of the boardblank shapeand the manufacturingtechnology
to be used in fabricating that board. A technology file
specifiessuch items as number and use of layers, default
trace widths and spacings,pad definitions, and photoplot'
ter apertures.Technologyfile information is used throughout the design processto warn of designviolations and to
ensurethat the board will be manufacturable.HP PCDSis

delivered with a number ,-,itechnology files that serve as
usefulexamples.Many sites,however,may chooseto modify these to reflect their own manufacturing processes.
When the boardtechnologyand shapehavebeendefined,
the logical design information is loaded in the form of a
packed, unpacked, or partially packed netlist. HP PCDS
logical circuits
containsan automaticpackerthat associates
from the engineer'sdesign to physical parts, but still has
the flexibility to allow the designerinteractivecontrol over
the packing of critical parts.
The next step is to place the parts onto the board. The
Design Module has a number of featuresto help the designer interactively place critical parts. These include automatically sortingthem for placementin a sequencebased
on logical connectivity, for instance, and allowing easy
movement or rotation of parts. The automatic place and
improve functions describedin the article on page 68 automatically place parts in their near-optimalpositions and
swap placed devices and gatesto minimize logic length
(straight-linedistancebetweenconnection points) and improve routability.
Interactiverouting functions allow electricalconnection
of parts on the board.The DesignModule assistsinteractive
routing by providing pattern repetition capabilities,automatic insertion of vias (feedthroughs)when changing
Iayers,and the ability to add latticeswith automaticavoidance and addition of thermal relief pads. Warnings, such
as "aperture size not available," notify the designerwhen
design violations or possible manufacturing problems
occur. In general,the designerroutes critical tracesfirst,
then sendsthe board to the Autorouter Module described
in the next article.
A final clean-up, or tidy, function is used to improve
manufacturability of the board. Tidy functions make final
adjustmentsto such things as trace spacing,Iayering,and
widths, eliminate unnecessaryor unused elementssuch as
traces, breakouts,and vias, automatically spread traces,
add teardrops,and widen tracesfor specified signals.
Beforemanufacturingthe boardit is important to reverify
the design to ensure that design violations that may have
been ignored when they occurredhave been taken careof.
Designrules checkfor violations such astoo little clearance
betweenboard objects(e.g.,board edgeand elements,vias
and pads,tracesegments,etc.J.
The DesignModule generatesa variety of manufacturing
outputs, including a complete set of printed circuit and
hybrid masks,reports for manufacturing and purchasing,
and links to photoplotters, numerically controlled [NC)
drills, and the HP 3065 Board Test System,In addition, a
set of design data accessroutines (DDAR) is provided.
Theseroutines allow custom dataextractionto enablecustomer sitesto develop their own links to local manufacturing systems,
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Automatingthe PrintedCircuit Board
DesignProcess
Usingacomputertoplace componentson a printedcircuit
board and route mostconnectionsgreatly simplifiesthe
designprocess.Toaccomplishthis,careful selectionof the
algorithms is essenlia/.
by GaryJackoway
WO MA]OR REASONSfor using a computer-aided
design system to design printed circuit boards are
to shorten the designcycle and to free the designer
from time-consuming, routine tasks. Design automation
can play an important role in achievingboth of thesegoals
by automatically placing the parts on the board and determining routesfor electricalconnectionsand signalpaths.
The standardscenariofor placing and routing a printed
circuit boardusing HP's Printed Circuit DesignSystem(Hp
PCDS)is that the user places critical parts manually and
then has the autoplacerplace the rest. If for some reason
the autoplacerfails to place all parts, the user completes
the task. Once parts are placed, it is common to try to
improve the placement.This can be donemanually or automatically at the pin, gate,or part level. When the placement
is complete,electrical connectionsbetweenpins are made
by adding tracesand vias* to connect all pins carrying the
same signal, Routing can be done automatically or manually. Again, it is common for the user to make critical connections manually and then run the autorouter to make
the rest.If the autoroutercannot make all of the remaining
connections,the user manually completesthe board.Routing must take into account the trace width, via size, and
spacingrequirementsof the board manufacturingsystem.
The placement of parts on the board and gateswithin
parts greatly affects the routability of a printed circuit
board. The next section describesthe placementmethod
used in HP PCDS.Then placementimprovement methods
are discussed.The final section describesthe autorouter.
its parametersand its method of operation.

actually go, logic length is used as a predictor of the difficulty of making the trace interconnections.The goal of an
autoplaceris to minimize total logic length.
In general,it is not acceptablefor an autoplacerto place
parts in arbitrary locations on the board. Designersoften
want the parts aligned to a placement grid because it
simplifies automatic insertion of the parts on the board,
and assistsrouting by providing natural channelsbetween
partsfor connectingtraces.Furthermore,if partsarealigned
to a grid, there may be a pattern that routes all the connections in one sectionof the board,as is common for memory
arrays.
HP PCDSusesan autoplacerwhose
basicmethodis forcedirected. In force-directedplacement,a mechanical analogy is applied. In Fig. i., each part to be placed is representedby a block and each interconnectionto be made
is representedby a spring connectingthe two blocks with
that interconnection.If all these springs are stretchedand

Autoplacement
The autoplacerdeterminespart locationson the printed
circuit board so that the autorouter can completely route
the board within the given design constraints.Part placement must considera number of practical constraintssuch
as board obstructionsand part sizes, In determining how
routablea boardis the standardnorm used is logic lengththe minimum wire length neededto make all the connections if wires were allowed to cross. Logic length underestimatesthe final trace length that will be used on the
board,becauseconnectionsmust avoid other signals.Since
it is difficult or impossibleto predict where the traceswill
"A printed circuit board is otten made up of several separate layersof connections A via
ls a platedhole in the board that makesconnectionsbetweenlayers.
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Fig. 1, Force-directedplacementls based on a mechanical
analogy, (Top) Smallpilnted circuit board. (Bottom)Mechanical representationof board.

then released,the springs will pull the system together.
Now, add repulsion to the systemso that all the blocks are
not pulled to the center.The autoplacerfinds the equilibrium position of blocks in this blockJspringproblem, and
usesthe block locationsasthe part locationson the printed
circuit board. Once the placer has these starting locations,
it moves each part to a nearby placementgrid location in
such a way that no parts overlap.When this is completed,
the board has beenplaced.Note that the block/springproblem has been solved optimally, but the placementproblem
has only been approximated.Finding the minimum total
logic length would take much too long, so somesimplification must be made.
lmprovement
Placementgives a first cut at determining locations for
all parts. Since the minimum total logic length in general
has not been achieved,there is usually room for improvement. In the improvement phase,the placementis refined.
The different types of improvement that can be attempted
are:
r Partsimprovement.Logic length may be shortenedwhen
one part swapslocation with another.If logic length goes
down, the swap is kept, otherwisethe parts are returned
to their original locations.
r Gate improvement. Many parts contain more than one
gate.A 74LS00package,for example,containsfour NAND
gates.If there are many 74LS00 parts on a board, the
gatesin all of these parts can be relocated to improve
Iogic length. The user can also specifythat improvement
is to be tried only within parts. That is, no gateis to be
moved to another part, but the four NANDgateswithin a
given packagecan be reassigned.
r Pin improvement. A particular gatemay have pins that
are equivalentand can be swapped,The two input pins
on a NANDgate, for instance,can be swapped with no
changein functionality. Pin improvement is more local
in nature,but still can easethe routing task by relocating
pins on the side of a part where they can be connected
more easily.
Pin and gate improvements are straightforward because
the small number of possiblealternativesallows a thorough
search.Part improvement, however, can be a bottleneck.
In HP PCDS,part improvementis achievedusing a force-directed method. Each part has a zero force location-a location at which the springs pull the part equally in all directions. This location can be consideredas the best location
for that part. Thus, instead of trying to swap a part with
all other parts, the searchis concentratedin the neighborhood around the zero force location.
The force-directedmethod has been shown to be one of
the best available, Hanan and his coworkersl compared
many popular methodson severalreal-world problemsand
concluded: "The force-directed pairwise relaxation algorithm . , . yielded the minimum or near minimum result
on all six problems. In addition, it accomplishedthis in
the minimum time for the two large problems."
Routlng
Routing connectionsis the most time-intensive step in
creating a printed circuit board design. For this reason,

automatic routing is often seenas the critical element in a
printed circuit board CAD system.Salesliterature abounds
wjth autorouting claims, the most prominent of which is
the 100% autorouter-an autorouterthat makes all of the
connections necessaryon the board. It is easy to demonstrate that no practical autorouter lays out 100% of the
connections all of the time. An autorouter that tries all
possibilities could take years to solve large boards. And,
if an autorouterfails to considerall alternatives,it can miss
the alternative critical to a specific board. The best autorouter is the one that achieves100% completion on most
boards and gets close to 100% completion on the boards
for which it doesnot achieve100%,while alwaysmaintaining user-specifieddesign rules.
Another attribute of autoroutersthat has gained much
publicity is the choice of internal data structure.Autorouters are divided into two classes:gridded and gridless. A
gridded autorouterusesan array as a representationof the
board, whereasa gridlessautorouterdoesnot. Why would
anyonecareaboutthe internal datastructureof the product
they are buying? Becausethat structure has implications
concerninghow accuratelya board can be routed. Gridded
data structureshavebeen seenas inaccuratebecauseobject
placement has to be rounded to the nearestgrid location.
A fine grid is possible,but to attain 0.001-inchresolution
for a 10-inch-by-10-inchboard one would need 100million
grid cells for eachlayer.Gridlessapproacheshavepotential
resolutionsmuch finer than 0.001inch, but so far no purely
gridless autorouter has established itself in the marketplace.
The key for the user is not the data structurebeing used,
but the accuracyof the routesthat are made.This accuracy
has two parts: board spacemust be used efficiently, but
enough space must be Ieft between traces to satisfy the
design rules required for that board. The objectivesof an
autorouter,then, are to achievethe highestcompletion rate
possible in a reasonableamount of time without violating
designrules and while using the board spaceas efficiently
as possible.
HP PCDS Autorouter
To achievehigh completion rates,the HP PCDSAutorouter Module uses a combination of custom grid specifications, intelligent and flexible connectionsorting methods,
and user parametercontrol. The HP PCDSautorouteris a
gridded autorouter.It has beencarefully constructed,however, to get as much out of the grid structure as possible.
Objectsare representedaccuratelyfrom the perspectiveof
traces lying on the tracking grid. That is, the autorouter
only routes traceson the tracking grid, so the critical concern is whether these tracescan or cannot go to a specific
location on that tracking grid. Thus, HP PCDShas the advantage of the proven technology of gridded autorouters
without the disadvantageof inaccuraterepresentation.The
only limitation placed on the user is that the traces can
fall only on grid cells. This limitation is minimized by
giving the user control over the grid.
HP PCDSincludes custom grid specificationswhich include parts of the router tuned for specific situations and
matched with carefully selectedsetsof parametersto complement that custom grid, Custom grids are available for
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Finding Paths in a Gridded Data Structure
The reasonfor the popularityof gridded autoroutersover the
years is that there is a simple algorithmthat yields powerful
results.The Lee, or wavefront,
algorithminvolvesfillingthe grid
cellswithvalues(flooding)in an attemptto f ind the shortestpath
betweentwo pins.The advantagesof this algorithmare that if
thereis a path throughgrid cells,this algorithmwill find it and
it willbe the shortestone available.Of course,the shortestpath
uses the ieast board space and thus leavesthe most space
availablefor otherpaths.
The wavefrontalgorithmbegins by markingthe startingcell
(source)and the ending cell (target).All grid cells that have
alreadybeenusedaremarkedas obstructions.
ln Fig.1a,source
is markedas S, target is marked as T, and obstructionsare
indicatedby X.
Startingf romthe sourcecell,marktheemptycellsimmediately
surroundingit with a 1 (surroundingin this examplemeans
orthogonally
adjacent,not diagonally).
The cells marked1 are
exactlyone cell away from the source.Now mark with a 2 all
unmarkedcellssurrounding
allcellsmarkedwitha 1,Thesecells
are exactlytwo cells away from the sourcecell, lf we continue
in this manneruntilthe targetcell is reached,the grid lookslike
Fig 1b
At this point we see that the targetwould be numbered12,
andthusis 12 cellsawayf romthesource.Nowwe f inda length-1
2
path from the target back to the sourceby followingthe cell
numbersbackwards'from12. Notethat thereare severaloptions
alongthe way. Even in the first step we could go eitherleft or
down. The length of the path is not affectedby our choice, but
the qualitycould be. A heuristicapproachmay be appliedfor
selectinga path. For example,start by going down, and then
possiblepath.Thisyieldsthe path
alwayschoosethe straightest
s h o w ni n F i g , 1 c .
The wavefrontalgorithmcan be extendedin manyways.First,
it is possibleto add more directions.For a multilayerprinted
circuit board, vertlcaldirectionsneed to be considered,lf
diagonalroutingis allowed,anotherfour directlonsare added,
Second,there is no need to set the increment(cost)for going
one step in each directionto the same value.Insteadthe path
can be controlledby increasingthe cost in less-desired
directions.Viascan be mademoreexpensiveby increasing
the cost
for moving between layers.Printedcircuit boards are designed
with layers having a preferredorientation---one
layer might be
horizontal
whileanotherisvertical.
Thestrengthof thispreference
can be controlledby the assignedcosts.Whencostsare dilferent
for differentdirections,
the wavefrontalgorithmno longeryieLds
the shortestpath from sourceto target.Insteadit givesthe least-

achievingone tracebetweenIC pads,for two tracesbetween
IC pads, and for boards with surfacemount parts (which
have a smaller spacingbetweenpads than leadedICs).The
custom grids are optimized to these situations so that the
connectionsmadetake into accountwhere othertraceswill
need to go. There is also a general grid for use in other
circumstancesincluding three tracesbetweenIC pads,and
simultaneoustwo traces between IC pads and one trace
between surfacemount pads. The design parameterscontrol how closetracesrun to other objectson the board.The
two-betweengrid, for example,will only place two traces
betweenpadsif therereally is enoughroom. The autorouter
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Fig.1. Wavefrontalgorithm for autorouting.(a) Grid showing
source pornt S, ending target T, and obstructionsX. (b) Marklng c/osest cells with a 1, next c/osesf cel/s with a 2, and so
forth. (c) Choosing the straightest path between S and f.
expensivepath, which is more desirable.Finally,there is no
requirement
thatthe sourceor thetargetbe a singlecell,Instead,
a large networkof interconnectedpins and traces can serveas
sourceand/ortargetfor the f lood.The salientfeatureof the wavefront algorithmwill still be observed:the least-expensive
path
betweenthe two structureswill be found,
It shouldbe notedthat the wavefrontalgorithmgivesthe leastexpensivepath only for the one connectionit is making.There
is no guaranteethat by continually
makingleast-expensive
connectionsthe boardas a wholewillachievethe best results.However,in practicethe wavefrontalgorithmcombinedwithcarefully
selectedcosts and orderingof the connectionsresultsin high
comoletionrates,

does not violate design rules, thus saving the user from a
clean-up step.
The order of connection plays a major role in how well
the board spaceis used, and thus on the autorouter'scompletion rate. In Fig. 2, for instance, connecting the pads
marked A blocks the connectionof the B pads.This simple
examplesuggeststhat expectedconnectionlength is a good
ordering of connections.As well as length, sortsare available starting with traces nearestthe top, bottom, Ieft, or
right of the board. These sorts are critical for aiding the
autorouterin locating patternswithin the board.A special
sort is availablethat prefersconnectionsthat must traverse

Fig. 2. Theorderof connectionis importantin autorouting.
Here,connecting
thepathmarkedby A firstmakeslt rmpossibleto completethepathmarkedby B.
congestedareasof the board. By routing these first, other
tracesthat do not need to use these critical areaswill not
inadvertently take these spots.
The user has many other controls over the routing process.A single run of the autorouter is broken into passes
which can use different parametervalues. For instance,it
is common to limit the autorouter's use of vias in early
passes.This is helpful becausevias tend to be larger than
tracesand thus block those areasfrom use by other traces.
Also, the user can control how far out of its way the autorouter will go in trying to make a connect.Thus, the auto-

router makes all of the easy connects before adding meandering connects that turn easy connects into hard ones.
The user's control goes to the very heart of the autorouter
in setting the cost parameters. The cost parameters tell the
autorouter the relative costs to go one step in each direction
(including adding vias). If the user has a board where vias
are very expensive or if the user prefers not to have any
45" traces, this information can be factored directly into
the router's inner loop. Of course, HP PCDS comes with a
complete set of default values for strategies to handle most
situations so that the user is not required to become an
instant expert on autorouters to use the product. Users with
demands outside the supplied set can successfully use the
control available to them.

Summary
The automatic tools provided to the customer by HP
PCDS dramatically affect the total design cycle time by
completing in hours tasks that could take a designer weeks.
The automatic placement tools can be used individually
or as a group to achieve a high-quality placement. The
automatic router efficiently routes the board while maintaining the design rules required for manufacturability.
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ManagingHP PCDSwith the Design
SystemManager
musfeffectively
Engineeringand designorganizations
manage design information to reap the p roductivitybenefits
of CAEICADsysfems.TheDesignSysfemManager
addressesthe informationmanagementneedsin the HP
PCDSdesignenvironment.
by Paul S. Reeseand Mark E. Mayotte
UTOMATED CAD SYSTEMSlike HP's Printed Circuit Design System (HP PCDS)pay for themselves
by speedingup the designcycle and thus reducing
the time to get a new product to market. But the flood of
dataproducedby automateddesigntools increasesthe project managementworkload and can drag down the net productivity gain from the CAD investment. Engineersand
board designersmust spend time away from their designs,
coordinating efforts and doing administrative tasks that

support their work. As a result, the efficiency of the design
environment goes down.
Usersalso need their CAD solutions to work in a patchwork environment of hardware platforms, software applications, and network links. This further complicatesthe
data managementpicture,
Engineersand designersuse a variety of CAE/CADtools
to do their work. Frequentlythesetools are linked through
a local area network (LAN) to facilitate data sharing. Be-
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causeusersneed accessto the sameinformation, they may
chronizationof designsacrossmanufacturingreleases,congeneratemultiple copies of the same files. Or they may
trol of all working files within or beforeeachmanufacturing
move the files they need to their local machines,changing
release,and control of working files for each user.
the network location of the files and requiring the next
To track files at each of these levels, DSM attachesa
user to seekthem out. In such an environment,the design
version string to each copy of a file or fileset. The version
tools must be supported by other tools that record access string is incrementedwith eachrecordedchangeor update
permissionsand the namesand network locationsof multo the fileset.Therefore,at eachlevel of control a succession
tiple file copies, and provide easy accessto applications
of recorded,annotatedchangesexists as a version stream
and peripherals,either locally or acrossthe network.
for the design. The position of a version in the version
The DesignSystemManager(DSM) is an integral part of
stream indicates which version is current, which is the
HP PCDS and provides a flexible solution to its design
previous version, and so forth. If necessary,previous or
managementneeds.DSM addressesfour main areasof deolder versionscan be broughtforward in the version stream
sign management:application integration, network supif the current version becomescorrupted.
port, file security,and control of multiple versionsof files.
In addition to a unique version stream, DSM also asIn addition, DSM includes a spoolersystemfor configuring
sociateseach fileset within a project, that is, it forms a
and accessingperipheral devices (seearticle on page77).
designhierarchy. This structureis used in many engineerThe primary contribution of DSM in a design environing organizations.The associationensuresthat within any
ment is supporting the way a user runs the application
project and designthe current version of a fileset is known.
programsavailableon a stand-alonecomputer or on a netOnly oneuserat a time is given updateaccessto the fileset.
work. DSM containsa definition of supportedapplications
The project-design-fileset
structureand the version string
that includes all the parametersand operatingsystemcomand network information allow DSM to record the location
mands necessaryto initialize and run the application softand statusof eachpiece of designinformation. In this way
ware.The useronly hasto pressa button on a DSM menu.
DSM can provide accessacrossthe network to any version
DSM provides a file-grouping mechanism for the data
of any fileset, provided that the user has the correctaccess
associatedwith each application. The groups of files are
permissions.
called filesets.Fileset definitions are unique to eachappliUsing DSM, therefore, amounts to creating the definication, and permit users to manipulate a set of files as a
tions in the DSM databasefor such things as workstations
logical unit rather than requiring that each file operation
involved in designtasks,applications and related filesets,
be performed individually on each file. This is one way
users and their accesspermissions,and the namesof projthat DSM managesthe explosivegrowth of data createdby
ects and designs.Once these definitions exist, DSM comautomatedsystems.
mandsquery or updatethe information asusersmanipulate
To make application programseasierto use, DSM maninformation in the designenvironment.Userscan alsogenagesnetwork locations so that users do not need to know
eratereports on any information contained in DSM.
where application files or databasesreside.To an applicaLike HP PCDS,DSM runs under the HP-UX operating
tion user, a networked environment appearsthe sameas a
system on HP 9000 Series 300 engineeringworkstations
single workstation. This is becauseDSM keeps a list of
and Series800 PrecisionArchitecturecomputers.DSM curworkstationsthat will be used for designtasks.This list is
rently usesHP Network Servicesremotefile accesscapabilcross-referenced
in the DSM databasewith designinformaity for its network functions, and will soon support the
tion or peripheral devices residing on each workstation.
ARPA/Berkeley functionality of the HP-UX system, AlWhen the user entersa command that requiresaccessto a
though users do not need HP-UX commandsto run appliremote workstation, DSM performs the network conneccationsor useDSM functions,DSM doesnot restrictknowltions and file transferswithout the user's knowledge and
edgeableusersfrom taking advantageof HP-UX communiwithout undue changesin systemresponse.
cation and systemmanagementtools.
Projectmanagersmay not want usersto haveequalaccess
to applications or to design information. Security needs
DSM Archltecture
will differ dependingon company policies and the nature
DSM keepstrack of the designenvironmentby recording
of different designs.Therefore,the securityfeaturesof DSM
all relevantinformation in a set of systemtables.The tables
are designedto ensurethat different sitescan establishthe
area relationaldatabaseof designinformation.They record
appropriate accesspermissionswith a minimum amount
the workstationsand applicationsinvolved in designtasks,
of configuration.To accomplish this, DSM allows permisuser accounts and accesspermissions,the file structure
sionsto be setfor different categoriesof designinformation.
where information resides.and the network location and
Such permissionsapply to all usersunless a user is given
revision history for each piece of design information.
a specific alternatepermission,To configuresuch permisUsersbuild, query,and updatethe systemtablesby using
sions,a site administrator choosesthe appropriatedefault,
DSM commands. The same commands that define DSM
or categoricalpermission,and then specifiesexceptionsto
users or the DSM file structure in the system tables also
these permissionsfor particular users.
createthe necessarydirectories in the HP-UX file system
and update the necessaryoperating system files. Only
Deslgn Hletory and Verslon Control
privileged DSM users can createdefinitions in the system
DSM managesfiles in the context of the designprocess. tables,changethe file structure,and define accesspermisDuring the design and manufacture of a product, three
sions for other users.These special classesof users along
levels of file managementare relevant: control and synwith the unique ownership of the DSM file structure pro-
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automated in a DSM maintenance command,

Use of Filesets in HP PCDS
The filesetmechanismprovidesan importantfunctionfor dataintensiveapplicationslikethoseusedlor CAE/CAD.Forexample,
the number of manufacturingfiles generatedby HP PCDSfor a
printed circuit board is approximatelya functionof the number
of layersin the board multipliedby the types of machineryused
to fabricate the board. Thus each layer may have a file for a
particularbrand of photoplotter,drill tape and drill plot files for
a particularnumericallycontrolleddrillingmachine,and necessary solder mask files.
Forafour-layerboard,the systemproducesabout20 manufacturing tiles in addition to management reports and general
documentationsuch as materiallistsand checkplotsof photoplotter output. Because DSM groups all these files into a single
manufacturingfilesetwith subfilesetsfor photoplotting,drilling,
silk-screening,and other outputs, users can operate on large
collectionsof data with a slngle command.
The alternativeto the filesetmechanismwould be less usable
and less desirable.Userswould need to oerformone command
for each file, as well as rememberingthe namesof all the files.
The filesetmechanismthus bridgesthe gap betweenapplication
specificfile-namingconventionsand the user'sview of the data
needed to do a particulardesign task. Filesetsallow DSM to
keep track of input and output data from each applicationso
that users can concentrateon doing their job.

vide the framework for secure data storage.
Using DSM amounts to defining the information for DSM
to manage, then querying and updating that information
as design work progresses.Fig. 1 shows the basic structure
of DSM.
DSM Networks
In a networked environment. one workstation acts as the
central node for DSM information. The system tables on
that node contain all the information for the portion of the
LAN known to DSM. As users add more workstations to
the DSM network, DSM copies the system tables to each
new workstation/node. Each of these remote sets of tables
contains the definitions of what exists on the network, plus
historical and location records for design information that
resideson that particular node.
The system tables do not need to be distributed in this
manner to support accessfrom other nodes in a network.
As long as each node can accessthe central node, the information is available for DSM operations. But there is a
catch-the central node may not always be accessible.Network failures, however rare, prevent users from accessing
data, and all desigtrwork ceases.One of the original design
objectives for DSM was to implement a robust network
strategy that would minimize the effects of a network failure. By distributing the system tables, work on each node
can continue if the network goes down. Then after full
network operation returns, DSM queries the remote tables
for changesthat occurred while the network was down. If
the central tables are different from the remote tables, the
user can synchronize the network by specifying which
node contains the correct information as each discrepancy
is found. This comparison and correction processis largely

lnterface
DSM commands are HP-UX routines written in the C
programming language.Users interact with the commands
through PersonalApplication Manager (PAM) menus running in HP Windows 9000.EachPAM menu lists the available CAE/CAD applications programs, design information
that resides at that level of the file structure, and shell
scripts that call the lower-level DSM commands.In addition, users can select the shell scripts from the menu, or
type them or other HP-UX shell commands on a command
line.
Rather than restricting accessto the HP-UX system,DSM
easesthe role of the system administrator by combining
system table operations and HP-UX tasks in the sameDSM
command. This helps the engineer or designer who has
the responsibility for setting up and maintaining the system. DSM provides an administrator menu for creating user
accounts, adding workstations or peripherals to the network, and creating the file structure. The shell scripts on
this menu prompt the administrator to supply inlormation
neededby DSM and HP-UX.
Fig, 2 shows how the system createsa user account. The
system prompts for the user name, home directory, and
home node in a makeuserscript and passes this data as
parameters to the DSM command that adds the user to
DSM. Executing this command writes the necessaryentries
files, createsa workand /etc/group
in the HP-UX /etc/passwd
ing directory for the user's files, copies the HP-UX environment files into this working directory, and createsan entry
in the DSM user definition table. These definitions are
repeated on every node in the DSM network' DSM then
recognizesthe new user, and an HP-UX login exists for the
user on every workstation in the DSM network.
File Structure
The DSM file structure provides the basis for file security
and for keeping track of multiple copies of design files'
DSM partitions the design environment into projects, de-

Flg. 1. Ihe Design System Manager (DSM) tor HP PCDS
conslsls ofsysfem tables,file structure,and DSMcommands.
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Fig.2. Creatinga useraccountthroughDSM.
signs, and filesets (logical groups of HP-UX files whose
relation is defined by a particular application).The project
level of the hierarchy contains information related by end
product, a technology,or common project management.In
HP PCDS,each designalso contains all the information to
design,test, and manufacturea printed circuit board.
The project-design-fileset hierarchy was chosen over
other alternativesbecauseit is more easily understoodby
customers in many engineering organizations and design
shops. Before the implementation of DSM, many paperbased data management systems used a projecVdesign
hierarchy. The fileset concept was included to add value
and functionality to DSM beyond that provided by manual
systems.Fileset definitions permit users to manipulate a
set of files as a logical unit. The grouping of files into
filesets and the names of the filesets are unique to each
application, Becauseof this, filesets can be thought of as
chunks of data associatedwith a subprocessof a CAE/CAD
application.
For HP PCDS,filesetdefinitions correspondto the phases
of printed circuit board design. The main fileset groups
include a physical fileset for all the connectivity and layout
information and a manufacturing fileset for all manufacturing data and supporting documentation. The filesets also
contain a hierarchy of subfilesets which allows control of
smaller sets of design information. Hence, users can work
on different subsetsof manufacturing information in parallel. In addition, a security-conscioussite can restrict access
to whatever subsetsof information their needs require. For
example,one user may have update accessto photoplotter
tapes but no accessto the silk-screen masks.
The project-design-filesethierarchy allows users to have
an intuitive view of information stored in the system.Project and design names are chosen by the user, and fileset
names can reflect specific functions performed by an application. When a user needs accessto a piece of information,
the user only has to enter the relevant project and design
in the DSM file structure and request accessto the fileset
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that reflectsthe work to be done. For example,an HP PCDS
user working on a board layout can log in, specify the
project and design,accessthe layout fileset, and then run
the HP PCDSDesign Module program.The designerdoes
not need to know the whereabouts or names of the actual
data files in the layout fileset either before or after running
the application program.
DSM can support this intuitive userview of designinformation becauseit recordsboth the logical relations of projects, designs,and filesets and the locations of filesets on
the network. The file structure definitions in the DSM tables
are the same on all workstations,so users can log in anywhere on the network without changingeither their intuitive view or DSM's logical view of information. When the
userrequestsa copy of a fileset,the network location tables
allow DSM to fill the user's requestwithout requiring the
user to know where the data physically resides.In fact, for
most DSM operations a networked environment appears
the sameto a user as a stand-aloneworkstation.
Design Access
DSM includes a speciallogin for an administrative user.
This administrator sets up and maintains the design environment and uses this login to create or remove user accounts, network nodes, and the project/designfile structure. The administrator also "owns" all design data files
and application programs by virtue of HP-UX file permissions.
DSM commandsthat manipulate designinformation require a project-design-fileset
path to locateany data under
DSM control. The project and design of interest are set
once as defaults and then referencedas each command is
executed.DSM prompts the user for a fileset to update or
view. In the HP-UX file system, the project-design-fileset
structure logically resides in the home directory of the DSM
administrator user. {Jsers cannot view this file structure
and have no accessto design information kept within.
To update a piece of design information, users must go
through a checkouVcheck-inprocess.Checkingout a fileset
from DSM is similar to checking a book out of the library
when the reader cannot find the book on the shelves.The
reader consults the librarian, who determinesif the book
is alreadycheckedout, or if anyoneelsehasreservedaccess
to the book. If the book is available,and the reader has a
library card, the librarian locates the book and allows the
reader to take it from the library. While the book is out of
the library, its condition is the responsibility of the person
who checkedit out. For example,a public-spirited reader
may "update" a book by mending a pagetorn by a previous
borrower.
When a designerrequestsaccessto a fileset,DSM queries
a status table to see if the fileset is already checked out. If
it is not, and the requestinguser has the correct access
permissions,DSM places a copy of the fileset (a copy of
the data files representedby the fileset name) in the user's
working directory, and records in the status table that the
fileset is checked out from DSM and is therefore unavailable for update by other users.
The user's working directory provides a common location for DSM to place requestedfilesets and for application
programsto find input files and return output files. Because

Version Strings
DSMattachesa uniqueversionstringto each copy of a fileset.
The checkouVcheck-inprocessincrementsthe versionstringto
reflectnew manufacturingreleases,newversionswithinthe manufacturingrelease,and difterentworkingcopies of a fileset.The
following steps illustratethe changes to a version string associatedwith a typical design cycle:
1. Initializethe designfor a newmanufacturingrelease(A.00.00).
2. Checkout the designto begin layout(4.00.01).
3. Save a working copy (4.00.02)before making experimental
changes.
4. Experiment(A.00.02)did not work out, get saved versionas
the new currentversion(4.00.03),and completework.
5. Designcomplete,check in currentverslon(A.01.00)and lock
to prevent further changes-all temporaryversionsare automaticallyremoved,
6. Verificationshows minor design flaw, unlock and check out
for correction.
7. Conectioncomplete,check in and lock new currentversion
(A.02.00).
8. Verification passed, synchronize to last A-level version
number(A *...) and preparefor next manufacturingrevision
(B.00.00).

the working directory is known throughout the DSM network, users can run applications from any network location. This is one way that DSM integrates the working
environment for different application programs while letting users run their applications from a common menu.
When the user is finished working on the fileset, it must
be checked in. This returns the fileset to DSM control and
updates the central copy kept by DSM (unlike a library,
DSM always keeps a copy of a checked-outfileset, and
updates this copy only at the user's request).DSM then
removes the fileset from the user's working directory,
places it in the DSM file structure as the current version,
and changes the status table to indicate that the fileset is
again available for updating.
Every time a user checks out a fileset to work on it or
checks it back in, a new entry is made in the status table
for that fileset. As a result, DSM knows when someone is
updating a fileset. During such a time, other users can get
a read-onlycopy of the samefileset for reference.They can
changethis referencecopy, but DSM will not update the
central copy to reflect these changes unless the user performs commands that require a more intimate knowledge
of how DSM works. In this way DSM keeps designers and
engineersfrom stepping on eachother's work-they cannot
simultaneouslyupdate the samefileset in the samedesign.
On the other hand, more advanced users can choose to
ignore this protection scheme. The detailed interaction
with DSM required of these users ensures that they are
aware of the consequencesof their actions.
The statustable not only records accessesto a fileset to
prevent simultaneous updates, but also serves as a log of
all accessesmade to a design. Each version created by
check-in and checkout operations createsa new entry that
contains the name of the user that performed the operation,
the node in the network on which the files reside. the

version string that uniquely identifies the files operated
upon, a comment specifiedby the user, and a time stamp.
This information acts to keep a completehistory of design
progress,and is readily availablethrough reports to managers and others with permission to view the data.
File Security
Like the design information managedby DSM, the security mechanism is defined in the system tables and is
tied to the file structure. The file structure involves a hierarchy of projects and designs,and filesets within designs
that point to HP-UX files. One advantageof this structure
is that user accesspermissionscan be specifiedat any level
of the hierarchy. AIso, permissionsset at higher levels of
the hierarchygovernaccessto lower levels.Default permissions can be set for the entire network of workstations
defined in DSM, and also for eachproject and eachdesign.
In addition, specific permissionsthat act as exceptionsto
the default permissionscan be setfor individual users.The
allowed permissions are update access,read-only access,
or no access,
Thus, usershave accessto designinformation according
to the file structurepermissionsand to HP-UX file permissions. The HP-UX permissionsprovide unlimited access
for the DSM administrator user who owns all files in the
DSM file structure. This user can define the DSM network,
set the network-wide accesspermission, create user accounts,and designateother usersasproject managers.Project managershave unlimited accessto commands and data
within the projects they manage.They also can define the
access permissions for other users for all designs and
filesets within their projects. Other users have accessto
designinformation accordingto the permissionssetby the
administrator and project managerusers.
The goal of the DSM security scheme is to be flexible
enough to meet the security needs of a variety of design
environments,and to allow eachsiteto performa minimum
amount of security setup.For example,the network access
permission can be set to update, read-only, or no access.
A global update accessmay be appropriate in an open
design environment where most of the designers work on
most of the designs. In this case, accesspermissions at
lower levels of the file structureneed not be set.In a more
restricted environment, design information may be classified. The appropriateglobal permission may deny access
to all data and the lower-level permissions may specify
update accessfor a particular user who has clearanceto
work on a particular designor fileset within a design.DSM
thus provides accesspermissionsthat are appropriate to
the company environment or the nature of the designs.
Version Control and the Design Cycle
DSM managesfiles in the context of the design process.
Three Ievels of file managementare relevant in the process
of designing and manufacturing a product: control and synconchronizationof desigrrsacrossmanufacturingreleases,
trol of all working files before manufacturing release,and
control of working files for each engineer or designer.
For each level of control, the check-in/checkout process
establishesdifferent file versions. When initializing the
DSM structure for a new design, a project managerin effect
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checksout the files in the designand makesthem available
for work on a new manufacturingrelease.This establishes
a unique version string that will be associatedwith all
filesets in the design. Within the manufacturing release,
designerscheck out and work on individual filesets.Becausethe designercan go through severaliterations of an
automated design task before getting satisfactoryresults,
the designermay want to saveworking copiesof the fileset.
Each of these working copies is a temporary backup copy
of the checked-outfileset. Such backup copies are useful
while the designer is experimenting with alternate
strategies.However, when the designer gets the desired
results and checksthe fileset back into DSM control, DSM
purgesthe temporary copies from the system.
The control of designversions acrossmanufacturingreleases,within manufacturing releases,and for temporary
working copies allows for saving or locking the current
stateof the designat major milestonesin the designcycle.
The largestmilestone is establishedat eachmanufacturing
release.BecauseDSM prohibits changesto versionsof files
already released to manufacturing, these released files
should be archived elsewhereto savefile spacein the design system.
In addition, the filesets for each manufactured design
should be availablefor referencein the next release.DSM
provides this capability by synchronizing all filesets with
a unique version string in the processof initializing the
next manufacturing release,The version string identifies
the current version of all information in the design,that
is, the latest version sent to manufacturing.
Within a manufacturing release,milestones can occur
that require verification and approval beforecontinuing to
the next step in the design process.For example, after
completing a printed circuit board, a site may require that
a pilot production run be made and testedbeforethe board
is releasedfor volume manufacture.The designerchecks
in the boarddesignand the projectmanagerlocks the fileset
to prevent unauthorized change to the layout while the
pilot run is completed.The locked designis still available
for reference(to permit the creation of documentationand
manufacturingfiles), but changesare not permitted.
Working copies of a design becomethe designer'spersonal version stream.Milestonesat this level are what the
designerconsidersa meaningfulpoint to savework in progress,and may also depend on specialapplication features.
For example, a designer could choose to save working
copies of the layout after each iteration of the placementimprove function. The designercould then choosewhich
of the working copiescontainsthe bestplacementstrategy.
DSM handles design versioning, so the user does not
need to crowd the working directory with multiple design
copies, or worry about overwriting a previous version of
the design.DSM automatically createsa new directory for
each fileset version within the file structure.The user has
the option of keepingtheseversionson-line, archiving specific versions,or physically removingunwanted versions.
Archive schedulesdepend on the amount of available
disc spaceand the amount of data the user will risk losing
in the event of disc or file system corruption. Users can
archivespecificversionsby using the unique version string
as an identifier, or by using relative identifiers that refer-
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ence the current version, the previous version, or the oldest
version that has yet to be archived. To save work in progress, users can also archive temporary working copies of
checked-out filesets. A design history log shows the status
and current location of filesets, including backup copies,
archived versions, and, if requested, network locations of
data files.

SpoolerSystem
Because
a CAE/CADenvironmentincludesspecialprocessors and peripheral devices, DSM provides a spooler
system to support devices other than the line printers supported by HP-UX. DSM records information
about
peripheral devices in the system tables and secures spooler
system files in a special project in the file structure. As
with other applications, users accessthe supported devices
through a consistent menu-driven interface. Default
choices in the menu scripts make it possible to use
peripherals without knowing their network location or
command languages.
Users can customize the spooler system to include devices for particular applications (for example, simulators,
routers, or paper tape punch machines). The existing devices can also be modified as necessary. For example, some
photoplotters only accept 9-track magnetic tape files written in a particular format.

Customizationand Usability
OtherDSM functionsalso providethe opportunityfor
customization. The commands that call each application
or check out and check in designsinclude a parameterthat
will run a user-definedscript for applicationor site-specific
preprocessingor postprocessing.The application integration capability is discussedin the article on page 80.
The goal of DSM is to managethe design environment
and let users do their work unencumberedby administrative details. A CAE/CAD system should not require users
to know operating system or network commands, and a
design managementsystem should not require extensive
additional training for application users or get in the way
of application use. DSM runs in a separatewindow from
HP PCDS and other applications. DSM functions such as
generatingworking copies of filesets or archiving designs
are availableby shuffling windows. Moreover,when accessing DSM, usersdo not lose their place or need to retraverse
a menu structure to return to the application they were
using. Becauseof the way HP-UX allows concurrent processes,the user can perform DSM functions while an HP
PCDS processcontinues as a backgroundoperation in its
own window.
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A MultideviceSpoolerfor Technical
Applications
Thevarietyand complexityof shareddevicesfor CAD
sysfemssuchas oneusedforprintedcircuitdesignrequire
a flexiblespoolerwith a commonaccessmethodfor all
applications.
by DeborahA. Lienhart
ECHNICAL SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS produce
files that are sent to peripherals,including printers
and plotters. As a physical design system,the HP
Printed Circuit Design System(HP PCDS)producesoutput
that goesto a wide variety of physical devices.This output
includes manufacturing reports to be printed, check plots
to be plotted, photoplot files to be stored on a nine-track
magnetictape,and numerically controlled (NC) drill tapes
generatedby a tape punch. HP PCDS'sDesignSystemManager(DSM)alsousesa cartridgetape drive to archive design
files. In addition to sending files to physical devices,it is
necessaryto send files to the Autorouter Module (the
printed circuit board router), which is a batch process.
The targetmachine for HP PCDS,an HP 9000 Series300
technical workstation running under the HP-UX operating
system, provides a spooler for line printers and several
methods of writing to tapes,but it doesnot provide direct
support for plotters or tape punch machines,nor for the
spooling of processes.Since HP PCDS users are printed
circuit board designers,not necessarilycomputerprogrammers, we decided to provide a spoolerthat would support
and manage each of the devices necessaryfor HP PCDS,
using a common accessmethod.
Requirements
Some requirementsare common to all of the output devices. There must be a common user interfacefor sending
jobs to and getting the status of each of the devices. A
common user interface lets the user first learn how to interact with one device and then use that knowledge to
accessother devices.The spooler must be able to recover
from device problems,such as the plotter being turned off
or a tape write error. Sending jobs can take a long time if
the files are large, which is especially infuriating if a job
must be sent again becauseof a device error.
Users must be able to add devicesto the spooler and/or
customize the existing devices.The new and/or modified
devices may be like devices already supported, such as
another plotter, or they can be completely different. The
user must be able to send a job to and get the status of a
device on any node in the network subset.
Further investigation reveals that each of these devices
has special requirementsto be considered.Becausea line
printer spooler(calledtp)is shippedwith the HP-UX operating system, a new spooler must be compatible with lp so

that both spoolers do not send files to the printer at the
sametime.
The HP-UX commands to save data on tape store the
name of the file on the tape along with the contents of the
files. With some formats, directory hierarchies and file
ownership information are also saved. Although it is often
easierto keep track of the files if they can be given new
names meaningful to the spooler,the spooler must maintain both the user's file names and the user's directory
structures.
Some devices, such as tape drives and some plotters,
require time between jobs for the user to changethe tape
or plotter paper. A spooler must supply a mechanismfor
the user to let the spooler know when the device is ready
for the next job.
Interface programs had to be written for the plotter and
tape punch since none are provided by HP-UX. Finally,
the HP PCDSAutorouter Module must be able to send the
results of the route processback to the user.
Spooler Processes
The DSM spooler system consistsof three types of processes:the daemon (an HP-UX term for a noninteractive
background process), the drivers (processesthat manage
devices),and the scripts (an HP-UX term for files containing
operating system commands).
There is one daemon in the DSM spooler system. At
regular,user-definedintervals the daemonchecksto seeif
new jobs have arrived. When a new job arrives for a driver,
the daemon wakes up the driver and lets it know that the
job is waiting. The daemon also processescommandsfor
the spooler system issued by the user.
There is one driver for each device. The driver maintains
the job queue and status information for the device. When
the daemon tells the driver that a new job has arrived, the
driver adds the job to its queue. If the device is not busy,
the driver executes the script for the device; otherwise, it
waits for the device to becomeavailable.
The script actually sendsthe job files to the device.The
scripts for the physical devices are Bourne shell scripts
that use HP-UX commandssuch as tcio,dd,or lpto sendthe
output to the device, or use the interface programs for the
plotter or tape punch. When the driver in the Autorouter
Module has a job to run, it executes the printed circuit
board router.
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The spooler processes communicate with each other
through the use of mailboxes. There is a different mailbox
for eachpair of communicatingprocessesin eachdirection
of communication.Fig. 1 showsthe spoolerprocesses,
their
communication paths, and the mailboxes involved. In general, communication flows one way between processes.
The only exception is the communication between the router driver and the router. In this case,two-way communication is used to negotiate the conclusion of an Autorouter
Module session.This ensuresthat the router can produce
a results file that is complete and ready to be sent back to
the user.
The mailboxes are implemented with HP-UX shared
memory, semaphores,and signals. Shared memory is a
sectionof memory that can be used by multiple processes.
In the spooler processes,the sharedmemory contains the
command, which is the contents of the mailbox. A semaphore is similar to sharedmemory in that it can be accessed
by multiple processes,but the semaphore operations
guarantee that only one of the processes accessesthe
semaphore at a time. In the spooler, a semaphore is used
to indicate whether the information in the shared memory
is valid, or whether the mailbox is full or empty.
Signals are system-supplied mechanisms that allow one
processto interrupt another process.In the spooler, a signal
is sent to tell a processto check the mailbox for incoming
mail.
The protocol for the mailboxes is the same for all communication paths. For example, when the user issues a
spooler command, the command processfirst checks to
make sure that the daemon's incoming mailbox is empty.
When the mailbox is empty, the command process puts
the command information in the mailbox, marks the mailbox as full, and signals the daemon that there is mail waiting. When the daemon gets the signal, it checks to make
sure that the mailbox is full, takes the command information from the mailbox, and then marks the mailbox as
empty. For communication paths where there is only one
possible message,only the signal part of the mailbox and
protocol needs to be used. This is the casewhen a script
processneedsto tell the respectivedriver that it is finished.
Spooler Job Flow
Fig. 2 shows the job flow through the spooler system. A
spooler job (#1 in Fig. 2) is a directory that contains the
data files for the job and the driver command file. The
driver command file contains the date, the user's name,
the directory and node from which the files came (usually
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Fig.2. Job tlowthroughthe DSMspoolersystem.
the user's home node and home directory), the design
name, and a messagestring. Since each job is contained
within its own directory, the data files can keep their original names and directory structure without worrying about
naming conflicts with other jobs.
When the job is in the processof being created,its HP-UX
directory permissionsare setto a statethat the spoolersees
as locked. When the job is ready for the spooler,its HP-UX
directory permissions are set to an unlocked state. The
daemon checks each driver's directory to see if there are
new jobs (#2 in Fig. 2). The spooler seesthe new job and
wakes up the responsibledriver (#3 in Fig. 2). The driver
changesthe name of the job directory to show the job's
position in the job queue, createsa string from the driver
command file that will be used to identify the job, and
then adds the job to the status file. When the device is
available,the first job in the queueis executed(#4 in Fig. 2).
Several commands can be issued by a user to interact
with the spoolersystem.Someof thesecommandschange
the configuration of the spooler system while the spooler
is running. These commands are starting or stopping a
driver, and changingthe polling interval. Besidesthe configuration commands, there are commands that tell the
spoolerto do somethingspecific.With thesespecific commands the user can cancel a job, tell the driver that the
device is ready for the next job, reset the driver after a
device error, and tell the daemon to poll once for each of
the drivers.
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Fig. 1. Spoo/erprocesses,communication
paths,and mailboxes.
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Customizing the Spooler System
The initial configuration of the spooler is determined by
the daemon configuration file. This file is a normal text
file so that it can be easily modified. The configuration file
contains the polling interval and information for each
driver. There is a spooler command that allows users to
add drivers to the spooler without editing this file directly.
The configuration information for each driver includes
the name of the driver's directory, the path to the driver
code, the self-start bit, and the active bit. The self-start bit
specifies whether the device can start jobs without operator

setup.If the devicecannotstartjobswithout operatorsetup,
the driver puts a messagein the driver status file that says
that the device needs attention and waits for the operator
to issue the device-ready
command. When the driver gets
this command it runs the job. If the device doesnot require
operator setup, the driver starts the job immediately.
The active bit says whether the driver should be started
when the daemon starts. The daemon can start drivers that
are listed in the daemon configuration file, so if the user
does not always want to run a particular driver, the active
bit can be set so that the daemon does not start that driver.
The information will still be in the file in casethe user
wants to start the driver later. For example, if a plotter is
not usually attachedto a node,but thereis one occasionally,
this bit can be off.
The driver scripts are Bourne shell scripts which can be
customized by editing them. For example, there is a line
in the TapeDrive
script file that writes files to the nine-track
tape drive. The user can change this line of the file to
changethe block size or format of the tape. If the user wants
to add another plotter to the system, the driver script for
the new plotter can be created easily by modifying a copy
of the script file for the existing plotter, To add a completely
new device such as a numerically controlled drill with an
RS-232-CA/.24interface to the spooler, only a new driver
script and possibly an interface program would need to be
written.
Spooler and DSM
The Design System Manager (DSM) managesdesigrr information for CAE/CAD applications and is included with
HP PCDS. DSM maintains the design information in a
hierarchy of projects and designs.The menus used by the
1.0 and 1.1 versions of HP PCDS,DSM, and the spooler
are also basedon this hierarchy.Fig. 3 showsa DSM hierarchy of projects and designs with the spooler command
menus.
The spooler system has its own special DSM project
called spoot-ER.The spooler commands can be found in
project directory. Some of the spooler comthe SPOOLER
mands can also be found in the Sooolermenu in each DSM

design directory,
There is a DSM design for each driver in the SPOOLER
project. The driver's job queue and status files are maintained in the driver design directory. The send-joband driverstatuscommands for each driver are found in that driver's
designdirectory.Thesecommandsarealsofound in menus
with the samename as the driverunderthe design directory
for each DSM design.
The send-joband driver-status
commands provide the interface to the DSM spool command.The spool command can
create spooler jobs on any node in the network subset and
can copy files from any node in the network subset. The
spool command usesthe DSM systemtables to gather information about the user who is sending the job, the files that
are included in the job, the location of the files, and the
location of the device. For example,if the user is sending
a job to the Autorouter Module on the router workstation,
DSM can supply the namesand locationsof the input files,
and the name and location of the router workstation. DSM
also opens any necess€fynetwork connectionsand copies
the files to the router's driver design directory on the destination node. If the routing is to be done on the local node,
the spooler is notified that a new job has arrived. All of
this is done just by picking the sendjob command in the
PCRouter
submenu of the menu for the current design and
choosing all of the defaults. When the job is finished, the
router driver uses DSM to send the results file back to the
user. Of course, the job can be processed on a different
node or use different input files if the default conditions
are not chosen.

Summary
The DSM spoolersystemprovidesa methodfor accessing
each of the peripherals and the Autorouter Module through
a common user inter{ace. This lets HP PCDSusers concentrate on designing printed circuit boards instead of interacting with each device individually. The DSM spooler can
be easily customized. This allows customer sites to configure the system so that it works with their peripherals and
manufacturing processes.
Becausethe spooler is integrated within DSM, the user

Flg. 3. DSM project and design
hierarchy with spooler menus.
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doesnot need to specify information that is alreadyknown
by DSM, such as the namesand locations of files. In addition, DSM can be used to transferjob files and statusinformation acrossthe network.
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IntegratingApplicationsin a Design
Management
System
Themanydata filesand applicationsinvolvedin a CAD
syslernrequirea sophisticatedmanagementsystemto
preservedataintegrity,preventconflicts,and maintain
designdocumentation.
by Mark E. Mayotte
DESIGN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM that manages
versionsof and accessto design information satisfies the basic requirement of keeping a company's
data organized and protected. If the applications that create
and maintain the data are excluded from the management
system's control, data integrity is jeopardized. HP's Design
System Manager (DSM) exceeds these usual file management tasks by providing application integration functions.
These capabilities include automatic invocation and environment initialization and serve as the primary mechanism
for user customization and expansion of DSM.
Design System Manager was developed in coniunction
with HP's Printed Circuit Design System (HP PCDS) to
allow an organization to control the access to and the distribution of their CAD data. The basic functions of a design
manager are to provide the file management tasks of versioning, access control, archival storage, and reporting. If
applications are not integrated into a design manager, the
link between it and the huge amounts of data produced
during the design process must be the user.
DSM provides an open, intrinsically customizable application management capability that integrates the applications used (in the case of HP PCDS, schematic capture and
simulation, circuit board design, and generation of manufacturing outputs) into its management environment.
DSM is a general-purpose data management environment
and is not limited to supporting applications that currently
use its capabilities. Any data-intensive application implemented on the HP-UX system can benefit from integration into DSM. Two types of integration are supported:
environment initialization and automatic execution.
Environment initialization
uses information in a data
base maintained by DSM and optional preprocessing and
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postprocessing information. The stored definitions are
used to interface the CAD applications with the operating
system and information kept in the design data base. The
benefits of this form of integration are ease of use and
controlled access to applications and their data.
An example of this feature's use by HP PCDS is the
PCDesign printed circuit design layout editor. To execute
the editor, 16 parameters must be specified. These parameters include the locations of the editor's system files, working files, and component data bases. The data bases and
working files are maintained by DSM, and the locations
vary according to the design in progress, the user performing the work, and the network configuration. The environment initialization capability enables DSM to supply this
information to the application.
Automatic execution allows applications to be executed
as a side effect of routine data management operations. The
benefits of this second form of integration are the enforcement of a site's design process rules, ease of use, and customization of the design manager. This customization ability also permits DSM to be less restrictive in its default
configuration. A site need not add any automatic processing if a relaxed development process is desired, but morerigid systems can be supported.
The automatic execution feature is provided primarily
for DSM users and is not currently used by HP PCDS. A
possible use is the mailing of a notification to a project
manager when a designer checks out a design for initial
work. A more powerful use is the automatic execution of
a design rule checker when the design is checked in-if
the design does not meet site manufacturing standards it
cannot be checked in until the errors are corrected.

EnvironmentInitialization
Large complicated applications, especially data-intensive ones such as CAD applications, require nontrivial initialization, invocation, and postprocessing just to get them
to work. Add these operating system requirements to the
rules that a site requires and the result is a complicated
set of incantations that the user must learn before any useful
work can begin. If all of the HP-UX operating system commands and commands necessary to follow conventions
used at the user's site can be captured in one place, the
user is freed from having to learn more than what is necessary. A user knowledgeable in the operating system can
use the mechanism that DSM provides to capture this information and manage its distribution on the network. These
rules are stored in DSM's data base and customize its operation to the needs of the site. By including this capability,
DSM frees each site to concentrate on what must be customized instead of how to manage the result.
Initialization and cleanup are accomplished through the
use of preprocessing and postprocessing Bourne shell
scripts (collections of HP-UX system commands and simple
control constructs). These scripts are executed before and
after the application they surround, which provides points
of control where the required incantations can be performed. Separate scripts are used to avoid the need for
users to alter files installed as part of a supported product.
These preprocessing and postprocessing scripts are
called triggers. The name is taken from the manner in whichthey are automatically run when the user requests execution of the related application, thus triggering their execution. DSM provides for the association and disassociation
of triggers with applications and the distribution and management of trigger files across a network. A proprietary data
base stores the triggers associated with each application.
In addition to providing for site customizable preprocessing and postprocessing via triggers, a link to the information
maintained in DSM's data base is necessary to tighten the
link to an application further, such as between HP PCDS
and DSM. The HP-UX operating system has the ability to
pass parameters to a program from the command interpreter. This parameter passing capability is used in conjunction with a simple query mechanism (see page 82) to communicate information from the DSM data base applications, Most of the information passed between DSM and
HP PCDS applications concerns the location of files under
DSM's control. These files are component data bases and
user-specific working areas. It is not enough to supply just
the locations of the files since they can reside anywhere
on the network. If a file does not reside on the local file
system, DSM automatically initializes a network connection between the local system and the node on which the
files reside. It is through this ability that a degree of network
transparengy is implemented; HP PCDS need not be network smart to make use of the distributed file system provided by HP's NS/9000 remote file access capability.

AutomaticExecution
Oncethe definition of an application is availableto DSM,
it can be used at the requestof the user, as outlined above,
or automatically.By associatingthe application with a project or designin the DSM structure,operationson that DSM

structure will trigger execution of the application. Eventdriven automatic execution of this kind enables a site to
enforce the design discipline dictated by its needs.
Optional preprocessing and postprocessing triggers can
be associated with a project or design. Whenever a check-in,
checkout, or other operation that manipulates versions and
provides access to data is requested, any existing triggers
are executed. For example, consider a printed circuit design
group that uses a formal sign-off procedure when releasing
a design to manufacturing. An application has been written
that records whether or not each approval has been obtained. When the designers are finished, their manager
locks the applicable files to prevent modification during
the verification and final sign-off process. [The lock operation could have attached a postprocessing trigger that
would mail a notification to each party whose approval is
needed.) A second trigger is placed at the front of the manufacturing release command.* This trigger checks the signoff record and fails if any of the required approvals is missing, thus aborting the attempt to release the design. The
sign-off checker accessesa file that is maintained by DSM.
Since the file can exist anywhere on the network, the first
type of application integration described aboveris used to
package all of the commands necessary to execute the signoff checker. Pseudocode for the preprocessing trigger to
the manufacturing release command is shown below.
Both types of integration are shown. The sign-off checker
program was defined in DSM, thus eliminating the need
to perform operating system incantations in the preprocetsing trigger, and the automatic execution of the ctiecker
prevents unapproved designs from entering the manufacturing process.
I If a ReleaseDesign
operation: Use dsmappl(discussed later)
to execute the sign-off checker storing the success indicator in the variable status with any messages saved in a
file called results.
I If statusis failed: Send mail to the appropriate manager
indicating the failure with the results file attached for
operation.
details, abort the ReleaseDesign
The Bourne shell script is:
#
#
#
#
#

The inilversioncommandcallsthe DSMcommandckinit.The
- r optignto the ckinitcommandindicatesa manufacturing
release
level initialization.The test checksthese two values.
The script assumesthat the proj-mgr user is responsible
tor ading on failed manufacturingreleaseattempts

i f [ $ c m d : c k i n i t- 6 $ l : - r ]
then
dsmapplsign_off_checker
) /tmp/results
ir[$?!:0]
then
ECKEB:" ) /tmp/header
echo"FAlLED SIGN-OFF-CH
cat /tmp/header/tmp/resultsI mail proj-mgr
rm /tmp/header/tmp/results# some cleanup
exit 1 # exitingthe triggeretfectivelyaborls command
fi
TI

# end of preprocessingtrigger,ReleaseDesignoperationfollows
*DSMhas a commandcalled Rel€as€D€sign
thal is used to submita designfor manufacturing
release.This command initializesa new streamof versionsseparatelrom the earlierstream
and prevents any changes to the earlier stream.
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DSMQuery Facility
The DSM commandthat handlesthe applicationinterface is called dsmappt.When creating an application reference the customizer specifies:
r The name that DSM will use to refer to the application
I The program to be executed
r The preprocessing trigger
r The postprocessing trigger
I A definition for each positional parameter to be resolved
from the data base and passed to the application.
The dsmapplprocess gathers the positional parameters
and constructs the argument vector used to execute the
application as a child process. If preprocessing and/or postprocessing triggers have been attached to the application,
an environment must be set up that executes the application and the triggers in one process. Certain IIP-UX environment initializations are not inherited across sequentially
executed processes. To avoid this loss of environment, a

new command must be constructed.
The new command is begun by first writing the preprocessing trigger to a temporary file. A command is constructed that calls the application using the information
supplied in the definition and this command is appended
to the end of the temporary file. The postprocessing trigger
is then appended to the end of the temporary file. The
result is a Bourne shell script that can be executed as the
child process of the dsmapptcall.
The constructed command is executed using the HP-UX
fork/execprocedures and dsmapplwaits for its child, the application that the user requested, to complete. dsmapptstays
around to maintain the environment that it initialized
while gathering the positional parameters, the most important component being the initialized network connections.
The types of parameters that can be specified with the
applications definition in the data base are:
! project,the name of the current project

HP PCDS Librarv Module
The LibraryModule(LM) is the data basemanagementsystem
for HP's PrintedCircuit Design System(HP PCDS).The major
contributionsof the Library Module are its speed and its large
data base containingover 8500 componentdefinitions.The Library Moduleprovidesthe capabilityto enter,modify,and store
componentinformationrequiredby HP PCDSfor printedcircuit
board design.This informationis organizedand stored in three
data bases: USER,PROJ,and CORP.The three data bases are
searchedin hierarchicalorder for componentinformation,starting with data suppliedby the user/designer,
progressingto project data, and finallymoving to corporate(or master)data.
Componentinformationrequired in the design process can
be extractedfrom data baseson the local node or remotelyover
the local area network(LAN).Data base access acrossthe network is madetransparentto the userthroughthe LibraryModule's
tight interfacewiththe HP PCDSDesignSystemManager(DSM).
The Library Module does not limit technologies(e.g., surface
mount devices or thick{ilm hybrids) that can be used in Hp
PCDS.The LibraryModule data bases are in a multiple-reader,
one-writerenvironmentthat allowsmultipleapplicationsto read
the same data base at the sametime and allowsone application
to write to the data base while other applicationsare reading.
A forms editor lets the user enter or modify componentdata.
HP'slogicallayoutsystem,DCS,can be used to enterlogical{ophysicalmappinginformationfor pin,gate,and group swapping.
This informationcan be definedin the LibraryModuleor defined
in DCS and transferredto the LibraryModuledata bases using
a suppliedcomponent-transfer
program.A macrocommandlanguage provideslinksfor user-customized
use of the LibraryModule interface.Graphicalcomponentdisplay and input are provided by the LibraryModulemacros.On-the-flycomponentverificationis providedin the forms editorand the veriticationrules
can be modifiedby the user to meet site specifications.
Data llefinition
Data stored in the Library Module is broken into two pieces:
master data and variabledata. The masterdata containsentry
names,and the variabledata containsthe data used to define
theentry.Theentrytypesthat HPPCDScunentlysupportsare:
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Fig. 1, Ihe composition of a component definition allows
sharing of entriesto reduce data redundancy.
I EQVC,which definesthe logical{o-physicalmapping information for a component.
r PHYS,which definesphysicalcomponentinformationsuch as
pin layout,componentoutline,autoplaceand autorouteparameters,and silk-screeninformation.
I COMP,which is the main componententry type and contains
logical pointersto EevC and pHySentriesalong with component descriptions,componentversioning,and informationfor
an HP 3065 Board Test System.The name typicallygiven to
a COMPentry is the componentname, such as 74LS04.
I GRAF,for entriesused to detine board logos.
I MATL,which allowsa designerto definethickjilm hybrid comoonents.
The separationof the mapping,physicalinformation,
and component identificationallowsa design group's librarianto reduce
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Group:2
GroupN

data redundancy by sharing entries across component maln
entries.For example,hex invertersgenerallyhave the same logical mapping information,but do not alwayshavethe samepackage. Therefore,they can share the same EQVCentry, but have
differentPHYSentries (Fig 1). Similarly,a dual four-inputt'tOR
gate and a quad analogswitch may sharethe same PHYSentry'
but have differentEQVCentries.
Each entry is made up of severalgroups. A group is a table
of informationsimilarto thatfound in a relationaldata base model,
and each group is made up of one or more fields and one or
more records(tuples).The entrynameis used to producea hash
table index key into the masterfile.The index into the masterfile
contains a logical pointer to the definitionof that entry in the
variablefile (Fig, 2). This scheme providesvery fast access to
the contentsin the data base, allowingdesignersto access any
of thousandsof componentsat interactivespeeds. The speed
in data access is apparentboth locallyand while accessingthe
data base remotelyusing LAN remotefile access.This is a result
of the simple storagemechanismand file structure.
Data Environment
for compoThreedata basescan be accessedsimultaneously
nent definitions:
I usER,a user's or designer'sown componententry data
r pRoJ,componententry data specificto a group of users
I conp, componententrydata centralto an organizationor corooration.
Entriesthat make up a completecomponentdescriptionneed
not be in the same data base; they can be distributedbeMeen
data bases (see Fig. 3). The HP PCDSDesign Module sequentially searchesthrough the data bases for entries in the order
(Fig. 4 shows the data base hierarchy).The
usER-PRoJ-coRP
coMP main entrymust be at or belowthe PHYSand EQVCsubentries in the searchhierarchy.Therefore,if a coMP entry is found
in the pRoJ data bases, the subentrydefinitionsmust be in the
PRoJor coRP data bases.The LibraryModuleallows a user to
build a subentry in any one of the three data bases, but only

Fig. 3. Ihe sharing of informationacross data bases and the
search order to resolve entrv definitions.

I
I

design,the name of the current design
project:design.file,
the location of the current version of a
piece of DSM-maintaineddata.By using DSM to manage
the data and requesting the location from DSM, the application is assuredof using the most up-to-dateversion.
DSM will also initialize any required network links.
home,the current user's working directory. In HP-UX
each user has a home directory. DSM extends this convention by adding a home node in the network' Resolving
the homeparameterreturns the path to the standard location for working files on the network and initializes any
required network connections.
The prompt string is displayed and the
?promplstring?.
usermust entera responsewhich then becomesthe value
of the parameter.
The literal string is interpreted by the HP-UX
literal-string.
Bourne shell and then passedto the application. The

Fig.4. The data base hierarchy.
allows a coMP entry to be built that accesses a PHYSor EQVo
searchorder,
entry in the USER-PROJ-CORP
Data base accessacrossa networkis supportedthroughLAN
remote flle access capabilities.The Library Module uses the
PCDS Design System Manageras a sort of data dictionaryto
inform it of the locationsof the data bases. lf a data base is
locatedon a remotenode, DSM opens the networkpath to that
remotenode before invokingthe LibraryModule.
Macro Language
The LibraryModule has a built-inmacro command language
that allows users to write their own commandsand manipulate
differentsets of graphicallydefined data. The macro language
is an interpretivelanguage.lt is extensiveenoughto allowa data
base administratorto define menus, read from or write to files,
and modify entry field data
Customizability
The data base schema can be modified by the design team
as desired-The systemallowscustomersto define new groups
and fields within the entries.The new groups deJinedin the
schemacan be manipulatedin thefullscreeneditorusingmacros
the design team writes.The new groups are also carried along
with the componentinto a Design Module design file. This new
group informationcan then be accessed programmatically
throughthe DesignModuledesigndata accessroutines(DDAR).
The group and field descriptionsare alsostoredin the schema
and can be modified.The LibraryModuleusesthesedescriptions
for user help.Fieldand entryvalidationrulescan alsobe modified
or added to the schemato ensurecompliancewith designteam
guidelinesand specificationswhen buildinga component.
John M. Agosta
DevelopmentEngineer
ElectronicDesign Division

experienced HP-UX user can define literal strings that
include wild-card charactersand variable referencesthat
provide accessto the rich set of capabilities supported
for HP-UX shell programming.
To understand the purpose of each parameter type it is
important to remember that DSM maintains all data in a
simple hierarchy of projects and designswithin projects.
Versions of data files are kept within each design. DSM
also provides for the maintenance of user logins and environments on an HP-UX system. If an application wants to
make use of DSM-maintained data, it must be able to query
the projecVdesign hierarchy, where each user wishes to
keep work in progress,and the locations of files in DSM's
control.
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SoftwareQualityAssuranceon the HP
PrintedCircuit DesignSystemProject
by DavidE. Martin
FFORTSTO ENSURESOFTWAREQUALITY must
be planned for and kept visible throughoutthe entire
project life cycle. Such efforts were particularly
important during the development of Hewlett-Packard's
Printed Circuit Design System (HP PCDS). Focusing on
quality alone has the inherent danger of never releasing
the product because it is not perfect. Developing methods
that result in a product that meets high quality standards
without sacrificing aggressive goals for a product release
date is a monumental challenge for HP as well as the rest
of the industry. Two key ingredients in addressing this challenge are quality assurance and engineering productivity.
QA Plan
Often a quality assurance plan is viewed as a necessary
nuisance at best and busy work at worst. For a QA plan to
contribute to bettering the quality of the software, engineers
and management should view it as a contract among themselves detailing their quality efforts.
The QA plan includes the release criteria for the project,
which are the basis for the rest of the document. Although
release criteria are usually custom tailored for each project,
there are some items that are fairly common, such as a
clear downward trend of the defect rate, execution of all
of the individual test plans, no known critical defects remaining, etc. The rest of the plan describes how it is anticipated that the release criteria will be met.
An optimal QA plan requires extensive effort from
everyone. The management team provides the framework
for specifying what areas need coverage and ensuring that
the coverage is adequate. The details about how to perform
the testing are left to the engineering team. It is vital that
everyone knows the plan, believes it, and is committed to
fulfilling it. To that end, the QA plan is not a static document, but a dynamic one. It is impossible to foresee all
events that might cause certain sections of the document
to become infeasible, inadequate, or even unnecessary.
Thus the plan becomes much more valuable to a project
team if it is kept current, reflecting the real intentions of
the team. As the testing progresses, results are entered.
Performance measurement results are especially important
for comparing later revisions of the product. The results
give the management team invaluable information for deciding when the formal QA phase should end. A side benefit of keeping the QA plan current is that it automatically
becomes a final document for the product archives.

DefectTracking
Software defects come in many forms. Many are very
innocuous, such as the misspelling of a word or unclear
error messages.
Othersare of such a critical nature that the
applicationsoftwareabortsunexpectedlyand datais lost.
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Throughout the life cycle of any software project a large
number of defects are encountered and fixed. Attempting
to keep track of thousands of defects in a large software
project using a manual method is untenable and especially
abhorrent, given the fact that HP is in the computer business. Having an automated defecttracking system is viewed
as a necessity for helping the management team balance
resources and provide the engineers with data on locating
and fixing defects. The two major defects tracking systems
used in HP are STARS and DTS.1 STARS (software Tracking And Reporting System) runs on HP 3000 Computers
under the MPE operating system and is used by marketing
and field sales organizations. DTS (Defect Tracking System)
runs on HP 9000 Computers under the HP-UX operating
system.
HP PCDS Development
Since HP's Printed Circuit Design System was developed
in the HP-UX environment, it was felt that the engineers
would be more productive using DTS. With other systems
for tracking defects, it is not uncommon for the R&D lab
to be unaware of defects because the procedure for reporting them is too cumbersome. However, with DTS the ease
of entering defect reports facilitated the logging of the vast
majority of defects encountered. Furthermore, because DTS
was installed on every engineer's workstation, engineers
found it very convenient to use DTS as a lab notebook.
Notes about what caused a defect and ideas on how to fix
it were stored directly with the defect data packet. Reminders to enter copyright notices, say, were entered as "defects." Ideas for new features were entered as enhancement
requests.
Throughout the HP PCDS project, the management team
was kept up to date with accurate statistics that were used
to measure the quality of the software. For example, one
measurement that was closely monitored was the number
of defects reported versus time. A clear downward trend
of this curve is evidence that QA efforts are improving the
quality of the software.
Although there were many advantages for the lab in using
DTS, the needs of the field, sales, and marketing organizations could not be ignored. Before manufacturing release,
the outstanding defects from DTS were copied into the
STARS data base. Defects from the field and sales organizations are entered in STARS and then copied over to DTS
for the lab engineers. There is now software that automatically provides a link between DTS and STARS which
keeps the two data bases synchronized. Although supporting two defect tracking systems simultaneously is certainly
not easy, the advantages make the effort worthwhile.

Environmentallssues
It is unreasonableto expect anyone to produce quality
results in an atmospherethat is not conducive to the task
being performed. In the ideal case,the physical environment for a softwareproject should be completely unobtrusive, allowing the engineers to focus their efforts on software development,rather than on manipulating that environment. With each engineerequipped with a workstation, the environmentimmediatelybecomessomewhatless
than ideal becausethe numerousworkstationscreatea need
for some level of systemsadministration.
The use of a local areanetwork (LAN) and the addition
of a full-time systemsadministratorcan turn this potential
liability into an asset.For example,the systemsadministrator provides expertise in installing and updating systems, troubleshootinghardware and operatingsystemfailures, and maintaining the LAN hardware and software.
The LAN provides many servicesthat improve the productivity of engineers.The use of electronicmail over the LAN
promotes communication with little effort on the part of
the engineers.The systems administrator facilitates this
activity by establishing and maintaining electronic mailboxesfor all the LAN users.Fig. 1 illustratesa method that
minimizes the overheadgeneratedby maintenance.Using
this method, changescan be handled easily by the systems
administrator, since only the files on the central system
need to be modified. The addition and deletion of user
mailboxes is very straightforward for the rest of the lab.
The LAN also plays an important part in the engineer's
developmentenvironment. Typically, a team of engineers
works on the same software module. This requires that
each engineerhave accessto all of the module's files and
that there be an easyway to prevent inadvertent simultaneous updatesto the samefile by more than one person.The
use of SCCS(sourcecodecontrol system),a standardtoolset
provided by HP-UX, with the LAN provides a foundation
on which to build a stable working environment. SCCS
requires that files be checked out for the purpose of making
modifications, and uses a semaphoreto allow only one
user to checkout a file at a time. While a file is being edited

Fig. 1. Method of establishing mailboxes that reduces the
overhead required for LAN maintenance by the systems
administrator.

by one user, other users can still get a read-only version
of the file. SCCSalso keepsversion information so that, if
need be. an earlier revision of a file can be restored.
In a distributed environment, there may be a tendency
to have each engineerresponsiblefor a defined set of files,
with the SCCSfiles resident on the engineer'slocal workstation. This approachunfortunately createsextra maintenancefor everyonewhen files shift responsibility or if there
is joint ownership of files. Keeping the SCCSfiles on one
workstation designatedas a team mastersystemavoidsthis
confusion,yet the LAN still allows the necessaryflexibility.
Although the SCCSfiles reside on a remote machine over
the LAN, an engineer still has accessto them by remote
file access(RFA). Makefiles can be set up to perform all
comrnands necessaryto build the software module, referencingthe location of the SCCSfiles relative to the local
machine. By doing this, each engineerhas a local copy of
the module which is built from the latest versions of the
SCCSfiles. While an engineerhas a file checked out for
editing, the other membersof the team still have copiesof
the file before the checkout. Only after the engineer has
made appropriatetests is the revised file checkedback in
and made availableto all. In this way, the entire team has
accessto the latest software,but is protectedfrom the experimentation of individuals.
Additional benefits are derived from the physical environment chosen. Since HP PCDS was developed on the
product's targethardware,testingwas more convenientfor
the engineers.The LAN was extensivelyusedwhen defects
were encountered.The engineercould view data files on
a remote systemor copy them to a Iocal workstation using
the LAN. Then debuggingactivities could take place at the
engineer's desk. In other cases,a special version of the
code that could be used with the debuggerwas copied to
the test systemand the debuggingactivities took place on
the test system. The LAN reduced the overall need for
physical media such as magnetic tape for the transferring
of files.
System Integration
At some point, all modules must be integratedand the
product as a whole must be built on a single workstation.
The processmust be highly reliable, becauseat the end of
the project cycle, time cannot be wasted trying to figure
out how to build the system,or chasing down the reason
that some file won't compile. To have continuing confidence in the process,it was decided to rebuild the HP
PCDSproduct everynight. A workstation servingas a product master system was dedicated to this task of system
integration. This system provided a central repository for
files shared by the team masters.Every night each team
would build files required by other teams.Thesewould be
copied to the mastersystembeforea prescribedtime. Teams
would then copy the files required from other teams from
the master system and proceed to build their respective
modules. This distributed method of building the product
ensured that interteam dependencieswere checked continually. This method was incremental in nature because
only the files that had changedwere recompiled.
On a periodic basis, it was necessaryto verify that the
whole product could be built entirely from scratch on a
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single workstation. This had the advantage of uncovering
any implicit assumptions that might not be valid. This was
done by copying all of the SCCS files from the team masters
to the master system. The product was then built, and an
installation tape was produced for verification and testing.
By establishing this build-and-system-integration process
early in the HP PCDS project, valuable time was not consumed at the end of the project, the most critical phase,
attempting to get the process under control.
Formal QA Activities
Before entering the QA phase, some QA activities have
already been accomplished. Design and code reviews certainly contribute to the quality of the software, yet must
be done during the design and implementation phases of
the project. During the QA phase of the project, the QA
plan becomes the guiding force. To complete the project
and ensure that the product has high quality, the plan must
be executed. The confidence in the product's quality is in
direct proportion to the amount of testing that has been
performed on the product. However, testing hours alone
do not tell the whole story. There must be a variety of
testing, with emphasis placed on testing the right things.
Engineers are very good at deriving "white box" tests. That
is, since they have developed the software, they know how
it functions, and are best able to develop tests that stress
boundary conditions, limits, and other structural tests.
A group of engineers from a different section of the lab
formed a small test team. This test team had the charter to
test the HP PCDS product against its manuals. Nothing is
more frustrating to a customer than having the behavior of
the software be completely different from what is described
in the documentation. The test team members were able
to bring their engineering skills to bear on the problem
without being biased by intimate knowledge of the internal
workings of the software.
Another opportunity for testing came in the form of support engineer and field engineer training classes. Getting
prerelease software stable enough to support training
classes during the early phase of the project helped establish installation and system integration processesand illuminate deficiencies and weaknesses in the product. The training classroom had the serendipitious advantage of providing ideal resources for hardware configuration testing during idle times.
Another whole category of testing is more important to
customers. This is fitness for use, that is, can the customer
use the product in its intended application? Software engineers rarely have strong backgrounds in the use environments for the applications they are developing. The addition of an application resource (AR) team composed of
typical end users fills this gap. In the case of HP PCDS,
several experienced printed circuit board designers were
assembled as the AR team. Their job was to use HP PCDS
to design actual printed circuit boards. It was extremely
advantageous that the AR team was in the same physical
location as the software lab. During the process of designing
a board, the AR team would give instant feedback to the
lab engineers concerning problems, suggestions, etc.
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The AR team was particularly qualified to evaluate the
results produced by HP PCDS. With an experienced eye,
they could quickly spot a problem that a software engineer
would never notice. It is typical for prospective buyers of
a printed circuit board design system to request that a
printed circuit board board representative of their requirements be designed on the system before purchase. This
benchmarking activity was very professionally accomplished by the AR team.
The AR team also coordinated and gave support to the
alpha test sites within Hewlett-Packard. Alpha sites were
chosen such that HP PCDS would have a wide exposure
to different printed circuit board technologies. There was
a strong partner relationship between the lab and the alpha
sites. The alpha sites benefited from their participation by
receiving the software much earlier than the rest of HP and
by being able to provide input regarding desired product
refinements. Naturally, the design team benefited from the
extra end-user testing. The AR team and the alpha sites
had the experience to evaluate the quality of HP PCDS
properly from the customer's perspective. They were the
"voice of reality."
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MOSDevicesfor
Silicon-on-lnsulator
IntegratedGircuitApplications
Severaltechniques for fabricating regions of crystalline
siliconon insulatingsubstratesare available.Ihese
methods are described briefly and device design
introducedbythe useof SO/arediscussed.
considerations
by Jean-PierreColinge

ILICON-ON-INSULATOR (SOI) technologies are
a growing class of techniques for fabricating integrated circuits. Unlike conventional devices fabricated in bulk silicon, SOI devices are made in a thin silicon
layer deposited on an insulator, which can be either
amorphous or crystalline. When a crystalline insulator is
used the silicon layer can be grown epitaxially, provided
the lattice parameters of the crystalline insulator are not
too different from those of silicon.
Silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) is the best-known technology
making use of silicon epitaxy on an insulator. SOS is a
technically successful technology (many satellites contain
SOS circuits), but the high cost of the single-crystal sapphire wafers renders this technology impractical for most
commercial applications. Other crystalline materials, such
as calcium fluoride, are being investigated as a replacement
for sapphire.
Another alternative is the use of an amorphous insulator.
Silicon dioxide [SiOr) is the most widely used insulator
since it is fully compatible with existing integrated circuit
fabrication techniques. The most mature methods for forming a silicon-on-oxide structure involve either implanting
oxygen into a silicon wafer or recrystallizing polysilicon
deposited on an SiO, layer. Both approaches are being
investigated at Hewlett-Packard.l'2
The oxygen implantation method is called SIMOX (separation by implantation of oxygen). During this process, a
very high dose of oxygen (2 x 1018 atoms/cm2) is implanted
into a silicon wafer to form a buried layer of stoichiometric
SiOr. Implantation energy and temperature are carefully
chosen to leave a thin layer of single-crystal silicon on top
of the silicon dioxide layer.
The other method, recrystallization of polycrystalline
silicon deposited on an oxide layer, can be achieved by
various techniques. All of these are miniature versions of
the zone-melting recrystallization (ZMR) technique used
to produce bulk silicon single crystals. In micro-ZMR techniques, a thin polysilicon film is melted using either an
electron beam, a focused laser beam, or a focused incoherent light source. The thermal profile of the silicon film is
controlled in such a way that upon cooling, large singlecrystal areas are obtained in which devices and circuits
can be formed. Micro-ZMR also opens the door to three-dimensional (3D) integration where two or more active layers
are formed on a silicon wafer. Using a laser, for instance,

it is possible to recrystallize a silicon layer deposited on
an existing integrated circuit to realize another active layer.
The fapanese Ministry of Trade and Industry (MITI) is fostering research in 3D integration, and 3D prototype circuits
such as camera photosensors and memory chips have been
produced.3
In the U.S.A., most SOI research is oriented towards
producing radiation-hardened circuits and providing a
cheaper alternative to SOS technology. Good radiation
hardness is not the only advantage presented by SOI structures. The inherent dielectric insulation of SOI devices and
the relative thinness of the silicon film in which devices
are made make SOI an ideal choice for high-speed, verylarge-scale integrated circuit fabrication.

Fig. '1, Cross-seclionsof CMOS invefters made using bulksilicon (top) and SOI (bottom) technologies. Resistors and
bipolar transistorsin the bulk device symbolizethe npnp latchup pan.
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General Properties of SOI Devices
Although different types of transistors (bipolar, fFET,
DMOS, etc.) can be fabricated in SOI films, MOS and more
particularly CMOS devices seem to take best advantage of
SOI technology. These advantages are absence of latch-up,
process simplicity, radiation resistance, and reduction of
parasitic capacitance.
Absence of Latch-Up. The latch-up phenomenon is the
unwanted triggering of the parasitic npnp (thyristor) structure present in a standard CMOS circuit. The thyristor can
be schematically represented by two bipolar transistors
(Fig. 1, top). Triggering can be induced by light, alpha
particles, and even thermal noise. In an SOI CMOS structure (Fig. 1, bottom), there is no such npnp structure since
the transistors are dielectrically insulated from one another
by silicon dioxide.
Process Simplicity. Fabrication of CMOS structures is
much simpler in SOI than in bulk silicon. Acceptor or
donor impurity doping of the silicon islands can be
achieved during the implantation step used to control
threshold voltage. Therefore, there is no need for creating
diffused wells, an operation that consumes both process
time and silicon real estate in a bulk-silicon CMOS process.
Bulk-silicon technologies use techniques such as LOCOS
(local oxidation of silicon) or etched trenches backfilled
with an insulator to isolate devices from one another. In
SOI, a patterned silicon etch can be used readily to form
islands. Relatively thin LOCOS oxides can also be used to
isolate the silicon islands. In this case, the resulting oxide
thickness is approximately twice that of the silicon film.
SOI LOCOS field oxides, therefore, have thicknesses in the
200-to-400-nm range, compared to a typical thickness of
800 nm for bulk-silicon devices. The use of such modest
oxide thicknesses limits the undesirable LOCOS "bird's
beak," the lateral growth of the oxide into the adiacent
device areas. This allows increased packing density.

Shallow Junction

Fig.2. lllustrationof metal spikespunching througha shallow
junction in a bulk transistor(top). ln the case of an SOIdevice
(bottom)where the source and drain regions extend throughout the entire film thlckness, no junction punchthrough is
possib/e.
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Capacitances

Fig. 3. Drainlo-bulk and drarn4oJield-implantcapacitances
in a bulk transrstor(top).ln an SOIdevice(bottom),the drainto-substratecapacitancets reducedbecauseofthe insulatinq
oxide underneath the device.
Packing density can be increased further because SOI
provides the ability to merge n and p diffusions. The bottom
half of Fig. 1 represents the cross-section of an SOI CMOS
inverter. Unlike an inverter fabricated in bulk silicon, the
drains of the p-channel and the n-channel transistors can
touch one another. This feature allows SOI CMOS circuits
to reach the density levels of NMOS circuits.
Because the source and drain iunctions cannot extend
deeper than the silicon film thickness, realization of shalIow junctions is automatically achieved when thin (<200
nm) SOI films are used. Similarly, it is impossible for the
contact metal system to spike down through a junction
when the source and drain diffusions extend through the
entire silicon film thickness (Fig. 2). This simplifies metalIization processes and reduces leakage current problems.
Radiation Resistance. Because they require a smaller volume of silicon. SOI devices are more resistant to radiation
damage than bulk devices. SOS has always been a technology of choice for space and military applications. SOI devices, which can be made in thinner films than SOS devices, are therefore good candidates for applications where
radiation hardness is a key issue.
Reduced Parasitic Capacitance. Source and drain junctions of MOS transistors have parasitic capacitance, the
value of which is roughly inversely proportional to the
thickness of the space charge region below the junctions.
Modern VLSI MOS circuits are made in relatively heavily
doped substrates. Higher substrate doping means thinner
space charge regions, and hence increased parasitic capacitances. SOI devices are, by definition, sitting on top of an
insulator, usually SiOr. The parasitic capacitance of a
source or a drain now depends on the thickness of the
insulating oxide. This thickness is typically 0.35 p,m in the
case of SIMOX material, and 1.0 g,m in the case of beam-recrystallized silicon. Taking into consideration that the
dielectric constant of silicon dioxide is three times smaller
than that of silicon, substantial reduction of parasitic
capacitances can be obtained in SOI circuits. In addition,
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Fig. 4. Scatterplot of delay per
gate versuspower dissipationper
gate in CMOS SOIring oscillators.
The straight linesrepresent different delay-power products. The
effective channel lengths are 0.25
and 0.47p"mfor then-channeland
p-channel devices, respectively.
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parasitic capacitances between junctions and field implants are essentially nonexistent in SOI devices (Fig. 3).
Reduced parasitic capacitances, increased packing density, and easier processing, even at submicrometer dimensions, permit the realization of high-speed circuits in SOI
films. Fig. 4 shows the performance of CMOS ring oscillators realized in SIMOX material. The effective gate length
is 0.25 pm for the n-channel transistors and 0.47 pm for
the p-channel devices. Gate delays down to 40 picoseconds
(at Vep : 5V) have been obtained, which is the lowest
value obtained in silicon-based CMOS circuits as of February 1987. More recently (October 1987), CMOS frequency
dividers have been made at HP, using a flip-flop type of
logic. These circuits, in which the minimum gate length
is 0.65 pm, operate at clock rates of 2 GHz.
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Physicsof an SOIMOSTransistor
The major difference between an SOI MOSFET and a bulksilicon MOSFET is that the SOI device is made in a silicon
film of finite thickness. The thickness is usually comparable in magnitude to the depth of the space charge region
created by the gate. A few years ago, SOI devices were
fabricated in silicon layers having a thickness of 0.5 pm.
Recent years have seen film thicknesses reduced too.2 pm
or Iess for high-speed applications, and 0.3 pm for radiation-hard devices. A diagram of energy band curvature
helps demonstrate how such thick-film and thin-film SOI
transistors differ from bulk devices. For simplicity, only
the n-channel device is described.
In a bulk transistor that is being turned on, the energy
bands are horizontal deep in the bulk of the silicon material
(the doping profile is assumed to be constant). The bands
are bent in the space-charge region (depletion region) until
a surface potential of 24F is reached and an inversion layer
is created (Fig. 5a). The width of the depletion region has
a maximum value W-u* equal to /aestfp/qN^, where Na
is the channel dopant concentration, q is the electron
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Fig.5. Band diagram for n-channel lransistors under inver'
sion. (a) Bulk device. (b) Thick SOI device. (c) Thin SO/ device. W-u, is the maximum depletion depth. Wt, W6t, and
Wo, are the depletion depths related to the front gate, the
back gate in a partially depleted film, and the back gate in
a fully depleted film, respectively. The following relationships
apply: W^u,>W, and W61>Wot.
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charge, es1is the silicon dielectric constant, and fp is the
Fermi potential.
In a thick-film SOI MOSFET, a similar band curvature
is observed near the gate-oxide/silicon interface. Since the
device is sitting on a silicon dioxide film on top of a silicon
wafer, a second oxide/silicon interface is present at the
bottom of the silicon film (Fig. 5b). The underlying oxide
film can be viewed as a second gate oxide (back gate oxide)
with the silicon wafer acting as a backside gate. Band curvature at the back interface depends on the bias of the
substrate and on the interface states present at the back
Si/SiO, interface. In general, the back interface can be under
accumulation, depletion, or inversion (in which case leakage current flows from source to drain.)
In a thin-film SOI MOS device, the silicon film thickness
is less than twice the maximum depletion width. Thus,
the silicon film can be fully depleted. In this case, no neutral silicon is left between the front and backside depletion
zonesn (Fig. 5c). MOS transistors made in such films have
remarkable properties. For instance, a thin-film SOI MOSFET can be switched from a fully depleted state to a partially depleted state by applying a bias to the back gate,
which accumulates holes at the bottom silicon interface.
Threshold Voltage. Under similar channel doping conditions, bulk-silicon and thick-film transistors have the same
threshold voltages. Since the front-gate and back-gate depletion zones do not merge, the front and backside
threshold voltages are decoupled. Hence, both front and
back threshold voltages are given by the classical expression:5
Vr :

- q(N""/Co*J - (Qb/C"*)
@vs + 20F

(1)

where @1asis the difference in work function between the
gate material (i.e., front gate or back gate) and the silicon
film, N"" is the surface state density at the Si/SiO, interface,
and Co* is the capacitance of either the gate or insulating
oxide layer. Q5 is the depletion charge, equal to qW-."N6,
where Na is the dopant concentration.
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Fig, 6. fhreshold voltage as a function of film thickness in
n-channel SO/ MOSFEIs. The boron doping level is constant
(8x1016/cm3),
and the gate oxide thicknessis 25 nm.
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Things are quite different in a thin-film device. Where
the silicon film is fully depleted, there is no neutral silicon.
The front-gate depletion zone extends from the gate oxide
interface to the point of minimum potential. At that point,
the electric field changes orientation, since the bottom part
of the depletion zone is related to the backside gate. If the
backside surface potential is increased, the back-gate depletion zone extends to a larger portion of the film at the
expense of the front-gate space-charge region, thereby modifying the front-gate threshold voltage. Similarly, a change
in front surface potential affects backside threshold voltage.
Threshold voltage modulation by a back-gate potential
is not acceptable in a commercial circuit where substrate
potential is usually kept grounded, but it provides a unique
way of investigating the device physics and deriving the
properties of very thin devices where the film thickness
t51 is smaller than W-u*. Equation 1 can be used to derive
the threshold voltage of thin devices, provided that e6 is
replaced by an appropriate depletion charge value located
between eN.q.tsiand qNat5;/2 and depending on the surface
state density at the back interface and the back-gate voltage.
Fig. 6 shows the threshold voltage of an SOI n-channel
transistor as a function of silicon film thickness. If we start
with a thick film (500 nm) and the film thickness tsi is
gradually decreased, Q5 and V.1 remain constant until the
film becomes fully depleted. At that point the back depletion zone encroaches on the front space-charge territory.
This gives rise to a reduction of the front depletion depth
from W-^* to W1 (Figs. 5b and 5c). As a consequence, e5
and V-. are linearly decreased as film thickness is decreased
(Fig. 6).
Subthreshold Slope. The subthreshold slope (sometimes
called inverse subthreshold slope or subthreshold swing)
of an MOS device is the slope of the drain current Ip versus
gate voltage V6 below the threshold. The steeper the slope,
the smaller the gate voltage swing required to turn the
device on and off. In modern CMOS circuits, high-speed
operation requires the lowest admissible threshold voltage.
Since the off current of the device must be very low to
minimize standby power consumption, the lower bound

of threshold voltage is set by the subthreshold slope. Typical subthreshold slopes are 90 mV per decade. This means
that a 90-mV increase in gate voltage is needed to increase
drain current by a factor of 1 0 in the subthreshold region.
The subthreshold slope S is classically given by:6
S:

{(kT/q) ln (r0)}[1+(Cd+CiJ/C"*]

{2)

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, and C6
and C1 are the depletion and interface trap capacitances,
respectively. The interface trap capacitance is equal to qD1,
where D1 is the interface trap density. Equation 2 basically
expresses that the gate charge is distributed in a capacitive
divider. The smaller the depletion capacitance, the steeper
the subthreshold slope. In a thick-film SOI transistor, the
depletion capacitance, and hence the subthreshold slope,
is a function of the doping level Na just as it is for bulk
devices. In a thin-film transistor, on the other hand, the
silicon film thickness can be smaller than W-u*. Once the
film is fully depleted, any further increase in gate voltage
does not bring about an increase of depletion charge (C6
: aQl/dVc : 0), but instead increases the electron concentration in the forming inversion layer. Therefore, the value
of S is predicted to be smaller in thin-film transistors and
should eventually reach the theoretical limit of (kT/q)
ln(10) : 60 mV/decade in the case of a very thin film with
no traps at the Si/SiO, interfaces at room temperature.
Fig. 7 presents experimental values of S for n-channel
MOS devices made in two different SOI film thicknesses
compared with the theoretical dependence of S on film
thickness obtained by numerical simulation. The doping
profile in the channel is constant and equal to 8x1016
boron atoms per cmt. A sharp transition occurs when the
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film thickness is equal to W*u*. This transition thickness
depends on dopant concentration and marks the limit between thin-film and thick-film behavior.
Effects Related to the Floating Substrate. In bulk MOS
transistors, the channel region below the gate is part of an
"infinitely thick" substrate that is grounded in most applications. In an SOI transistor, the substrate in which the
device is made has a finite thickness (the thickness of the
silicon film). Furthermore, this substrate is electrically
floating and can have a potential ranging from 0V to a few
hundred millivolts for an n-channel device.
When an MOS device operates in the saturation region,
impact ionization can occur near the drain. This creates
electron-hole pairs in the channel region. The electrons are
attracted by the gate potential and merge into the channel
current flowing from source to drain. Holes flow towards
the region of minimum potential, which is the floating
substrate (neutral zone) in the case of a partially depleted
SOI film (Fig. 5b). When no holes are injected in the floating
substrate, its potential is 0V fthis occurs at low drain currents and low drain voltages). At higher drain potentials,
hole injection into the floating substrate occurs. As holes
accumulate in the floating substrate its potential becomes
positive and current flows through the forward-biased
source-substrate diode. The substrate potential is set by an
equilibrium condition between the hole current generated
by ionization and the current in the forward-biased sourcesubstrate diode.
Any increase of the floating potential brings about a decrease of the device threshold voltage, which shows up in
the form of a kink in the output characteristics of the transistor (Fig. B). For a thin, fully depleted film, the point of
minimum potential is located near the middle of the film
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Fig. 8. Output characteristtcs of
an n-channelMOSFETmade tn a
1O)-nmlhick SOI film. The backsidc .,atc hres is sel to -20V to
accumulate the bottom of the silicon tilm and create a floating substrate in the device channel region. Gate voltage ranges from 0
to 2.5V in 0.25V steps.
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(Fig. 5c). This potential is positive, even in the absence of
impact ionization. Since there is no neutral silicon in the
film, holes cannot accumulate in a floating substrate. Holes
generated by impact ionization migrate to the point where
the potential is lowest, but this potential is high enough
to prevent them from accumulating. Therefore, the holes
flow to the source through the forward-biased source-substrate diode, the potential distribution in the film is hardly
modified by hole injection, and no kink effect is observed.
The dependence of the kink effect on the level of depletion in the silicon film can be easily demonstrated. Fig. 9
presents the output characteristics of an SOI transistor
made in a 1O0-nm-thick silicon film. The channel doping
concentration No is 1.3 x 10" lcm", corresponding to a W-u*
of 91 nm. When a potential of 0V is applied to the back
gate (silicon mechanical substrate), the channel region is
fully depleted (tsi<2w*"*), and no kink can be seen in the
output characteristics. When a potential of - 20V is applied
to the back gate (the back gate oxide is 800 nm thick), holes
accumulate at the bottom of the device and a floating substrate is created. Then, a kink in the output characteristics
can readily be observed (Fig. S). It is also worth noting that
the threshold voltage increases about 0.5V when accumulation is created at the back interface. This is because the
front-gate-related depletion depth is increased from approximately tr,/2 to W-u* when negative back bias is
applied. It can also be observed that transconductance
(dID/AVc)is larger in the fully depleted device. Indeed, the
vertical electric field E" near the silicon/gate-oxide interface
is smaller. In the case of a fully depleted device, E" is
proportional to the front-gate depletion depth. A smaller
surface electric field means higher channel electron mobility and hence, Iarger transconductance.
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Threshold Voltage Dependence on Gate Length. Threshold
voltage variation with gate length is observed in all types
of MOS devices and is often called the short-channel effect.
The threshold voltage of a long-channel n-channel MOSFET is traditionally given by equation 1. When the gate
length is decreasedto submicrometer values, electric field
lines near the source and drain terminate on the source
and drain instead of the gate. This reduces the effective
depletion charge Qs controlled by the gate and, therefore,
decreasesV1. The situation is similar in devices made in
thick, fully depleted SOI films. In thin SOI films, the close
proximity of the backside depletion region reduces the influence of the source and drain field lines on the front
depletion zone. As a result, long-channel behavior is preserved at shorter gate lengths than in bulk devices.T Fig.
10 presents the calculated threshold voltage in a bulk device and a thin-film SOI device as a function of gate length.
The SOI device has a lower threshold voltage since the
silicon film is fully depleted. The short-channel effect is
observed in the bulk transistor for gate lengths shorter than
0.5 pm, while threshold voltage remains stable down to
gate lengths as short as 0.25 pcm in the SOI device. When
a thicker SOI film is used, short-channel effect improvement is less dramatic, but still clearly observable.
Fig. 11 presents the short-channel behavior of bulk and
SOI devices made in the same lot. Although the SOI film
is 200 nm thick and not fully depleted, it can be observed
that the SOI devices are less affected by short-channel effects than bulk devices. Almost as important as the value
of threshold voltage at a given gate length is its variation
across a device lot. Indeed, gate length can only be controlled within a given accuracy across a wafer. In shortchannel bulk devices, any variations of gate length caused
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by process control variations give rise to a large range of
threshold voltages. In SOI devices where threshold voltage
is less sensitive to gate length, similar differences in gate
lengths only give rise to a moderate range of V1 values.
This can be observed in Fig. 11, where Vt varies over 400
mV in the bulk transistors, and only over 250 mV in the
SOI devices (at a gate length of o.zs pm).

Conclusionsand Perspectives
Silicon-on-insulatortechnologiesprovide the ability to
realize high-speed submicrometer CMOS circuits much
more easily than conventional bulk-silicon technologies
do. Unlike SOS technology, which has been successful
only in someniche markets,it is expectedthat SOI technol-
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ogy will gain more and more interest in all domains of
CMOS circuit applications. The reasons are quite simple.
SOS circuits must be processed in special process lines,
mainly because the sapphire material contaminates diffusion furnaces. SOI wafers, on the other hand, contain only
silicon and SiO, and can be processed in conventional
process lines together with bulk-silicon products. SOS material requires sophisticated amorphization and regrowth
processes to render its quality suitable for submicrometer
applications but SOI films of suitable quality can be obtained readily by merely performing implantation and thermal annealing steps.
As bulk-silicon CMOS technologies progress towards the
submicrometer level, process complexity increases dramatically, and costly techniques must be developed to create
dense field isolation and shallow lunctions. In SOI circuits,
these problems can be solved in a more straightforward
manner.
Finally, the high cost of oxygen-implanted wafers is starting to drop because of the advent of commercially available
high-current oxygen implanters that have adequate throughputs for high-volume production.
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and playingthe concertina.Sheserveson theadvisoryboardof the ColoradoStateScienceFairand
as a volunteerat a communitycrisisand information center.
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C i r c u i l B o a r d D e s i g n-

Gary.Jackoway
M InterestedIn algoflthms
ffil and artificialintellrqence,
ffi GaryJackowayis a prolect
ffi managerfor design automationtools for HP PCDS.
ffi
ffi Among other products,he
{s hasworkedon HPSpicefor
the HP 1000computers
and theAutorouterModule
f o rH PP C D SW
. i l hH Ps i n c e
1 9 7 9 ,h e h o l d sa B S d e g r e ei n m a t h e m a t i c as lc i ences(1979)f romStanfordUniversity
and an MA
degreein computerscience(1984)f romDukeUniversity.Garyis alsocoauthorof an articleon a new
a u t o r o u t i nt g
e c h n i q u eB. o r ni nS t .L o u i sM
, issouri,
he nowlivesin FortCollins,Coloradowithhiswife.
He enjoysbridgeand is currentlyUnitPresidentfor
theAmericanContractBridgeLeaguein northern
Coiorado.
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S y s t e mM a n a g e t-

Mark E. Mayotte
Author'sbiographyappearselsewherein this
section.

a l s ow r o t ea n e a r l i e ra r t i c l eo n H P P C D Sf o r H P ' s
Designcentermagazine.He is married,has two
d a u g h t e r sa,n dl i v e si n F o r tC o l l i n sC, o l o r a d oI.nh i s
sparetime,he enjoysplayingwithhis kids,restori n g h i s 1 8 9 0 ' sh o m e ,a n d s t r u m m i n go n a g u l t a r .
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Multidevice Spooler

Born n Berkeley,Californ i a ,D e b b i eL i e n h a r t
y i t ha n
s t u d i e dg e o g r a p h w
emphasison cartography
at HumboldtState University (BA 1977)and com,
puter scienceat Colorado
StateUniversity(N/S1985).
She worked as a technical
illustratortor
fiveyearsbeforejoiningHPin 1983.At HPDebbiehasworked
on BASICapplicationssoltwareand contributedto
the developmentof the DesignSystemN,4anager
and spoolerforHP PCDS.Sheis a memberof the
ACMspecialinterestgroupson designautomation
and computerand humaninterfaces.Debbiealso
servesas an HPVisitingScientistat a localelementaryschool.lvlarried
to anotherHPemployee,she
livesin FortCollins,Colorado,and enjoysweaving,
q u i l t i n gr,a i sn g l l a m a sa, n d p l a y i n gt h ef l u t ea t h e r
cnurcn.

I n t e g r a t i n gA p p l i c a t i o n s

Mark E. itayotte

B e { o r ej o i n i n gH P i n 1 9 8 5 ,
Paul Reesewas an assistanteditorfortheJournalof
Technical Writrngand
Communication. Interested
in print and video-based
promotionalmaterials,he
was responsiblefor the
user documentationand
t r a i n i n gm a t e r i a l so rt h eH P
PCDSDesignSystemlvlanager.Paulis currently
forsalesliteraturerelatedto HP'selecresponsible
tronicdesignautomationproducts.A nativeof Burlington,Vermont,he studiedEnglishat the Universityof Vermont(BA1984)and technicalwritingat
( M S 1 9 8 5 ) .H e
R e n s s e l a ePr o l y t e c h n iIcn s t i t u t e

Born in Sacramento,
California,Mark Mayotte
went to Boulder,Colorado
to studyappliedmathematicswithcomputerscience
at the Universityof Colo r a d o( B S 1 9 8 0 ) .H e r e f
turnedto CaliJornia
afler
graduationto join HP and
workedon RAPID/3000.
a
transactionprocessingsystem.lvlorerecently,
lvlarkwas the principaldevelopero1the Design
SystemN/anager
for HPPCDS.He is authorof an
articleon data managementsystemsand a
m e m b eo
r ft h eI E E EN
. o wl i v i n gi n F o r tC o l l l n sC, o l orado,Markis married,hastwosons,and enjoys
p l a y i n gv o l l e y b a l sl ,k i i n g w
, o o d w o r k i n ga,n d i m p r o v i n gh r sg o l f g a m e .

-

Software QA

David E. Martin

Deborah A. Lienhart
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Paul S. Reese
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DaveMartinreceiveda BS
degree in secondaryeducationfrom New Mexico
state universityin 1976
and taught high-school
chemistry{ortwoyearsbeforereturningto earnan MS
d e g r e ei n c o m p u t e rs c i enceawardedin 1980.He
t h e nj o i n e dH P ' sD i s cM e m o r yD i v i s i o a
n n da d m i n i s t e r eadl p h a - s i ttee s t i n go f
the predecessorto HPPCDS.He developeddata
baseutilitiesforthatprojectand thenbecameQA
managerfor HPPCDSand contributedto the user
interfaceJorthe DesignSystemManagerarTdthe
installation
of HPPCDS.Bornin Mesa,Arizona,he
now livesin FortCollins,Coloradowithhiswifeand
two children.Outsideof work Dave enjoysvoll e y b a l lg, o l t ,s k i i n ga, n dt e a c h i n gB i b l ec l a s sa t h i s
church.
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SOI

Jean-PierreColinge
J e a n - P i e r rCe o l i n g ei s t h e
a u t h o or r c o a u t h oor f m o r e
t h a n4 5 p a p e r sc o n c e r n e d
withSOIand 3D integrated
c i r c u i t e c h n o l o g i e sl n. terestedln lC manufacturi n gt e c h n i q u e sp,a r t i c u l a r l y
i n S O l ,h i s w o r kh a s r e sulted in three Frenchpa- Gre3t
\- tentsandtwopendingU.S.
p a t e n t sJ. e a n - P i e r rheo l d sa n E E d e g r e e( 1 9 8 0 ) ,
a b a c h e l o r sd e g r e ei n p h i i o s o p h (y1 9 8 0 ) a
, nd a
P h Di na p p l i e ds c i e n c e s( 19 8 4 ) ,a l la w a r d e db y t h e
U n i v e r s i tC
6 atholiqud
e e L o u v a i nH
. e j o i n e dt h e
technicalstaffof HP Laboratories
in 1985 and has
w o r k e do n b r p o l a r - C M OpSr o c e s s i nagn dS O Ia n d
3 D m a t e r i a lasn dd e v i c e sH
. e i sa m e m b e o
r ft h e
I E E ET e c h n i c aPl r o g r a mC o m m i t t e e
o n S O Sa n d
SOItechnologyand the ScientiiicCommitteeof the
f u r o p e a nS O IW o r k s h o pB. o r ni r B r u s s e r sB. e l g i u m ,J e a n - P i e r rneo wl i v e si n P a l oA l t o ,C a l i f o r n i a
with his wlfe and son.

B u l kR a t e
U . S .P o s t a g e
paid
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